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Introduction 

Confusion and uncertainty: the two common attributes of the stock market. The 
random short-term movements in public trading create a lot of confusion and 

certainly add to uncertainty among traders. A novice understands this reality, 
but even experienced professionals who have been trading for years suffer the 

same affliction. 
This is where chart analysis becomes valuable. No one can claim a perfect 

record of timing bu)' and sell decisions, and no one realistically expects to beat 
the market with every trade. It is en ough to beat the averages and to outperform 

the typical profit or loss experience ratio. For many, today's profits are eroded 
by tomorrow's losses, and so many individual traders find themselves seeking 
trades just to get back up to dead even. The candlestick chart is a valuable tool 
that helps you anticipate trends in a stock's price and improve the timing of buy 

and sell orders. Ironically, even experienced traders who refer regularly to 
candlestick charts often are not well versed in recognition of patterns or their 
significance. 

Tbis book first describes candlestick charts in detail and shows how they are 
constructed. The advantage with this visual aid is thaI you can find all the price 
information in one symbol. This includes a day's opening and closing price, the 
trading range, and direction (upward or downward) of movement. The candle
stick also shows each day's breadth of trading range. When you view an array of 
charts over a number of trading periods, )' OU can determine in an instant 
whether a stock is high- or low-volatility, whether it is trending upward or 
downward, and most of all, when to make a move. Collectively, Ihis is a valuable 
set of statistics. Most traders wbo have analyzed price movement using candle
sticks understand these basic attributes, but if Ihis is the extent of )'our under
standing, you need more. 

Beyond the basics, this book explains how to recognize different kinds of 
signs, moves, and patterns (bull, bear, reversal, and market) and how to employ 
double and triple stick formations to better understand why prices are behaving 
in a particular manner. Many of these moves and patterns are subtle, and their 
meaning is easi ly lost in the more recognizable patterns most traders seek. 

1 



, Tladlng with Candlnti cki 

Candlesticks are also valuable when analyzed in combination with other 
indicators. For example, two factors often overlooked in price-focused technical 
analysis are the critical attributes of price movt:mem and risk: volume and 

volatility. This book explains how candlestick chart analysis employing these 
important features will help you improve your mastery of stock trading. 

Advanced technical analysis can be greatly enhanced by combining candlestick 
indicators with the better-known price patterns and trt:nds. 

Chapter 7, ~Bll}' and Sell Setup Signals," examines and analp,es the use of 
swing trading techniques to improve the timing of trades. A setup is a sign found 
in candlestick movement and breadth, pointing to the best timing of either buy 
or sell, and also serving as a confirm ation tool. Adding to this the trend 
indicators found in moving averages, you gain \'aluable insights that will become 
indispensable in your daily trading ~tr ategy . Moving averages show YOll not only 
where prices are today, but how these aTe significant in terms of what will 
happen next. Unfortunately, the popular convergence signals often come too 
late to take action and maximize the timing advantage. This is where candlestick 
patrnns can help you anticipate trends well before other indicators solidify the 
information. 

The entire range of technical indicators involves timing of decisions. Candle

stick charts are timing tools not only for trends in upward or downward direc
tions, but also fur determining the Strenh'fh of the current movement or its 
weakness. Some patterns aTe easily identified, whereas others reflect a lot of 
uncertainty among traders. The endless struggle between buyers and sdlers 
usually involves one side or the other dominating the price mo\'ement, but at 
times bU ~'ers and sellers are deadlocked. This condition is just as important as a 
strong bull or bear pattern because it also helps time your decision to buy, sell, 
or take no action. 

After introducing the patterns of single and combined candlesticks, 
exploring setup ~ignals, and examining moving averages, Trading with Candle
sticks concludes with an analysis of candlesticks used in combi nation with 
technical indicators that most chart analysts employ. Analysis of price 
movement requires at least a rudimentary appreciation of a few very important 
price patterns, and these are most readily recognized with candlestick patterns. 
Whether YOIl are an active day trader, a swing trader, or a technician, this book 
provides the essential visual and interpretative information yuu need to expand 
your technical knowledge. Even the conservative value investor who dabbles in 
speculation from time to time will find great value in the study of candlestick 
charts. 



o Introduction 

The book combines several important features to help you. They include 
sidebars with key points and definitions, ample checklists, and examples and 
charts of actual companies (lemonstrating candlestick chan movement and their 
interpretatinn. A wnrd ahout the charts of acmal companies: No maner which 
company's charts are used or when they are picked, any chart is likely to reflect 
a range of prices that is out of date hy the time this book is puhlished. Most of 
the charts in this book are fro m familiar Blue Chip companies because these 
names are well known to most people, and that familiarity makes the analysis 
more accessible and practical for most readers. Remember, though, that even an 
out-of-date chart is revealing. [t's not the price level or current condition of a 
stock that matters, but the pattern and strength or weakness of price movement. 
The observations based on these charts apply to all stocks and at all price levels. 

The charts are also consistent in their time frame. They are mostly one
month daily summaries of price movement. This approach was selected because 
a majority of traders think in terms of the opening and closing price, breadth of 
trading, and direction on a daily basis. Stocks open and d ose within the easi ly 
defined day, and this is the best-known trading period. But it is also important 
to understand that chartists use a variety of different trading periods-hourly, 
Ij-mi nute, or j-minute charts, for example. The amazing thing about charting 

is that no matter what lenbrth of rime YOIl use in yom chart analysis. the same 
rules and observations apply. A pattern is going to be found in a daily or weekly 
chart and likewise in a one-minute chart. The significance of movement is 
identical even though the timing of trade decisions is different. So a trader 
oriented to making decisions from day to day is going to ae[ in the venue of 
Mdai l(' change. A day trader, in comparison, is likely to use the shorter-term 
charts and make decisions in terms of hours nr even minutes. Both are using the 
same trading information, moving averages, and patterns; that is the fad worth 
remembering. 

Finally, the question must arise: Where do you find free charts ? Many Web 
sites offer free charts fnr virmally any listed stock, and you can use these sites to 
get what you need for stocks you want to track and trade. These sites also offer 
subscriptions that include more advanced features beyond the hasic delayed
quote chart. For many traders, the free information provided by brokerage 
firms, financial companies, and others is enough. For other traders, the cost of 
a subscription makes the added information worth the price. 

This book is intended for the experienced trader and technician who wants 
to find Ollt how charting can improve technical analysis or who needs to add to 
a body of knowledge about interpreting technical patterns and rime buy, sell, 

3 



• Trading with Candlesticks 

and hold decisions. Candlesticks aTC one of the best tools for aiding analysis of 
srock prices and confirming indicated reversals and continuations or, equally 
important, spotting signals that aTe going to faiL The point of adding to 

tel:hnical knowledge through confirmation signals is to improve timing and to 

employ morc traditional technical indicators in an effective timing strategy. 



chapter 1 

The Basic Candlestick 

Candlestick charting combines all the needed features of daily stock movement: 

opening and dosing, breadth of t he day's trading, upward or downward price 

movement, and high!1ow prices reached during the day . This is achieved 

through a combination of shape and color. 

W Candlestick Chart 
A visual summary of aillhe trading action in a single period, showing the 

opening and closing prices, breadth of trading, and upward or downward 

movement in price. 

At the same time, candlesticks are easy to understand. They are :lema!!y quite 

simple in what they reveal. If you had to construtr rom own candlestick chart 
for a single day, it would not take very long, although building a 30-day chart 
would be quite an undertaking. Fortunately, modern technology includes 

numerous free Internet sites that provide candlestick charts in an instant, for any 

period you want to review, and with any combination of indicators (price only, 

volume, moving averages, MACD, and RSI, for example). T he range of infor

mation is explained in greater detail in coming chapters. For now, you need to 

be sure you understand the basics of candlesticks so that rou can maximize 

them. 

5 



6 Trad ing wi th Candlesticks 

~e Origin and,Meanin 

Whr it is called a ~cand!estick"? The answer is its shape-a vertical rectangle 
wi th a smaller -wick" on the top a nd on the bottom. All these shapes have great 

significance, of course. The use of this valuable visual tool is traced to Japan in 
the seventeenth century. The Dojima Rice Ex(hange in Osaka traded mainly in 
rice during that period, and the use of futures contracts became necessary. As 
the world's first futures exchange anywhere, traders on the Dojima developed 

the candlestick as a way to track futllres contract trends. 

"/Key Point 
A candlestick is a highly visual representation of price history. showing each period's 
opening and closing price, the trading range. ilnd price direction. 

W Trend 
The direction of price movement over time, which continues in ttJe same direction 

until it weakens and moves sideways or reverses. 

The futures contract- whether for rice or any other commodity- is a market 
necessity. When farmers plant their crups, they need to knuw in advance tha t 
there will be a market for their product, e\'en though it won't exist for several 
months. Without knowing whether there is a market, the fa rmers cannot know 
how much to plant. The futures contract is a commitment from end users (retail 
merchants and others who need the rice product in later months). It gllarantees 
a price based on market conditions at the moment. As those conditions change, 
the value of the futures contract changes as wel l. With growth in demand, the 
futures contract rises, and if demand falls, so does the futures price. For the 
farmers, buying a futures Cuntrad locks in a price. When the product goes to 

market, they can sell for the market price (i f higher) or if the market has fallen , 
they can sell their futures contraL""{" and get the price ther need. 

Just as stock prices rise or fall for any number of reasons, commodity prices 
are also affected by factu rs no one can anricipate. This explains why it is so 
important fo r growers to be able to lock in a minimum price. A large-scale crop 
failure means less rice and much greater prices, for example. With this in mind, 
end users are also interested in locking in the price ther have to pay, so both 
sellers (farmers) and buyers can take advantage of futures conrraL""{"S tu add 
certainty to the market. 



o The Basic Candleslick 

This is where candlesticks enter the picture. 
In Japan b}' the eighteenth centur}', the rice trade was extemive, involving 

not only the trade between local growers and consumers, but international 
commerce as well. Anal}'sts in Japan noticed that several fanors affened future s 
prices. The}' included weather patterns as well as the tendencies among traders 
to act in a particular wa}' based on market conditions. TUllay, stock market 
wisdom is based on the same trends. \'(/hen prices rise, traders tend to become 
greedy and overbuy, and whw prices fall, the)' tend to panic and sell. So rhe act 
of buying high and selling low is more common than the advice to buy low and 
sell high. The two factors at work-greed and panic- lead many traders to take 
the wrong actions based on market conditions. Traders use the candlestick to 
improve their timing for both buying and selling positions, based not on gut 
reaction or emotion, but on recognizable trend patterns. The candlestick is a 
valuable tool because it makes it so eas}' to recognize those patterns. 

As a charting tool, the candlestick reveals much more than the traditional bar 
chart, also called the OHLC (open, high, low, close). The OHLC is eas}' to 
construct, but with online free charting services, the more complex and 
revealing candlestick chart makes much more sense. 

W OHLC Chart 
Abbreviation of "open, high, low, close," A type of stock chart showing a vertlcal stick 

for the day's trading range and Iwo vertical. shorler protrusions showing opening and 

closing prices. 

III Trading Range 
The price spread between highest and lowest points on a daily bar or over a period 

of lime; the breadth 01 trading between Ihose two points. 

If you had to huild your own chan s every day, the OHLC chart would be 
easier to work with than the candlestick. But with the free Internet services 
available, you can use candlesticks to get much better visual summaries for the 
s,1me effort. A side-by-side view of both chart types makes this point. Figure \ 
I compares OHLC and candlestick charts for the same price movement of a 
stock. 

7 
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Figure 1·1 Comparison 01 OHLC and cand lestick charts 

Notice how much more information yOLl see- instantly- with the candle
stick chart. The firS! two and last two dars are downward-moving (black boxes), 

and all the rest are upward-moving (white ooxes). The extensions above and 
below the boxes show the trading range, whereas the opening and dosing prices 
are found on the top and bottom of the box . When the trend is downward, the 

top of the box is the opening price and the bottom is the closing price, and vice 
versa for an uptrend day. 

Each attribute of the candlestick has a name. Figure 1-2 summarizes the 
names of each segment of the candlestick. 
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o The a3~ it Cand lestic! 

V'" Key Point 
The white candlestick occurs when prices move up, and a black rectangle occurs when 
prices move down. This makes it easy to see. at a glance, the direction and duration of 
every trend. 

The open and close are opposite on upward- and downward.trending days, 
as Figure 1-2 shows. The rectangular box (the real body) is the range from the 
day's opening to closing price. The full breadth of trading, including extensions 
above and below the range of open-to-close, is represented by the upper and 
lower shadows. When you compare the candlestick to the same day's OHLC, 
the candlestick's advantages are clear. Jt is more visuaJJy revealing, especiall)' 
when you view a series of days neX( to one another. 

m Real Body 
The rectangle in a candlestick, representing the area between the day's opening and 

closing price but excluding the total range above and below those levels (upper and 

lower shadows). 

III Shadow 
The portion 01 the candlestick above and below the real body. The upper shadow 

shows the distance between the trad ing range (open to close) and the highest price 

of the day, and the lower shadow shows the distance between the trading range and 

the lowest price of the day. 

The most apparent benefit of candlesticks is their imme<liate revelation of 
trends. The first illustration (Figure 1-1 ) showed this by comparison. The 
uptrend (white bodies) and downtrend (black bodies) days jumped out of the 
formation. A.~ with most types of analysis, no single day's results are as 
important as the multiday trend, and this is where candlesticks present a definite 
advantage. 

With the OHLC chart, the movement is tracked over a period of time, but it 
is much more difficult to recognize a trend. In the next few chapters, you will 
discover how bull and bear trends, reversal and market patterns all develop, and 

, 



10 Trad ing wi th Candlesticks 

are recognizable with candlesticks. The greatest advantage is going to be found 
in what is revealed in dOllble-sti,k and triple-stick patterns. These are two-day 

and three-day formatio ns that foreshadow movement and provide indications of 
the strength (or weakness) in the current trend. 

This is the primar)' advantage to candlesticks. Because all the price infor
mation is represented in a visual format involving side and color, the importance 

of the trend as it evolves is more readily seen. This improves your riming for 
entering and exiting positions. The simple formation of the cand1esti<;k gives 
)'OLl a lot of information in a split-second glance. 

Traders like to know as qui(kly as possihle whether the short-term trend is 
bullish (white) or bearish (black). With the OHLC chart, the implications of 
day-to-{lay change are not as obvious, so the trend is also more difficult to spor, 
not only in terms of direction, but also in terms of strength or weakness. As a 
trend evolves, the strength or weakness is likely to change as well, and the 
candlestick is the most effective tool for recognizing this change. 

For review over a long period of time, candlesticks are more limited than the 
OHLC chart. Because the candlestick is wider than the simple OHLC stick, a 
chan with a longer time period gets crowded with candlesticks. To solve this 
problem, traders may abandon the daily chart format in favor of weekly 
summaries. This approach simplifies the chart but may combine information in 
a way that obscures the detailed trend as weI! as meaningful patterns as they 
emerge. Most traders need to sUidy every day's price movement to better under
stand both price behavior and trader opinions. The lise of longer periods makes 
chan reviews easier bur obscures the important daily trend. A sol ut ion is to limit 
chart duration (for example, reviewing no more than one month at a time) and 
use separate cbarts to sUidy longer~term trends. When charts with the same scale 
are placed side by side, multiple months can be reviewed wi thout the confusion 
resulting from overcrowding of the candlestick bodies. 

Another drawback to candlesticks is that trends can be misinterpreted if the 
chan itself is not studied carefully. False and failing signals are common in all 
forms of charting, so everyone rel ying on the timing provided in charts has to 

proceed with caminn. A series of uptrend days, for example, might indicate a 
bullish condition in the stock. But if the trading range or the range between high 
and low is nar rowing, the field of white charts could easily obscure a more 
revealing internal development in the price trend. A continuing uptrend may be 
weakening, in fact, so the attributes of the candlestick have to be reviewed in full 
context, and not just by color of the real body. 

Candlesticks, like all charts, are restricted to price trends and, in some cases, 
to volume in the stock. This means that technical data beyond the daily trading 
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range and price direction may be ignored in the analysis. If you want to develop 
a complete view of the current trend, you also need moving averages and other 
technical data to make the review as complete as possible. The judgment you 
bring to the timing of trades requires consideration of many attributes, not just 
the short-term price trend. Although traders do tend to make decisions based on 
short-term price changes, the intermediate and long-term trends are equally 
important. This is where it becomes valuable to combine candlestick analysis 
with moving averages and a few other revealing technical indicators. Fortu
nately, many free charting sites provide this additional information as part of the 
complete chart . 

../Key Point 
No single indicator is valuable unless viewed in a larger context. Candlestick charts show 
the greatest insight when the sticks are augmented with moving averages and other 
technical data . 

Candlesticks are valuable, but by themselves, they do not gi\'e you the entire 
~torr . As you move through the book, addi tional indicators and their confir
mation value will be introduced one by one and explained. By the end of the 
book, you will see how bringing a full range of technical signals into your 
analysis enriches your analytical capabili ties. Based on the candlestick as a 
primary initial indicator, you will also know how to employ volume, moving 
averages, and a few other important technical gauges. 

With any form of charting- whether OHLC or candlesticks- improving the 
instances of well-timed decisions is in itself a worthwhile outcome. Experienced 
traders know that not ever)" trade will bt: profitable or well timed, and that each 
poorly timed trade is a learning experience. This is why diversification is so 
crucial for successful nading. Candlesticks are valuable tools for developing a 
body of informed knowle<lge, but no analytical tool can ensure 100 percent 
profitability. 

With candlestick anal)'Sis, as with most forms of technical study, you need to 

master a large number of patterns and come to understand their significance, 
apply these patterns to actual situations, and evaluate outcomes. These steps 
help )'ou not onl)' to develop worki ng knowledge of candlestick chan analrsis, 
but also to find out what can go wrong. This knowledge- the negative or loss 
experience- is at least as valuable as having a series of trades th:u are all 
profitable. Losing is also an experience, but one that is more painful than what 
)'ou learn through winning. 

" 
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Improving technical expertise by employing a paper trading program makes 
sense. This is a tria! run for a portfolio, in which you start om with a fictitious 
portfolio, enter buy and sell orders, and see the resulting profits and losses. 
Because you are improving rom observations while going through these paper 

trades, you do not actuallr lose money, but rou can discover how trades are 
likely to come out and how analysis of candlesticks improves what YOLl already 
know how to do. So reliance on a chart pattern that is not as reliable as you had 
thought is very in5trucrive. Paper trading helps you to beneT appreciate the 

subtle meaning of patterns and how information can be misread. For any 
system, paper trading is a smart technique. Even experienced traders can benefit 
by trying out expansions on a technical program in a paper tra<ling forum, 
before putting real money on the line. You might benefit by maintaining a paper 
trading system alongside )'Ollr ~reaJ money" portfolio. 

ru Paper Trading 
A method for becoming famil iar with strategies, in which a fictitious portfolio is traded 
using "virtual money,· This technique enables you 10 see the outcomes of different 
timing strategies, but without losing real money. 

Many sites offer free paper trading software, manr promuted a~ contests or 
games (with prizes awarded for the best-performing paper portfolio), and others 
are simply free initially, leading tu prumutions for membership in more 
advanced services. Many brokerage firms offer variations of this idea; the 
following sites also offer free paper trading programs: 

• Iflvestopedia link to Investopedia's Investing Game at 
www.investopedia.com 

• Trading Simulation link to Virtual r aper Trading at 
W\\lW,tradingsimulation,com 

• Wall St reet SlIwivor link to Vi rtual Stock and Option ronfnlin at 
www.wallstreetslirvivor.com 

• Market Wllteh link to Virtual Stock Exchange at 
hap://vSt:. marketwatch.com 

• How the Mllrket Works link to Fantasy Stock Trading at 

www.howthemarketworks.com 
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• Virtual Stock Tradillg link to Virtual Stock Trading Games at 
www.virrualstockrrading.com 

• UMOO link to Tournament Lobby at www.umoo.com 

Of course, all Web sites offering free features also promote sponsored 
sub!Kription services or try to sell upgrades to you. These sites are useful for 
starting out in a paper trading program, though, and they provide opportunities 
for you to apply what you learn about candlestick charts as you move through 
the learning process . 

../Key Point 
Paper trading is a method for making simulated trades without risking capital. This 
activity aids in improving your analytical and timing skills. 

The most valuable insight you can expect from a paper trading program as 
an ongoing technical management process is to seek a correlation between your 
interpretations of candlestick patterns with actual price behavior. This involves 
two aspects. Fir5t, economic factors are involved, which are complex and far 
reaching but can be summed up and described as the forces of ~suppl)' and 
demand." Most traders know how this works: increased demand for stock 
drives up the price, and weakening demand drives down the price. This involves 
far more than market forces in their pure form, however; outside economic 
news, earnings, competition, consumer confidence, c),clical changes, and much 
more also provide change to prices in both directions. Jr 's the second factor that 
is more interesting and subtle: the trading behavior of "the market" as a 
collection of investors. Much of the da.i!y price movement of stocks is chaotic 
and represents overreaction to news and information. Swing traders know this 
and trade on the emotions of the market. Whether you are swing tradiog or 
using candlesticks as confirmation 1001s, being aware of how short-term price 
movement works greatly improves your timing. By resisting the urge to iump 
onto the emotional rolJer coaster of the market, ),ou are able to look for patterns 
as they emerge and improve your short-term entry and exit strategies. 

Detailed tracking of candlestick charts for a particular stock reveals how 
prices change based on current news and financial reports. It is interesting to see 
how different stocks react 10 the same news; for example, if one company's 
quarterly earnings report is helow expectations, that company's competitors 
might see a temporarr upward movement in the stock price. If a national 
statistic is promising, stocks in affected sectors wi ll react positively (or when [he 
statistic is negative, the same stock prices might fall). 

13 
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None of the short-term calise and effect in stock pT1CC movement IS 

meaningful in the long term. Value investing calls for holding onto shares for 
months or years. However, that short-term price movement is where you find 
trading opportuni ties. By tracking stock price changes through candlestick 

chans (along with other technical indicators), you discO\'cr patterns that s ignal 

the time to make a move. These arc most often based not on long-term funda

mental value, hut more on what is taking place today and tomorrow. 

You arc going to discover that there are two major areas to focus on in the 

L1SC of candlesticks within your technical program. FirH is the tendency for the 
stock to react to marke t news; some stocks Tcaer with vola tile price changes to 

even the slightest change., whereas other stocks tend to ignore news. The secund 

area to focus on is the development of chart panerm and trends. This is where 

most chart watchers focus, but you need to smdy both the stock's reaction to 

market news and the developmen t of chart patterns. 

he Skills Every Trade 

Anyone embarking on a new strategy has to accept the learning curve that goes 

with it. Even experienced traders who will he analyzing stocks hased on candle

stick formations for the first time have to proceed calltioLlsly. There are five 

important skills every trader needs, based un experience as well as your personal 

risk tolerance. Every trader needs to review his strategies and portfolio cuntin

Llously even after years of experience, to make sure he is not viulating his own 

trading rules (specifically, goals set based on risk tolerance and market cundi

tions). 

III RiskTolerance 
The degree of risk you are wilTing and able to take in your porlfolio, based on many 

faclors including knowtedge about the market, experience, capital, budget, portfolio 

size, and personal financial situation. The defined risk lolerance level identifies the 

kinds of investments anyone can afford to make. 
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'/Key Point 
Knowing how much risk to take is critical for every investor: equally importan t is 
mastering analytical tools like candlesticks to ensure that you can use them most 
effectively. 

These fi ve important skills are 

I. A com/llete al)preciation of the risk element in all trading. Everyone knows 
that risk, as a general concept, is the chance of losing money instead of 
making money. But in fact, risk has numerous other aspects that everyone 
needs to know about. Th ese aspect include the double exposure to taxes 
and inflation, for example. You need to know your breakeven rate, the rate 
you need to earn lIet of taxes, to match inflation and break even. l 

Many of these ri sks (like the tax and inflation risk) are im'isible. For 
example, yuu might be exposed tu an invisible risk if )'uu have diversified 
your portfolio into many different stocks and sectors, all o f which are 
expus!!d to the same economic or cyclical effe cts. To determine whether or 
not you are adequately si tuated based on your own risk tolerance level, YOIl 
need to evaluate a range of differem risk-relatetl questions. 

2. The ability to effectively diversify without going too far. The concept of 
diversification is more complicated than some traders realize. It is not 
enough to own several different stocks if they are in the same market 
sector, or are subiect to similar or identical market forc es. Diversification 
can take manr forms, including division between direct stock and mutual 
fund shares; equity and debt; nonstock trading in future s, options or ETFl 
shares; and using hedging strategies to reduce risks (for example, offsetting 
stocks with gold or currency positions). 

At the same time, there is another danger: overdiversification. If you 
spread capital around too much, YO ll can gain only the average rate of the 
entire portfolio. This could mean your potemial profits are reduced 
because strong positions are absorbed by weaker ones. This is one of the 
major arguments against sector-based ETFs, in which the basket of stocks is 
going to include a range of both strong and weak sector stocks. You can 
also O\'erdiversify by holding shares of too man}" diverse stocks; depending 
on market conditions and risk tolerance, it is often more dfective to own a 
small number of carefully selected stocks and focus attention on the trading 
patterns and trends of those few instead of trying to pia}' a larger segment 
of the market. 

" 
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3. Mastery oller the advantage (and trap) of leverage. The concept of leverage 

is widdy known. It is using a sum of money to borrow additional money to 

invest. It is far riskier than just investing on a cash basis, but leverage also 

has its place . Most people who buy a house use leverage when they borrow 

money through their mortgage, for example. For investors, it is practically 

automatic to he granted a margin line of credit by your broker. You can 

borrow up 10 half of the money yOll need to buy shares of stock. This gives 
you a great advantage as long as the stock's value increases. 

On the other side of the issue are the COSt and risk. When you borrow 

through your margin account, your broker ch:lrges you interest. And if the 

valm: of your holdings declines, rOll still have to par back what you 
borrowed, If the value of rour portfolio falls below the initial margin, the 
difference has to be made up; [hat means you need to invest more cash . 

This is common knowledge among traders, but it helps to insert this 

reminder in the context of trading risk and reward. When rOll get a margin 
call, you should always ask this question; Is it worthwhile to keep the 

position open, o r should m)' losses be cut here and now? If you want to cut 

rOUT losses, rou ha\'e to close the position as soon as possible. If rou want 
to keep it open, you need to de::posit funds immetliatdy. If you do not close 

the position OT deposi t the additional sum to meet margin requirements, 
your broker will sell some of your holdings. J 

4. COllt rol over and planlling for liquidity. O ne of the least-understood 

concepts in the market is liquidity. The word has several meanings, but for 

traders it simpl)" means having enough cash on hand to make trades when 
you want to. If your capital is fully committed, you cannot take advantage 

of new opportunities when ther arise. O ne of the greatest mistakes traders 
make is taking profits when they are available but keeping loss-position 

securities in their accounts. T h.is attrition results in a portfolio fully 
invested in stocks that have ded ined in value. The illiquidity of this 

situation ties you up and preve nts you from making any further 
investments even when great oppornlnities come along. 

A solution is to manage liquidity with a few commonsense rules. First, 
always keep some cash on hand. (Opinions vary, bllt between 5 and 10 

percent of your portfolio kept in cash is a reasonable leveL) Second, if you 

take profits, offset a portion of the g.1in by also se11ing loss position stocks. 

5. Acceptance of the col/stant need to acquire more knowledge. Even the 

most experienced trader hces an ever-changing body of knowledge about 

the markets and needs to keep informed of what is going on. This is true in 
the overall marke ts and communications tech nology, which enables 
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efficient access to market information; it is also true of individual 
companies and their technical and fundamental information . Status of 
every company (in terms of price strength or weakness, emerging trends, 
and changes in comparison to competing from companies) is also changing 
every day. So knowledge has to be maintained on several levels, the basic 
skills every trader needs, to the company-specific attributes affening prices 
and current Of future trends. 

Your ability to renew and maintain your knowledge base defines how much 
control you have over your trading experience. The more you monitor an 
individual company's trends and volatility levels, the better your timing 
becomes. With candlestick charts, YOll have powerful visllal tools for recog
nizing subtle but important changes in the current trend and the beginnings of 
reversals and continuation patterns. 

v"" Key Point 
By knowing the popular myths of the market, you are belter able to avoid the mistakes 
associated with them. Wise investing is often simply a matter of knowing the difference 
between fact and myth. 

Beyond the logical ski!! set YOll need to master technical analysis and 
charting, you also need to be aware of the popular myths and pithlls that 
permeate the market and the trading psychology of a highl)' superstitious trading 
culture. Technicians can easily fall into one or more of these pitfalls, including 

• The tendency to think there is a secret (orlllllia Ollt there somewhere. 
Realistically. you know there is no such thing; otherwise, getting rich 
within a few trading sessions would be easy. The uncertainty of trading is 
what makes it so challenging and interesting. You cannot know the future 
any more than )'OU can change the pmt; that's the reality . 

• An IIIICOIISciollS belie( that all entry ()rice is the start o( every trend and thilt 
prices will a/ways move in the desired direction (rom thai point onward. 
So many traders, even those who have been in the business for years, 
mistakenly fall intu the trap uf thinking that when they enter a position, 
prices will begin to move as they desire. This is based on the use of entry 
signals or simply on munitoring price and picking the "'right mumem~ [0 

jump in. But an entry price is not the 7.ero point in a trend; it is part of a 
continuing change in price, affe{.1:ed by numerous imcrJcriuns within the 
market. Although everyone knows this logically. not everyone always 
knows it emotional1y, and that's where the pitfall lies. 

17 
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• The aSSllml!liOIl that price movement is, somehow, a "conscious" element 

of the market. It is easy to treat price and its trend as a conscioLls element, 
and many traders fall into this belief. It is a for m of magical thinking, the 
belief (or desire) that something can be made to occur by the power of the 
mind or through outside forces (like wearing a ~Iucky shirt" when you 
enter trades). i\bny will not admit it, but some form of magical thinking is 
used widely. (For example, a trader named Dell might believe that Dell 
Computer stock value wil! rise because they share the same name.) 

Using candlestick charts as a primary tracking and timing tool requires that yOll 

also have a mastery o f a few basic technical theories. A short list of technical 

indicators is Ilseful in de termining the significance of a trend or a sudden change 
in price (level and direction)_ By itsel f, the chart---(:andlestick or other type
has limited value. Besides recognizing a specific shape to a short-term movement 
based on the visual development o f a {lay's trade as seen in the candlestick, you 

also need to be aware of the overall pattern in the price trend. Concepts like 
support and resistance and patterns like breakouts, gaps, head and shoulders, 
double or triple bottoms (or tops), and moving averages reveal meaningful 
changes or confirmations in the current trend_ So besides tracking the panern of 
single candlesticks or a series of candlestick developments, rou also need to 
follow the larger technical picture. The candlestick chart is the easel, and the 
broader indicators are the paint. 

The last chapter in this book, Chapter 10, analyzes the most popular and 
important technical indicators. These are the essential tools for measuring the 
strength of trends and even the safety in the current price level of stock. So the 
candlestick chart provides a single source for starting the analrtical task, and 
much more, including 

• The significance of single candle signs within the context of the CUrrt:nt 

trend 

• Developing double moves and triple patterns of candlesticks and 
understanding what they mean within the larger trend 

• Coordination of the candlestick fo rmation and short-term trend with the 
longer-term trend revealed by the technical patrern, tradi ng range, and 
moving averages 
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• Important signals involving a combination of the <:andlesrick pauerns, 
volume of trading, and technical indicators, Ilsed collectively to de\'elop a 
sillglliar opinion about the timing of entry or exit decisions 

The simple signs and moves revealed by candlestick charts are only the 
starting point. Even the more complex candlestick pauerns that grow from this 
initial trend have to be used as part of a more encompassing technical program. 
It is essential to learn the meanings of candlestick movements, hut the t\Vo·stick 
and three-stick indicators that evolve signal changes of great importance. 

III Sign 
A single candlestick that provides initial indications about a reversal or continuation 

in the overall trend. 

W Move 
A double-stick formation that foreshadows either a reversal or continuation in the 

current price trend. 

III Pattern 
A candlestick formation of three or more trading periods that strongly indicates a 

reversal or continuation of the current trend . 

../Key Point 
The concept of confirmation is a cornerstone of eve/}' technical system. No one piece of 
information should be relied upon for timing entry and exit. Every indicator is at its 
highest value when it is confirmed by a separate but equally important one. 

Using candlesticks as an initial indicotor of what is about to occur is a wise 
idea because the dailr price action is the starting point for the more developed 
technical signal. Candlesticks are ear1r indicators of changes not only in 
direction, but also in emerging strength or weaknns in the current n end. So if 
you think of the candlestick pattern in this way, the more traditional technical 
signals confirm the indicators first seen in the (klily candlestick. The concept of 
confirmation is a basic idea Ilsed by technical analysts to strengthen their 
opinions about how to interpret price patterns. 

19 
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m Confirmation 
The use of an indicator to verify the meaning 01 a separate indicator occurring althe 

same time or earlier, consisting of movement in an index or individual stock price, 

changes in price trend direction, or iniliation of an entry or exist signal. 

No approach to price analysis should take place in isolation. This means that 
rOll cannot make rdiable enrry and exist decisions based only on shorHerm 
price movement seen on the candlestick chart. You also need a range of 
indicators stretching over the longer term, an undersranding of each stock's 

volatility level, and the strength (H weakness of the current trend. This is why 
rOll need to combine candlestick charts wi th other technical indicaTOrs. The 
more indicators you add together, the better your information pool. 

A word of cautiun: Using too many indicators douds the results. You need 
to be able to make an informed decision an<1 confirm that decision through 
secondary indicators. There comes a point when you have enough dara to make 
an informed decision, and going beyond this will not add to your in formation. 
The time element, plus the simple excess of information, then turns and 
confuses the picture rather than clarifying it. 

xpariding the Informal 
Beyond the technical side, it also makes sense to pay attention to a company's 
fundamenrals, those financial vahles that define a companr's capital strength 
and profi tability. Even though shorHerm traders tend to shun the backward· 
oriented financial indicators, they can be used to narrow down the range of 
stocks you want to trade, based on price volatility and fin ancial strength. 
Considering that there arc thousands of stocks to choose from, which ones do 
you want to use for short-term swing trading and ti ming of entr), and exit? You 
need some criteria for narrowing down the range of stocks ),011 want to usc. This 
is where the fundamenta ls can be valuable. 

Por example, ),011 might decide to limit your trades to companies wi th a few 
important financial attributes. These could be an)" of dozens of indicators, but 
some very important ones include 

1. Basic profitability. Even the most speculative trades can be limited to those 
companies that have reported growing revenues and profits. Por some 
traders, the question is, Why buy shares in a company that has never 
shown a profit? As a rudimentary selection question, this eliminates those 
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troubled companies that bave fallen from previous years of competitive 
streogth as well as those that have not yet proven that they can carve out a 
competitive place fo r themselves. 

2. Strollg workillg capital. Tht: ability of a company to finance its operations 
and pay for expansion is an essential test, perhaps even more important 
than profitability. A favorite ratio is the comparison betwt:en current assets 
(those convertible to cash within 12 months) and current liabilities (debts 
payable within 12 months). This is an important test, but an equally 
valuable one is the debt ratio. This is the percentage of total capitalization 
represented by debt. T utal capitalization is the sum of long~te rm debt and 
shareholder's equity. If debt is growing each year, it erodes the company's 
abili ty to fund future growth. Dividends have to fall as interest ubligatiuns 
rise. For example, by 2008 before General lvlotors filed bankruptcy, its 
debt ra tio was over 100 percent. This meant that the sharehulders' equity 
was worth less than zero, which is not a good sign. A company's chances of 
ever recuvering from such an extreme situation are very pour. 

W Total Capitalization 
The sum of capital that funds a company's operations, consisting of equity (share
holders' capi tal) debt (long-term loans and bonds). 

3. Higher thall average dividellil yield. Another important fundamental test is 
<1ividend yield. A company that is able to pay better than average dividends 
is the exceptiun, and this itself is a sign uf financial success. A wmpany 
must have cash from profits to be ab Ie to pay di\'idends. An expanded 
qualificatiun is [Q limit the selectiun [U "dividend achievers:' those 
companies whose dividend rate has grown every year for the past ten years 
ur mure. 

4. Acceptable priceleamings ratio range. The comparison of price per share to 

earnings per share, or the PIE ratio, is one of the most important indicators 
of whether or not the price is a bargain. The PIE multiple (price divided by 
earnings and reported as a single number) is significant; it is the number of 
years' annual earnings represen ted in the price per share. So a PIE of 10 is 
the equivalent of a price worth ten years' net earnings for the company. 
The higher the PIE moves, the more expensive the stock becomes. As a 
general rule, most traders and investors like to see the PIE between 10 and 
20. But as it gets higher, the risk level increases as welL 

" 
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Fundamental indicators, juSt like technical indicaturs, are "'rules of thumb~ 
for a company's value and strength. Because of this, no indicators should be 
vitwed alone. They gain significance only when analYlcd comparatively on two 

levels. First, they have to be compared between companies in the same market 
sector. (Thus, a d rug company with a dividend yield uf 6 percent and PIE of 12 
is stronger than a competitor with a 2 percctlt dividend yield and a PIE of 45 .) 
Second, they have to be viewed as part of a fundame ntal trend. (Fur example, a 

company with a debt ratio tha t is fallin g by 5 percent per year and is now at 35 
percent is mure prumising than one whose debt ratio keeps guing up and is 

greater than 50 percent of total capitalization,) 

.,/ Key Point 
Everyone needs to place a limit on the number of indicators he will watch. The most 
sensible approach is to combine a limited number of technical and fundamenral trends. 

It's all relative, in other words. 
That is the ke)' to ever), form oJ anal)'sis, and the same applies to candlestick 

charts. If )'0\1 look at the charts of two competing companies, you gain insight 
to price strength and the current trend of each. If ),O ll review the chart along 
with moving averages over the past year in addition to over the past month, you 

advance )'our knowledge about tha.t compan(s longer-term direction. The more 
expanded the field of vision, the better )'our information. 

Chapter 2, "'Single-Stick Signs, ~ introduces the basic signs ),Oll find in single 
candlesticks and explains what the)' mean. The central lesson to remember is 
tha t, even with some exotic names to patterns and lines, candlesticks are eas)' to 
read. You can tell at a glance whet her the current price movement of the stock 
is upward or downward, and whether it is strong or weak. Chapter 2 shows how 
this works. 

1. To compme your ~f,eNn and af'er·infla,ion br~ahv~n . divide ,he rurr~m ra,~ of inn" tion 
by your ,f,eNax income or rI .. difference between 100 perce", ,nd your df"'tive tax u,e 
(be sure 10 include both federal and mHe [~xes in this calcula'ion. 'n,e fonnula: (rMe of 
infIJ/;o" ~ f /00 - .ff~./ive /u r~te)). For enmpl., if yOLO pay a combined fedeTal a"d Slo .. 

[ax rMe of 42 pc".", and ,h. ,,,,,r.,,, rale of innalio" is J perce"" )'ollr hte3~.ve" 
re'luiremell' is ( J% + ( J UO - 42 )) = 5.2%. This is lhe .,'e )'on mn51 car" jus, 10 COVer yon ' 
risks based on ,axes and infl ation. 
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2. ETF, ar~ Exchange Traded f nnd,. mntual (und, rhar hav~ a pr.·idelllifi.d "ba.hl" o( .rocks 
and rrad. on exchange, like ,tocks. rather [hall directly with lhe fund', manage",e"'. ikcall.., 
{h. portfolio i. ide",ifi.d in advance alld doe, not change, manage",.", fe .. are lower bec"".., 
110 mall age me", is required other [han mai"'en,"u of [he exi'ting portfolio. However. ,he 
ETf i, goillg '0 perform ollly at the aver,ge of all ,he "(loCk, in it. portfolio, inciudi"g those 
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chapter 2 

Single-Stick Signs 

The most practical way to master candlestick charting is to start with the single

stick sign and evaluate it, and then move to double-stick moves, and finally, 

move on to the morc complex multistick patterns. Each formation yOll find in 

charts is important in what it reveals about the current trend: strength or 
weakness, direction, o r pending reversal. 

Every analyst faces the challenge of interpretation. Even with an excellent 

understanding of how formations develop, the imme<liate pattern can represent 

a false start. Every trend has these patterns. The apparent direction or change in 

smtus misleads rou if you do not fully undnstand how to combine many 
djfferent candlestick and technical indicators, or a change occurs with no 

warning. Can rOll see patterns emerging or use candlestick analysis to amicipate 

the next step in a trend? That is the big question . 

In all forms of chart analysis, YOII rely on chart patterns to determine whether 
the currem trend is bullish (upward) or bearish (downward). This trend is not 
identical to the longer-te rm primary trend in the market as a whole. For swing 
traders, the ~trend " is the price direction that is set for three days or more . 

./Key Point 
A technical/rend is es/ablished when three or more periods move in the same direction, 
both on the top and bollom of the price range. 

" 
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The "day ~ is lIsed as a Typical trading period because mOST people analyze 
stock prices from each day's opening and closing levels. Traders come in many 

varieties, however, so the trading period you end up using could be shorter. 
People wanting fast action and a lot of in-and-om of positions use the 60-

minute, IS-minute, and 5-minute charts. These da)' traders also tend to be risk 
takers, so the LIse of short-term ch arts is not appropriate for everyone. Refer

ences to trading periods used in th is book are normally references to single-day 
movement. 

Chart llsers come in man y types. Some speculate but onl y moderatel)" and 
ri sk only a small amount of (ash. Others lise a lot of cash and leverage, and rely 

on small changes applied to big dollar amounts. In either case, charr watching 
rdies on we11·defined uptrends an d downtrends. 

An uptrend is made up of three or more periods of rising prices, but with a 
distinct pattern . Each day 's candlestick consists of a series of higher highs offset 
by higher lows. So the candlestick of the second day has to exceed the previous 
day's high and low to qualify as an entry in a true uptrend . For example, 
consider the following comparison of prices: 

D •• Tile Uptrend Pattern The Nonuptrend Pattern 

high 45 101'143 high 45 101'143 

2 high 47 101'144 high 47 101'142 

3 high 48 101'146 high 46 101'144 

[n this short example, the uptrend pattern shows growth in an upward 
direction, both in the daily high and low prices. In the nonuptrt:nd, even though 
there was upward movement, it was not a t rend. The subsequent high of the 
third dar was lower than that of the second day. and the sccond dar's low was 
[ower than the first day's. 

m Uptrend 
A shorHerm pattern of three or more periods, characterized by each period's higher 
high price levelS and higher low price levets. 
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A downtrend is also carefully qualified. It consists of a series of changes 
lasting thr~e periods or more, combining lower lows and lower highs. A trend 
is set only if it consistently produces the defined results for three periods or 
more, although the trend can also laSt many more periods; three is the generally 
acknowledged minimum. For example: 

D., The Downtrend Pattern The Nondowntrend Pattem 

high 45 low 43 high 45 low 43 

2 high 43 low 42 high 43 low 44 

3 high 42 low41 high 44 10·// 41 

m Downtrend 
A short-Ierm paltern of three or more periods, characterized by each period's lower 
low price levels and lower high price levels. 

In the true downtrend, the second and third days report lower highs and 
lower lows. In the nondownward variet}', the overall trend is downward, but it 

lacks the defined qualities. The third day's high is higher than the second, and 
the second day's low is higher, not lower, than the first. The trend ends at the 
point where a subsequent signal occurs, often a narrow-range da)' (explained 
later in this chapter) or other signs fouod in candlestick formations. 

Figure 2-1 provides an example of a 90-da)' chart for Travelers rrRV) 
showing a series of both uptrends and downtrends. Note the progression of 
three or more candlesticks in the same direction and the conformiry (in most 
instances) to the ~rules~ establishing the trend: higher highs with higher lows for 
uptrends, and lower lows with lower highs for down trends. (Not all these short
term trends fit the mle, but as a guideline, it is useful as the chart demonstrates.) 
The points of reversal, represented b)' narrow-range da)'s and other candlestick 
patterns, are also highlighted. 
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Figure 2·1 Uptrends and downtrends 

he, Significance of a 

" 

As a first step in working with candlesri<;k charts, you need to recognize what a 

particular candlestick formation reveals. Terminology applied to visual patterns 
is crucial to working with candlesticks. These terms--real body, u(JPer shadow, 
and {ower shadow- are important because the size of each of these components 
make up the signs, moves, and patterns themselves. When you need to distin

guish between bull and bear patterns, or between reversal patterns and market 
patterns, the individual candlestick attributes take on great importance. 

"Key Point 
There is a tendency to look at the entire candlestick as a single factor in the trend, using 
either the real body only or the price range only, 80th are important in setting trends and 
in anticipating reversals about to occu~ 

In addition, it is important to make a distin,,1:iun between the real bod)' (the 
white o r black rectangle) and the larger trading range. The range extends from 
the tip of the upper shadow (the high of the dar) to the tip of the lower shadow 
(the low of the day), There is a tendency among technicians to par more 
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attention to the range from high to low, than from open to close. In fact, the 
O HLC chart more readily shows this range-based pattern, even though the 
totality of range and open-close is collectively important. The meaning of these 
outcomes together is important, and neither range or open-close works by itself. 
Caodlestick terminology is somewhat different from the corresponding OHLC 
terminology. For example, an OHLC chart shows a -long range" from highest 
to lowest price, and the candlestick, with more emphasis on open-close, is 
described as a tall or short candle (the difference in size of the real body, which 
is the open-close range). 

A long candle is going to take on significance as an entry in the current range, 
and will mean different things if the rectangle is white (uptrend) or black 
(downtrend). The longer the candle rea! hody is, the stronger the move appears 
in the indicated direction. This trend is not necessarily revealed in the total 
range (as emphasized with OHLC charting) because many intraday factors 
might affect the range, including high volatility in the first hour of trading that 
is not typical of the enti re day; reaction to economic news that takes place and 
later reverses; or higher volatile change due to rumors that are later proved to 
be false. So relying on range instead of open-close can he deceptive and 
misleading. 

The long candle (also called a tall candle) can he defined as a "significant~ 
move for the day in relative terms. Simp ly being longer than the previous day's 
candle is not significant by itself. But if today's candle is twice the extension of 
the typical candle range, it takes on much greater meaning. Big price movement 
is invariably worth paying attention to. So, for example, if a stock 's daily price 
movement is typically in the one-half to one-point price range, an unexpected 
two-point candle is very significant. 

The relationship between the open-close range and the shadows is also 
significant, another reason that candlesticks are valuable analytical tools. When 
a bullish long candle forms (a larger-than-average white rectangle), that is :10 

uptrend in the day's price. However, an additional sign adds to the indication 
that the movement is a strong upward movement . This sign is found when the 
day 's price opens near the low price for the full day and closes near the high. 
This is quickly recognizable because there wi!! be little or no upper or lower 
shadow. This is an important change when the formation appears after an 
extended downtrend in the stock's price. It can indicate the end of the 
downtrend. The opposite can be interpreted when the long white candle shows 
up after a long uptrend. The longer-than-average price movement could signal 
exhaustion in buyer interest and foreshadow a leveling out and a decline in price 
to follow in coming sessions. 
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The opposite observations apply to bear long candles (black real bodies), A 
long black candle opening near the high and closing near the low is quickly 
recognized by the small or missing shadows. When this appears at the end of an 
uptrend, it may signal the end of the trend and J coming reversal. When this 

long candle shows up after a period of downtrend, it could be the sign that 
sellers are exhausted, which is followed by a reversal and movement in the other 
direction. 

You may notice that lunger real bodies tend to show shorter-than-average 

shadows. This is typical. However, what does it means when a day's outcome 
combines a long bodr with a long upper or lower shadow? As J general rule. 
extended shadows reveal which side (buyers or sellers) is in control. When the 
upper shadow is extended along with a long real body, it implies that buyers are 
in a stronger posi tion ; when the lower shadow is longer, sellers are calling the 
shots. Of course, these are general izations and do not apply universally, bur the 
signs and shapes are revealing when taken as part of a larger trend . 

• llllli ariations on .lhe Bullis 
Although the white candle&tick denotes an upward movement, not all bullish 

days are the same. You can learn a lot from the subtle differences in bullish 
candlesticks to improve your timing. In some cases, a single candlestick provides 
you with the most important indication about the current trend or its coming 
exhaustion and reversal. As a general rule, )'ou reI), on a series of patterns to time 
buy and sell decisions; some exceptions apply when ynl! use candlesticks. 

v" Key Point 
Although candlesticks tell the most when they are part 0/ a trend, some single sticks tell 
a lot. too. The long white candlestick is the most bullish of all possible formations. 

m Marubozu 
A long candlestick, with varying lengths 01 upper and lower shadows. The word in 
Japanese means ·with little hair." 

The long white candlestick is the most bullish kind possible. The combined 
long body and smal! upper and lower shadows tel! you the bulls were in control 
through the session . A few subtle variations of the bullish long candlestick are 
found in the mamboZII. This is ;1 long candlestick with varying amounts of 
shadow (also called the "wick" or "' tail") above, below, or on both sides. In 
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Japanese, the word mamboZIl means "bald" or "with little hair." There are four 
vari:ltions: 

I. Mambow witb small IIp/Jer and lower shadows. 
\'('hen a long whi te candle appears with some upper and lower shadow and 
the price docs not rise above the upper shadow of that long candIc, two 
assumptions can be applied . Fi rst, the long white candle is dearly bullish 
and probably signals a coming uptrend in price. Second, as long as the 
price in subsequent dars remains above the lowest point of the lower 
shadow, it represents a support level. Support is the lowest price the stock 
is expecte{1 to trade. (In wmparison, resistance is the highest price likely to 
be traded, and the space between support and resistance is the current 
trading range.) 

2. Mambozu witb I/O upper or lower shadows. 
When there is no shadow on either end of this candle, it is the most bullish 
of all. This tdls YOll the day's price opened exactly at the bottom and 
dosed exact ly at the top, with no additional range in between. When YOIl 
see this, it indicates that a strong uptrend has started. Candlestick analysts 
are likely to use this strong indicator (along with the trend pattern and 
other technical indicators) as confirmation of the entry signal. 

3. Mambozu with IIpper shadow ollly. 
Also called an opening bullish mamboZlf, this one has an upper shadow. 
Referring back to the first type with shadows on both sides, you can use 
the upper shadow w check subsequent trading; whtn prices of the next 
few <lays remain at or below the shadow's highest point, it is one of the 
two bullish signs. The sewnd is the bottom of the candle, which has no 
shadow but still serves as the support level. As long as price does not fall 
below this level for the next ftw days, all signs point w an uptrend . 

4. Mambow with lower shadow ollly. 

The last type is called a closing bullish mambOZIl. The same rules for 
resistance and support apply, although in this instance (because the price 
did fall below the opening price) the potential support level is lowered for 
the following sessions. 

Figure 2-2 shows a 90-day chart for Coca-Cola (KO), in which three of the 
four mambo'lu signs are found . Th~ fi rst is sign four, with a luwer shaduw only. 
The second and third are both sign one, the long body with small upper and 
lower shadows. And the fourth is sign rhree, with only an upptr shadow. The 
less frequent type two (no upper or lower shadow) is not found on this chart. 
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Figure 2·2 Marubozu signs 

Note that the consistency of the marubozu is not a guarantee. In this 

example, not every occurrence o f the candlestick is followed by a strong 
uptrend. [n fact, the confirmation is all-important. In the first number one sign 
(the sewnd maruoozu on the chart), the indicated bullish movement is fullowed 
immediately with a day opening high and moving downward. This occurs agoin 
in three more nading periods, setting up a downtrend and moving bdow the 

support level initially indicated by the marubozu. This was a good example of a 
false signal. 

~e Mistake Pattern IIIIIII 
A second important formation is called the doji. The word in Japanese means 
"'mistake. ~ It is a can{llestick fu r d:&rs that upen and dose at the same price level, 
so that there is no body, just a horiwntalline. A doji often appears at the point 
where the trend is aoout to turn in the opposite direction. It is also the extreme 
version of a -narrow-range day~ or (NRD), used in swing trading as a strong 
signal that price is about to turn and move in the reverse directiun. 
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W Doji 
A candlestick sign developed when the day's opening and closing prices are identical 
or very close; the real body is a horizontal line rather than a box. 

'/ Key Point 
The doii is the most extreme narrow-range day because opening ;md closing prices are 
identical or close to identical, When a lower shadow is prominent (making it a dragonfly 
doji), it is an exceptionally strong bullish signal. 

One of the most important bullish candlesticks is the dragonfly doli. This is 
a pattern in which opening and dosing price are identical, bur a lower shadow 
also forms. [n other words, price fell below the open but closed at the same price 
as the open in spite of the day's decline below that lt:vel. [n this formation, the 
bears dominate through the early part of the day, but before the close, the bulls 
take over and rdurn price to its initial level. So the longt:r the [ower shadow of 
the dragonfly doli, the stronger the bull ish indicator. 

III Dragonfly Doji 
A type of dojiwith a lower shadow; the longer the shadow, the greater the bullish 
indication. 

The [ower extension of the shadow forms a short~term support level that can 
be IIsed to check coming trading sessions and to identify and time your entry. 
But this assumnl support [evel can also al..1: as a cautionary signal that the 
dragonfly doli represents a fal se bullish indicator. If the following trading levels 
[Tend below the extension of the doli's lower shadow, it means tht: support is 
not holding, and that prices are likely to fall lower. 

You will not always find the dragunfly duli in a perfectly flat narrow-range 
day. It is more likely to find one that isc1ose, with a small trading range and even 
a very small upper shadow. This is demomtrated in Figure 2-3 wht:re the 
quarterly chart for Exxon-Mobil (XOM) reported a dragonfly doli followed by 

a very strung uptrend. Note that tht: established support level remained in effect, 
showing this to be a true example of the dragonfly. 
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Figure 2·3 Dragonfly doji 

The dragonfly can jmt as easily fail, establishing a false indicator. In Figure 

2-4, the quarterly chart for JCPenncy UCP) shows how this occurs. A dragonfly 
appeared, but the following days' trading immediately fell below the implied 
support level. 

JCP (JC Penney Co. roe.) N'fSE •• tod£ .... rt'.com 
l l·AuQ:2QO!;I Op 30 1.01 Hi 3 1.47 
JCP (O. lIy) 
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Figure 2-4 Dragnnfly doji failure 
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This example mar also be viewed as nor a failed dragonfly doii, bur its 
opposi te, the gravestone doji. JUSt as the dragonflr is a bull signal, when the real 
bodr appears at the bottom of the stick, it is a bear signal. The ideal gravestone 
shows up at the very top of a bull trend; in this example, the preceding series of 
sessions does nut conform to this criterion, but the duji still works as either a 
failed dragonfly o r a gra\'estone. 

m Gravestone Doji 
A type of doji with an upper shadow; the longer the shadow, the greater the bearish 

indication. 

There are more kinds of duji signs, each worth analysis as part of rour 
candlestick charting program. The opening and closing prices are identical or 
very close in order fur the doii to form; ther do not have to be exactly identical, 
so a doji is any candlestick with even a thin line, representing little or no gap 
berween opening and dosing prices. 

W Long-Legged Doji 
A doji sign with excepllonally large upper and lower shadows, indica ling a coming 

reversal in the currenllrend. 

The long-legged doji has unusually long upper and lower shadows. This 
often appears at the end of a current trend and signals the beginning of a 
reversal. (Reversals are examined in g reater detail in Chapter 5, -Reversal 
Pattern Analysis.") The long-legged doji is interesting because, although the 
period's opening and closing prices are the same (or very close), the trading 
range moved fJr above and below that level during the sessiun. In the dragunflr, 
the bears took prices down but the bulls prevailed. In the long-legged variety, 
both bulls and bears had their turn . The bears took the price down and the bulls 
brought it back up, and the bulls ran the price higher and then the bears brought 
it back down. This action can occur in either sequence and even gu back and 
forth many times during a single trading day. 

The long-legged doji is also a symptom of an exceptionally volatile day, with 
a lot of back and forth in the price and, during the session, without any clear 
domination br either side. This is a bullish pattern when previous trading has 
been on a downtrend. The day 's struggle berween bulls and bears could be a sign 
that an uptrend is going to ensue. This applies especially when the pattern has 
established a <Iowlltrend of three sessions or more. (Of course, the opposite 
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applies equally afte r three uptrend sessions and may signal the start of a 

downtrend.) 

The signal is qualified, of course, as all signals are. Any signal is only as good 
as the degree to which it confirms other signs. This is as nue of the long-legged 

doji as for any other formation. T he long-legged doii signals a change in trend 
when subsequent price acrion remains above support (after the existing 

downtrend) or below resistance (after the existing uptrend). However, when a 

long-legged doji is followed by price hlling below support (or above resistance), 
it is probably a false reverse signal. A false signal is followed by a continuation 

of the existing trend . 

"Key Point 
Confirmation of the doji exists when following prices remain about resistance or below 
support, depending on Ihe direction. When this does nol occu~ Ihe doji has 10 be viewed 
as a false signal. 

Figure 2-5 gives an interesting example of how difficult single candlesticks 
can be to read. This 90-day Wal-Mart (WMT) chart contains three long-legged 

doti days. The first and third are true, but the second one is false. The first is a 
two-day long-legged doti (wi th the second one containing a small rea! body); it 

tells you a reversal is about to occur, and th is is followed by a strong downtrend. 
The second day sets up a high resistance level, and the subsequent downtrend 

remains below that level. 

Chan courtesy orSlOckCharts.com 

Figure 2-5 Long-legged dojl 
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In the second of three examples, the long-legged doji is placed at the bottom 
of the downtrend, but the implied support level is quickly viola ted. Although an 
uptrend does follow, this particular doji docs not offer a reliable reversal signal. 

The third long-Itgged doji is tht snongtst of all, and it met:ts all of tht 
criteria. It takes place at the bottom of a downtrend, sets up a support level, and 
is immediatelr fulluwed by a strong uptrend with prices ntvtr falling below 
support. 

The t ntry signal can also work as an txit signal. If you art watching a stock 
looking for the entry point, the long-legged doji (given the quali fications about 
false signals) can servt as a confirming tnny point. By tht same argument, if you 
arc already in a position, the long-legged doji can work as a warning to dose out 
the posi tion . If you are long in stock and enjoying a sn ong uptrend, the lung
legged doji could be the red flag telling you to sell. If you aTe short and profiting 
frum a duwntrt:nd, the So.1me pattern could signal you that it is time to cover tht 
position and get out. In either case, the long-legged doji should not be ignored. 

The doji comes in many additional reversal varieties. (Ste Chapter 5 fur 
more examples.) As a general rule, when the hori1.ontal line appears on the 
upper half of the shaduw txtensiun, it is a bullish sign (the upening prict held 
and dosed even though the bears took the price lower during the day). And if 

the vertical line is found in the lower half, it is usually bearish :lI1d for the samt 
reasons; even though the bulls took price above the opening and dosing line, the 
btars were ab!t: to bring it back down. 

, and H 

Three more revealing single-stick candles are the spinl11ng top, hanging man, 
and hammer. A spinning top is represented by a fairly small real bo<iy (a narrow 
trading range) along with both upper and lower shadows. To be a true spinning 
top. the candle should have two attributes present. First, the real body should 
he found approximately midway in the full range, and the shadows should he at 
least as long as the real body. 

Figure 2-6 shows how the spinning top acts as a reversal signal. [n the case 
of Coogle (COOC), four spinning tops were identified, two each at the top and 
at the bottom of treods. These arc the most effective forms of narrow-range days 
because they represent a trading range in which both buyers and sellers had the 
chance to move price, without success. 
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Figure 2·6 Spinning lop 

ill Spinning Top 
A candlestick with a relatively small real body and upper and lower shadows. The 

real body is approximately midway in the day's range, and both shadows are at least 

the same size as the real body. 

The confusing attribute uf the spinning top is that its colur (white or black) 

is not the most important attribute. Rather, it is where it appears in the current 
Irem!. Swing rraders look for narrow-range days (NRDs), ur what candlestick 
analysts call either dojis or spinning tops. If the current trcnd is an uptrend, a 
black spinning top is somt:what strunger as an indicator that the trend is abour 
to turn; and if a downtrend, a white spinning top indicates a reversal; but either 
a white or black spinning top can be used as an indicator of the same kind of 
reversal when it shows up at the end of the current trend. The difficulty is 
knowing when )'ou are at the end of the trend, again pointing to the importance 
of confirmation. 
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'/ Key Point 
The spinning top may signal reversal, but caution is wise here: This CJndle also forms 
midrange and can give out a false read. 

A failing 5pinning top (an show up in the middle of a trend . When the <:olor 
of the real body is the same as the existing trend dire<:tion, it does not always 
indi(ate that the trend is about to change direnion. These signs can be 
misleading. so keeping a dose eye on prke action in the days following is 
ne(essary. A~ an observation of market psy(hology, you (an even experien(e a 
series of spinning tops midway through a strong trend, none representing true 
reversal indi(ators. 

Two examples of the failing spinning top (an be found previouslr on Figure 
2-3. Exxon-Mobil's (hart had two of these events. The fi rst was the single bla(k 
candle midway on the uptrend at .l uI)" 20, and the se(Ond was a white (andle 
o(Turring at approximately August 31. These events demonstrate how 
important it is to (a) confirm every indkator with other signs and (b) look at 

what ()«UTS on the following sessiollS. E.xxon-Mobil (X OM} had failing 
spinning tops in both an uptrend and a downtrend in this (hart. Both of these 
false signals were immediately (ontraned by pri(e moving through resisran(e (in 
the uptrend) an(1 support (in the downtrend), showing that the reversal was not 
taking pla(e as the spinning top indi(ated. 

The hanging man and the hammer look identi(al. A small real body is found 
at the top of the pattern, with a longer-than-normallower shadow. The hanging 
man is a bearish signal, seen at the top of an uptrend, and a hammer is bullish, 
appearing at the bottom of a downtrend. To be sure that ei ther of these is a true 
reversal signal, you need confirmation by trading on the following dars. 

W Hanging Man 
A pattern with a small real body, no upper shadow, and a longer-than-usual lower 

shadow. It appears at the top of an uptrend and is a bearish day indicating an 

impending reversal , or It appears as (onilrmation during a downtrend. 

An example of the hangi ng man is found in the quarterly chart for 
M(Donald's (MCD). This is shown in f igure 2-7. It o«urs at the end of an 
uptrend (which is followed by a very sharp pri(e drop). 

" 
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Figure 2·7 Hanging man 

ill Hammer 
A pattern with a small real body, no upper shadow, and a 1000ger-than-u$uallower 

shadow. II appears at the bottom of a downtrend and is a bullish day indicating an 

impending reversal , or it appears as confirmation during an uptrend . 

A hammer is found in the JCPenm:r UCP) (.Chart shown in Figurt: 2· 8. There 
are two points, Iroth at or near the bottom of downtrcnds and both act ing as 
reversal signals. 
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Flgllre 2-8 Hammer 

A confirming signal after either hanging man (indicating a true reversal of an 
uptrend) or hammer (signaling the reversal of a downtrend) is going to occur in 
the opening price of the next day's session. The indication of either signal is 
confirmed as a reversal only when the price begins moving in the direc tion 
indicated in the candlestick (meaning price begins moving downward after the 
hanging man shows up at the top of the uptrend, or price begins moving upward 
after the hammer shows Llp at the bottom of the downtrend). Like the spinning 
top, both hanging man and hammer can provide false signals; you need confir
mation before relying on either as a reliable signal. As with most chart signs, the 
preliminary indication should get your attention, bm you need to confirm what 
it appears to show before rOll act. 

vi' Key Point 
Confirmation for the hanging man and hammer occurs with price movement in the days 
after the candle appears. If price does not move in the direction predicted (upwiJfd for 
the hammer or downward for the hanging man). the signal is not confirmed; it is a false 
indicafor. 
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H'e Significance oITai 
The upper shadow and lower shadow- the trading range extending berond 
opening and closing prices- provide intelligence about the strength or weakness 
of price movement. When studied as indicators, exceptionall r long shadows are 
also called tails. 

W Taiis 
An aliernate term lor especially long upper and lower shadows, used as indicators 01 
the degree of strength in bullish or bearish Irends. 

The longer the shadow, the more analrsts tend to pay attention to it. As a 
general rule, a very long upper shadow is bearish because it implies that price is 
driven upward by buring interest rhat is not sustained; the ending price retreats. 
This indication is con firmed when two or more long upper shadow rails appear 
in subsequent trading sessions. A long lower shadow is the opposite. [t is a 
bullish signal, but only if confirmed by the appearance of two or more tails over 
a period of trading sessions. 

An example of a hearish tail is seen on the previously introduced Figure 2·7. 
This occurs in the day immediately after the hanging man highlighted there. 
This was a noticeably large tail, and on the following session, price gapped down 
drastically and continued in a downward direction; the total drop was aoom five 
poi nts, or nearly 10 percent of the stock's value. 

The opposite is found in the chart for Best Buy (BBY), shown in Figure 2·9. 
This bull ish tail precedes a strong price rise. In addition, two other bullish tales 
appeared in preceding sessions so that a total of three out of five consecutive 
days showed the same indicator. 
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Flglire 2-9 Bullish lail 

The lack of demand found in a bearish tail (an ~overbousht~ condition), 

meaning that the high side is exhausted and there are no more huyers entering 
positions, mar be a sign of buyers taking profits, notablr the case when price 
retreats following the sale of many shares. Bullish lower tails indicate that 
demand is growing and that the low leve I of prices (beneath the real body) is not 
going to hold, suhject to confirmation. 

"Key Point 
A tail, an exceptionally long shadow. indicated the inability of buyers to sustain a 
growing price level (upper tail) or for sellers to hold price down (lower tail). If 
confirmed. the tail serves as a reliable indicator of a reversal. 

Either formation - bullish or bearish tai ls--can also be false. Tails appear 
during strong trends in either direction as part of the higher-than<werage 
volatility in a strong trend. For this reason, the tail itself should never be used as 
the only timing mechanism for either entry or exit. It serves as one of many 
useful patterns that needs to be considered as part of a larger picture. 

Tails also may indicate something different from the signal for entry and exit. 
They may show you where resistance or support levels are starting to be newly 
established. In many of the multiple-candle moves (Chapter 3, ~Double-Stick 
Moves") and patterns (Chapter 4, ~Complex Stick Patterns"), the confirming 
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factor of an indicator is often found in whether subsequent days' prices remain 

lower than resistance or higher than support. Do you treat the tail extensions as 
these levels, or only the range ben.veen opening and dosing price? 

Analysts normally look at the full range of trading to define the trading 
range, including extensions ahove and helow the real body. T faders tend to time 

purchase entry at or close to support level, and exit at or close to resistance. [n 
other words, assuming the trading range holds, this approach assumes that price 

is going to continue moving back and fonh between these levels, as it so often 
does. ([he opposite moves apply to short selling, with resistance serving as the 

entry point and support the exi t, or closing purchase transaction.) The extension 
of the tail on either the top (at resistance) or bottom (at support) not only 
indicates whether this approach is wise, but also helps rou to gauge the strength 
of either side of the trading range. 

Tail size tends to increase at these levels (larger upper tails near resislance 
and large lower tails at support) . Remember, a tail is simply a larger-than. 
average shadow on the candlestick. By itself, the size of the tail is not enough of 
an indicator to require an entry nr exi t, so limiting the timing of trades to those 
levels is improved when the specific candlestick sign is combined with the 
proximity of price to resistance or support. 

Another time that tails appear is when, even within the middle of the trading 
range, the stock is overbought or oversold. This does not always occur at 
resistance or support; it is normal.l)' a condition foll owing too rapid a trend in 
one direction. So when prices move upward strongly, the stock is overbought; 
and when prices move strongly downward, the stock is oversold. At such times, 
tails may appear even if the price is not right at resistance or support levels. The 
condition (overbought or oversold) is a stronger indicator of an impending 
reversal and is more reliable than proximity of resistance or support, for three 
reasons: 

1. Trading range IS dynamic. It is easy to assume that the current trading 
range is fixed and permanent, but it is not. The range tends to move 
upward or downward over time. In fact, a reliable test of volatility is the 
size of the range rather than aemal price levels. For example, if a stock 
tends to trade within a four·point range, it is less volatile than a stock 
trading in an eight·point range . Either of these stocks can rerain the same 
range breadth even when their prices move upward or downward. So if 
you rely only on price proximity, rOll miss many opportuni ties. Tails that 
begin appearing after strong trends are more rel iable fo r timing of entr}' 
and exi t. 
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2. Prices //lay //love collsiderably within the rallge withollt approaching the 
edges. The chartist who waits for pri ce to approach resistance or support is 
likdy tu be frustrated when prices move a lot over time, but without ever 
reaching those top and bottom edges. The range may be narrowing, for 
example, so that an outdated [fading range is being used and the changed 
conditions are difficul t to spot. This is where the emergence of tails is \'ery 
useful. The range is not reliable over time, but the appearance of rails at 
the top or the bottom foreshadows reversal and serves as a better, more 
findy tllned signal. 

3. The appearance of tails is more of a sigllill thall price level by itself. The 
price level of a stock is chaotic in the short term, as every trader realizes. 
The timing of entry and exi t can be guesswork more than science, and the 
constant sean;h for reliahle signals is made more d ifficult by that short
term unreliability. There are times when price action is so erratic that no 
obvious trend emerges, and you cannot know whether the stock is going 
through an uptrend or a downtrend. However, if you see the appearance of 
tails, you have a strong initial indicator of price movement and you also 
can spot the implied direction. Getting confirmation in the next two 10 
three sessions is crucial bllt valuable information. In comparison to reliance 

on trading approaching resistance or support, the recognition of rails is a 
far better system. Confirmation is essential, because even with the best 
single-stick indicator, no isolated day's pattern tells the whole story. 

Single-stick patterns reveal a lot about the continuation or reversal of a trend 
as well as its strength o r weakness. However, confirmation is always J 

requirement. The next chapter expands on this theory by showing how double
stick moves work as indicators of their own, as well as in confirming what the 
single patterns reveal. Single sticks are very interesting but only in the context 
of how they serve as signah requiring addirional confirmation. With the doub!e
stick formation, two candlesticks provide a more definitive signal that- while 
also requiring confirmation- a specific price direction reversa! is about to occur 
or that the current trend is likely to continue. 

" 
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chapter 3 

Double-Stick Moves 

One of the critical lessons of candlesticks is that you need a broad view of stock 
prices before taking action-some fo rm of confirmation. A!; the preceding 

chapter demonstrated, single-stick signs hold great importance, but they 

invariably serve .:IS part of a large r trend. Confirmation is the key, and singl e 

sticks often prove to be fa lse signals of reVers.11. The only ways to reliah!)' 

analyze candlesticks aTC to observe multiple form ations of at least two candle

stick moves, confirm what :;tppears to be occurring, and improve future timing 

by anticipating changes based on solid data from more than one source. 

W Reversal Formations 
Candlestick developments signaling the end of the current trend and anlicipaUng the 

like lihood that price will ne:d move in the opposite direction. 

In the trading moment when price is changing rapidly, information might 

seem solid enough. only to be disprove<l on the next trading session. This is wh), 
the trend is essentiaL A single-stick sign is onl), an entr),; a trend starts with the 

second stick in a series. This chapter explores the strategic importance of 

double-stick moves to show rOll how to interpret information as it evolves . 

.I' Key Point 
To accurately analyze price movement. you cannot interpret any single day's sign as 
definitive. You need the double'slick move to identify and confirm reversal. 

47 
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A double-stick move is defined by a setup seSSion fonowed by a signal 
session. These can work as part of a continuation or a reversal of the current 
trend. Even with the use of two candles instead of one, the importance of 

confirming rhe indicated significance of the move remains. Even a double stick 
that appears to be a sure thing c:tn end up being a false signal, so YOLI need to 

rely on patience and keen analysis. 

III Setup 
The first trading period in a rnultistick formation, foHowad by the signallrading period. 

W Signal 
The last trading period in a multistick formation, which occurs after the setup. 

A revealing sign of either bullish or bearish movement is called the engulfing 
pattern. In this pattern, the second day's extension of opt:ning and closing prict:s 
exceeds the previous day's full trading range on both sides, engulfing it. A 
bullish engulfing consists of a downward~moving setup and then an upward~ 
rnovingsignal day, An addit ional symptom is a longer wick in the seUlp day than 
in the signal day, indicating a greater trading range and price conflict between 
buyers and sellers (in the downward-moving setup) and a lower trading range 
below tht: second day's opt:ning price and above its closing price (indicating 
stronger bull sentiment). 

"/Key Point 
When price range in the signal days e)(ceeds the range on upside and downside 
(engulfs), this serves as a significant reversal indicato~ 
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m Engulfing Pattern 
A double-sUck move In which the range of the setup period's stick is surpassed by 

the range of the signal period, and in which the setup stick's shadows are longer 
than those of the signal period, 

A bearish engulfing move exhibits the opposite setup and signal, The setup 
is an uptrend da}' whose shadows 3re lunger ,han those of the signal Jay , The 
signal da}' reverses and creates a downtrend while comp1etd}' engulfing the 
trading range of the previuus da}', 

Figure 3- 1 provides a single chart containing both bullish and bearish 
engulfing muves, American Express (AX!') first shows a bullish engul fing, 
followed b}' a single but strong uptrend da},; and second, it shows a bearish 
engul fin g onl}' a few da}'s later, fullowed b}' six downward-trending da}'s, 
Neither of these is ideal, and the ensuing patterns do not strongly follow the 
indication because the trends are short-lived, 
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A failing engulfing move, whether bullish or bearish, occurs when price does 
not trend in the direction indicated or expected. T he imporrance of confir

mation apples to engulfing mo\'cs as it does to all others. In the previous 
example, neither o f the engulfing moves was useful in anticipa ting the strong 

uptrend that followed shordy after. Failure in engul fing moves tends to occur 
very soon after the pattern appears, so confirmation can be found in a single 

subsequent trading session. Use support in bullish engulfing to confirm and use 
resistance in a bearish pattern. If t he next day's trading range vioLnes the estab

lished support (bullish level) or res istance (bearish level), it indicates that the 
engulfing muve is failing. 

A move opposite that of the engulfing is called hammi. This word means 
~pregnant~ in Japanese, so named for the protrusiun in the signal day. In the 
hi/rami, the rules are opposite those of the engul fi ng move, A bull harami is 
ch:lTacterized by a downward movement in the setup and an upward movement 
in the signal session. The setup's shadows arc longer than those of the signal, 
and rhe signa! is smaller on both upper and lower sides uf rhe range. 

W Harami 
Meaning "pregnant; a double-stick move in which the setup day's range is longer 

than the signal's days, extending above the high and below the low, and when the 

setup's shadows are longer than Ihose of the slick in the signal period . 

./Key Point 
The haramlls the opposite of the engulfing move; the signal day has a smaller trading 
range than the setup day. Even so, it also provides a strong indicator of a reversal in the 
current trend. 

The bear harami has an upward setup wi th shadows longer than the shadows 
of the signal. The signal session is a downtrend whose range is completely wi thin 
the range of the setup. Pigure 3-2 shows an example of a quarterly trading range 
wi th one bull and twO bear harami formations. Walt Dism:y (D IS) first displays 
its bull harami move, followed by a strong four-point uptrend, and then shows 
bear harami moves at the top of two separate uptrends. 
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Flgllte 3·2 Harami moves 

The same rules of confirmation and potential failure apply for harami as fo r 
engulfing moves. If support holds (for bull harami) or if resistance holds (for 
bear harami), that is a sign that the signal is real. In all four of these harami, that 
"rule~ was observed. However, like the engulfing move, harami failure is likely 
to occur rapidly. So if and when you see a subsequent violation of the established 
support or resistance level, it indicates a failing harami. To believe in the 
meaning of engulfing or harami mo\'es, you should establish imme<liately the 
direction ),Oll expect to see. 

W Harami Cross 
A type 01 harami in which the signal day forms a doji and is subject to the same 

range requirements of other harami moves. 

A variation of this is the harami cross. This is a harami in which the signal 
day forms a doji. That is a da)' in which opening and dosing prices are identical 
or very close, resulting in a horizontal line for the real body of the stick. A bull 
harami cross consists of a downward-moving day with the same attributes as 
other harami formations, and a signal dar of a doji within the trading range of 
the setup. A bear harami cross consists of an upward·moving day fol1owed by 
the doji formed within the setup's borders. 
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Figure 3-3 shows a chart with both bull and bear harami (;fOSS moves. 
General Electric (GE) exhibits a bull and then a bC:1T harami cross. The second 
one (bear) forms a near-doji and the price movement that follows is what you 

would expect after the mo\'e, even though it d id not involve a perfectly flat doji 
line. 

.Sh:xkCtuortuom 

Chan counesy ofSlocl::Chans.com 

Figure 3·3 Harami cross moves 

"/Key Point 
A harami cross is simply a haraml when the signal day forms a doji, which is a very 
strong revers;J.! indicator, 

Failure follows the same rules concerning price movement that follows. 
When suppOrt is not adhered to (in a bull move), the harami cross may fail; and 
when resistance is \'iolated (in a hear move), the same guidelines should be 
observed. In the CJse of GE, the bear harami cross acts as rou would expect; 
however, the bull hJrJmi cross first looks JS though it is going to fJil because 
price drops below support but then rises strongly. This problem demonstrates 
that any candlestick move is only an indicator and never the promise of certainty 
. . 
I[J commg prICe movement. 
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The inverted hammer is not common, but it is a very significant move when it 
is found, serving as a very strong indicator in the direction away from the estab
lished trend. A bull inverte{l hammer occurs at the end of a downtrend and 
consists of two pans: The setup is a downtrend long candle, and the signal 
(hammer) follows after a downward gap between the two periods. The hammer 
can be either white or black. These formations are seen in times of higher-than
average volatility. 

W Inverted Hammer 
A double-slick move made up of a downward-trending tong candle, a low-side gap, 

and a hammer (a bull formation): or an upward-moving loog candle, a high-side gap, 

and a hammer (a bear formation). 

An example of a bull inverted hammer is seen in Figure 3-4. McDonald's had 
the requisi te gap between real hodies, and in this instance the signal day 
(hammer) was followed by an llptrend as expected. 

Chart courtesy OfSlockCharlS.com 

Flglire 3·4 Bull inverled hammer 
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A bear invened bammer consists of a long upwanl-moving candle as the 
setup, followed by an upside gap and an inverted hammer (either white or 
black) . You would expect to see this at or near the end of a volatile period in an 
uptrend; it provides an exceplionall), strong downtrend signal. For example, as 
shown in Figure 3·5, Boeing (BA) shows a large gap between setup and signal, 
and shonl), after, the expecte<l dowmrend begins, falling 15 points in aboll1 one 
momh. 
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Figure 3·5 Bear inverled hammer 

./Key Point 
The inverted hammer is one of the strongest reversal signals. The signal day follows a 
gap and then confirms the reversal by the hammer in which the dominant side in the 
current trend was not able to sustain price changes. 

An inverted hammer is a valuable double-stick move, but it occurs rarely. As 
a consequence, it is eas), to miss. The ~rule" abuut the hammer camllestick is 
that it sen'es as a sign that price action was strong on olle side of the trade; when 
it serves as the signal day in a double-stick pattern, it is even stronger. As with 
all formations, the movement in price is more significant than what any single 
day reveals. 
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The same is true for the doji star. This is simi lar to the inverted hammer in 
the fo rmation's setup, containing the requisite long setup candle and gap. The 
difference is that instead uf a hammer in the signal dar, a duji lppears. This 
formltion is lS rlre as the inverted hammer and provides an equally strong 
indicator that the current trend is about to reverse. A bull doji star is charac
terized by a long downward candle, a downside gap and a doji. A bull doji star 
has an upward lung candle in the setup and then an upside gap and a doji on the 
signal day. 

m Doji Star 
A variation of the inverted hammer in whicll the signa! day forms as a doji instead of 

a hammer candle . 

../Key Point 
The doji star replaces the hammer with iJ doji. The combined gap iJnd price action in the 
signiJl diJy miJke this iJ very powerful reversal formation. 

Although the doji star is rare, both a bull and a bear version are found on the 
quarterly Chart of United T ethnologies (UTX). This is shown in Figure 3-6 . The 
first, a bear doji star, predicts a downtrend, but this does not develop for a few 
days; in fact, this was followed by a three-point price uptrend. This makes the 
point that even as a strong indicator, the doji star normally appears in excep
tionally volatile times, and the urx pattern fits this description . Su the general 
observation that a double stick sets up support (for bull patterns) or resistance 
(for bear patterns) may not occur right away. One problem with this bear move 
is that is shows up at the bottom of a downtrend; it would be preferable to see 
such a signal at the top of an uptrend. 
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Figure 3·6 Doji slar moves 

The second occmren(c is a bull doji star move. In this example, there is no 

strong trend in effect at the time, and there isa one-day delay before the uptrend 
takes effect . The doji star is a very strong indicator but may he followed by a 

counter-indicating delay. It is a volatile move showing lip during volatile times. 

Gaps are all.important in even a two-period trend. They Llsually mean that 

something important is taking place in the trading action between sessions. One 
kind of gap is invisible at first glance, and it is called the meeting lines formatinn. 
The real bodies between the setup and signal days ~meet" at the same price level. 
On this basis, there seems to be no gap. But when the se tup is a downward

moving candle and the signal is upward, there is a substantial gap-between the 
dosing price of the first gap (bottom o f the setup candle) and the openi ng price 

of the signal day (also the bottom). T he gap is the span of the signal da(s real 
candle. This is a strong bull signal. 
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W Meeting Lines 
A double-stick move with the bottom of the setup day's real body meeting the top of 
the real body in the signal day. In a bull move, the setup day is downward moving and 
the signal day is upward, creating a downward gap between the closing price 01 the 
setup and the opening price of the signal. A bear meeting lines move exhibits the 
opposite direction in both sessions and an lIpside gap in between. 

" Key Point 
A lot of chart analysis foclJses on the trend while overlooking the relationship of the real 
body between days. The meeting lines move can be very significant in foreshadowing 
reverSiJ.1 becalJse it conlains an invisible gap. 

The opposite applies in a bear meeting lines move. The setup is a white stick, 
meaning the closing price is at the top of the candle. The signal day is black, 
meaning the opening is at the top of the candle. The gap is the span of the signal 
session's real body. [n the piercing line, the invisible gap is the difference 
between the close in the setup day and the open in the signal day. Depending on 
the comparative size of each day, the gap can be slight, or it can be quite large. 
A larger gap normally strengthens the indicator. 

Although these moves are rare, you can find imth bull and bear meeting lines 
in the chart for Bank of America (BAC), as shown in Figure 3-7. The gaps in 
both instances are relatively small, but the size of the candlesticks makes both of 
these valid piercing line patterns. A large gap would have made them stronger; 
but even with small gaps, the importance of consecutive long candlesticks acting 
as reveN;als cannot be ignored. 
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This is an interesting series encompassing both a bear meeting lines move and 

then, very quickly, a bull meeting lines muve. The downtrend following the bear 

meeting lines lasted only four days before it ended with the bull meeting lines 

move. This shows that even with a strungly established change in direction, a 
trcnd can last for mally days or for only a few. 

A subtler move is called the piercillg Iille . Like meeting line moves, piercing 
lines include an invisible gap. The bull piercing line includes a downward long 
candle in the serup and an upward long candle in [he signal period tha t follows. 
The trading ranges overlap, In the bear piercing line move (also called the ~dark 
cloud cover~), the setup is moving upward, and the signal session is moving 
downward. The key distinction in either the bull or bear move is that both parts 
consist of consecutive long candlesticks. The overlapping ranges and reversal of 
direction signal a change in direction. 

m Piercing Lines 
A double·stick move with two long candles. A bull formation has a downward 

movement in the setup and a lower, upward movement in the signal, with trading 

ranges overlapping to form an invisible gap. 
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W Dark Cloud Cover 
Alternate name for the bear piercing lines move. 

When first looking at this formation, you would expect to see it frequemly. 
But locating two consecutive long candlesticks with reversal of direction is not 
a common occurrence. One chart, the Coca-Cola (KO) quarterly chart, reported 
a bull piercing line move and then a bear piercing li ne move very shortly after. 
This is shown in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8 Pierc ing li ne move 

"'" Key Point 

". 

~. 

Whenever you find two long candles with opposite price directions, this occurrence is 
invariably important and requires further study. 

The initial bear trend lasts onl y three sessions, but the following re\'ersal 
after the bull piercing lines move extends 16 sessions. The duration of any [Tend 
is where the uncertainty always lies, making timing a matter of astute interpre
tation of the double-stick moves like these. If you had taken adion based on the 
initial downtrend indicated, it would have been difficult to also recogni7.e the 
second reversal (;oming so soon after. 
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A recurring problem with reversal double sticks is that they often aTC going 
to be false . When prices move opposite uf the direction the reversal pattern 

indicates, timi ng can be fl1.:1de worse instead of better. This is why YOIl need to 

rely on confirmation signals ami to ensure that all the attributes are in place. 

Most rc\'crsal double sticks show up at the end of the t rend. So you expect to 

sec a bull revcrsal move at the end of the downtrend and the bear reversal at the 

end of the uptrend. f alse signals can occur anywhere, but they arc more likely 
to show up in the wrong place. So a bull reversal move you find within a bull 
tTend is questionable, and the same is tTue of a bear reversal move within a bear 
trend. To serve as a nue reversal furmatiun, the move must have a trend to 
reverse. If you forget this important rule, you might end up buying near the top 
uf an uptrend ur selling near the buttum of a downtrend; these actions are 
exactly what you hope to avoid by using candlesticks, so be aware not only of 
the shape of the move but also where you find it. 

Douhle-stick moves are valuable when they appear as reversals (at the top of the 
uptrend and at the bottom of the downtrend). But how do you know when you 
are at the top or at the bottom? Hindsight reveals all, but in the middle of a 
trend, it is much more difficult to decide when it is ending. This is where double
stick confirming moves are the most revealing . 

.I' Key Point 
A failing move is ius! as important as a successful one. il only because its "negative 
confirmation" tells you 10 ignore wllat it seems to anticipale. 

In examining the timing of your entry and exit decisiuns, you should rate 
your ability to correctly call bo th reversal and confirming indicators. The failing 
indicators are just as important as those that sllcceed; the failure of even a strong 
double-stick move reminds YOII that these are only indicato rs and not 
cerrainties, that all the elements need to be present fur the pattern to apply 
reliably, and that the goal is not to achieve completely perfect timing bllt to 
improve your overall success. A cOllfirmillg indicator is different from a confir
mation sign wi thin a reversal pattern. When working with reversal, YOIl seek 
confirmation of what the candlestick move seems to be revealing; when seeking 
a confi rming move, YOIl are looking for signs that the current trend is st ill in 
effect. 
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lIJ Confirming Indicators 
Candlestick formations that anticipate the current trend is likely to continue in the 
same directioo. 

'/Key Point 
The confirming move tells you the current trend will continue. Compared to the more 
popular reversal move, confirming moves can be more difficult to spot. 

Confirming moves tell )'011 that the current trend is guing tu connnne, at 
lea5t until it weakens and reverses. The duration of a trend is impossible to 

forecast wi thout rel)'ing on developing patterns within the trend itself. Among 
these, the thrusting line is one of the most important. 

A thrusting line move is very similar to the piercing line, but it confirms the 
current trend rather than signaling a reversal. A bull thrusting line has a long 
white candle in the setup and a higher-range long black candle in the signal. This 
creates an im'isible gap to the upside (the space between the semI' close and the 
signal open). A bear thrusting line has a downward-moving lung candle in the 
setup and lower-range upward-moving long candle in the signal. A downward 

gap is created between the setup close and the signal upen . Both moves confirm 
the direction of the current trend. 

W Thrusting Lines 
A double-stick confirming move consisting 01 two loog candles. In a bull formation, 
setup is upward and a higher signal day is downward. In a bear formation , setup is 
downward and a lower s ignal day is upward moving. 

The chart for Wal-Mart contains both a bull and a bear thrusting line move. 
This is shown in Figure 3-9. The first is a bull muve anticipating continunl rising 
prices, which is followed by an upward price movement. The second is a bear 
move signaling the preceding strong downtrend will continue, which it does. 
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Figure 3·9 Thrusting line move 

The thrusting line is subtle in comparison to the more easily recognized 
reversal move that appears more often. Traders tend to focus on a few reversal 
moves, seeking exi t from current strategies or entry when the direcrion changes; 

it is equally important to look for confirmation even though it is not as popular, 
A second confirming pattern is the separating lines move, which looks very 

much like the reversal meeting lines move. In this confirming move, there arc 
two lung caml1esticks and a substantial (but invisible) gap. T raders aTe accus

tomed to seeing obvious gaps represented by spaces in between t rading ranges, 
but equally important are the differences between closing and opening prices. 
The separating lines move is a good example of how gaps can confirm the 
current price direnion. 

A bull separating lines move consists of a downward setup and a higher 
upward signal. The opening price of the setup (top of the real hotly) is at the 
same level as the opening price of the signal (bottom of the real body); the gap 
is the extension of the setup dar. A bear separating lines move has an upward 
setup and a lower downward signal, with the opening of the setup the same as 
the opening of the signal. The gap is the length of the setup real body. 
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W Separating Lines 
A confirming double-stick move creating a gap equal to the real body of the setup 

day. A bul l formation is formed with a downward setup and a higher upward signal. A 

bear move is lormed with an upward setup and a lower downward signal. 

'/ Key Point 
The separating lines move, like many other double slicks. includes an invisible gap. This 
should not be ignored; gaps are significant and revealing. even in confirming moves. 

For example, two separating lines appear wi thin a week in the chan of Pfizer 
(PfE). This is shown in Figure 3- 10. The first one, a bull separating lines move, 
is not ideal; the sticks are not as long as you would like to set: to be able to treat 
this as a strong confirming mO\'e. Even so, the uptrend does continue strongly 
after this appears, for the next five sessions. Then the downtrend begins, and at 
the same point, the bear separating lines move shows up. In a strict sense, this is 
nut a confirming move because the trend is JUSt beginning; even so, the price 
does trend downward immediatel y after the move shows up. 

PFE (PfIzer, nc.) IIYSE .StcckC .... rt' .com 
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These examples are nor ideal, showing that a separating lines formation is a 

TJrC occurrence. If and when you do sec a strong example (with long candles in 

both sides), the signal is strong confirmation of the existing trend. 
Another version o f the double-stick confirming move is the neck line, which 

consists of two long candles, a white setup and a higher black signal (a bull 

neckline) or a black setup and a lower white signal (a bear neckline). Th is signal 

confirms because the signal day opens at a gap hut returns at or dose to the setup 

close, representing a failed attempt at reversal. 

ru Neck Line 
A double-slick confirming move with long candlesticks. The setup is upward and a 

higher signal is downward (bull pattern). or the setup is downward and the signal is 

upward (bear pattern). In both cases, a gap is closed in the setup day, confirming the 

current trend. 

There are two variations of the neck line. An a l l /leek is one in which the two 
days' real boJit:s mt:et at about the sarne price, and:m ill /leek has an overlap in 
the two real bodies. 

m On Neck 
A variatioo of the ned< line move in which the two days' real bodies intersect at 

approximatety the same price level. 

ru In Neck 
A variatiQ(l of the neckline move in which the two days' real bodies overlap 

somewhat in price levels. 

The chart for Crn;a-Coia (KO) had three very strong bull neck lines, which 
are shown in Figure 3-11. All three are in neck variations of the move. h is 
unusual for so many similar indicators to appear in dose proximity, but this 
could also be viewed as exceptionally strong confirmation. In fact, if these are 
viewed as part of a single confirming trend in a longer-term uptrend, the 
multiple confirming patterns are very posi tive signs that price levels are going to 
trend upward. This longer-term trend is outlined on the chart. 
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Flgllre 3·11 Neck line move (bull) 

"Key Point 
A confirming move can relate to a very short-term trend or, when multiple versions of 
the same move appear, may provide strong confirming signs of continuation in the 
longer-term trend. 

It is much more typical for confirming moves to apply to short-term trends. 
For example, in Figure .1- 12, the Disney chart has two hear neck lines that could 
represent confirmation of two short-term bear trends, or as two confirmations 
of a single, longer-term downtrend as highlighted on the chart. 
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Figure 3·12 Neck line move (bear) 

Most chartists arc comfortable w ith reversal moves because thcy represent 

action points. These aTC entry and exit signals calling for immediate action 
(upon confi rmation, of course). So a reversal move contains a fe w important 

attributes: 

1. It provides a sign that the trend is turning. 

2. T he action-t:ntry or exit- is indicated in the candlestick shape. 

3 . Confirma tion is often straightfo rward. represented by the next day's price 

action, changes in trading volume, or changing shadows and real bodies of 
the candles involved. 

Reversal is considered the most important point in the trend because it 
signals the end of the current tren(1 and the beginning of the next trend. If this 
point seems obvious, it is not. The indicator can be a false sign as well as a true 
one, which is why timing is only made better with the all~important confirming 
move and with the lack of any contradictory signs (for example, reversal moves 
immediately after the confirming formation) . 
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'/Key Point 
Reversal moves are popular because, as timing signals, Ihey lell you when and where 10 
make a decision, either enlry or exi/. 

A cunfirming move tells you the right action is to hold, whereas reversal 
mO\'es signal the time to buy o r sell. The hold action is just as important as a buy 
or sell decision, and is an equall)' impor:tam attribute uf timing based on chart 
analysis, The con firmin g move is the sole indicator telling you the trend has not 
),et ended. Even though most traders are accustomed to looking for reversal 
moves, confirming moves should be a part of your analysis as well. Using both 
reversal and confirming muves can double your effel.:tiveness. Knowing when to 

act is a key to success, but knowing when not to act is just as important. 

-I' Key Point 
Confirming moves are jllst as importanl as reversals in the sense thai Ihey tell YOIl when 
nol 10 act. Instead of a buy or sell indicalor. the confirming moves lell yOIl 10 hold. 

To this point, focus has been on single candlestick signs and double candle
stick muves. The next chapter delves intu the complex pattern involving three 
or morc candlesticks. These are more difficult to find than double-stick moves 
but can alsu act as initial and confirming indicators. 
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chapter 4 

Complex Stick Patterns 

Any pattern of three ur more candlesticks appearing withoUT breaks is a complex 
pattern . Three-stick patterns are stronger indicators than two-stick moves, as 
you might expect. Another puim worth remembering is that a complex pattern 

is not limited to only three consecutive sticks, A pattern can easily become a 
trend when it moves beyond three sticks, Complex patterns can be di vided into 
two broad categories. Reversal patterns appear at or near the end of the current 

trend and anticipate a change in the opposite direction. Directional patterns are 
indicators pointing to a new trend as it develops or as continuation of an 
existing trend, 

W Complex Patterns 
Candlestick formations consisting of three or more consecutive trading sessions and 

creating one of several specific reversal or directional indicators . 

../Key Point 
A complex pattern is simply any pattern with three or more candles. 

Complex patterns are frequenlly extensions from established Iwo·stick moves. These 
patterns can indicate reversal 01 an existing trend or establishment of a new trend. 

The thi rd entry into the pattern either confirms what the two-stick mOlle 
indicated or contradicts it. The three-stick pattern is worth waiting for when 
you see a two-stick move, to confirm that the timing hinted at in the two-stick 
move is strong enough for you to take action. 
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Although complex patterns involve a series of reqUirements including 
direction of each stick, gaps, and the n:Lnionship between each session, a few 
observations arc worth keeping in mind: 

I. The niles are guidelines, lIot absolute requiremellts. You might discover 
some complex patterns with most but not all the requirements. For 
example, a third sri,k in a three-stick movc might open slightly above the 
trading range of the second stick. Does this negate the indication? No. it 
only modifies the strength of what the formation tells you. The candlestick 
a031ysis is intended not to adhere to a strict set of rules, but to provide 
meaningful hints about how to improve the timing of entry and exit. 

2. No (ormatioll is a gllaralltee, ollly all illdicator, Not every formation will 
be followed by price movement in the direction indicated. The purpose of 
chart analysis is to improve your timing, bur there are no assurances, 
Pormations also fail. However, when analysis is performed consistently, 
complex patterns are likely to improve your overall experience and timing, 

3 , Complex pattems are excellellt (orms o( colI(irmatioll o( IlIJo-slick moves. 
You will notice that the majority of complex patterns are extensions of 
two-stick moves introduced in the preceding chapter. The complex pattern 
is not always distinct; it is often the case that the third entry into the 
formation strengthens what the first two sticks indicate and serves as a 
good confirmation tool for the initial pattern. 

4 . The actual prediction may not occur in a strict sequence o( three or more 

sessiolls. Some chart watchers are ~purists" about candlesticks, and they 
recognize a pattern only when there are three or more sticks that adhere in 
strict sequence to the required pattern. But as yOll study charts presented in 
this chapter, you are likely to observe that in some cases, a strong complex 
pattern will be found over a four-day period, with the second or third da)' 
a passing or nonconforming phase. Thus, the complex pattern evolves in a 
nonconsecutive sequence. The danger of stretching patterns ovef a period 
that includes nonconforming days is that YOll can easily twist the pattern to 
suit what you want to see or what you think should be taking place. But 
when an interim stick does not violate any trading range borders for the 
sticks on both sides and when the adjusted pattern is exceptionally strong, 
you can consider it as a valid complex pattern_ It is a matter of judgment. 
Check what price action follows an ~interrupted pattern ~ of this type to 
decide whether allowing exceptions within the pattern is productive or 
distracting. 
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./Key Point 
Flexibility in interpreting complex pal/ems aids in improving your timing. Specific 
pal/ems are most valuable when they adhere to their requirements. but the complex 
pattern can also include interim sessions not part of the formation . 

Ii Reversa 
The first setup of complex patterns deals with reversals in an existing trend. This 
means that rOll would expect to see these formations at or near the end of an 
existing trend. A reminder, however: Formations do not always appear when 
rOll expecr them, and ther are never completely rdiable. Ther onlr indicate the 
likelihood of changes to come. 

The first among these is the three (or more) candles moving consecutivelr 
and in the same direction. An upward formation is called three w hite soldiers 

and consists of three white candles, each with higher high and hight:r low 
opening and closing prices. A downward formation is called three black crows 

and consists of three sessions with lower lows and lower highs in the space 
between opening and dosing. 

m Three White Soldiers 
A com~ex candlestick fo rmatlon consisting of three or more consecutive upward 

candles. Each has a higher opening and a higher closing than the previous candle. 

m Three Black Crows 
A complex candlestick formation consisting of three or more consecutive downward 

candles. Each has a lower opening and a lower closing than the previous candle. 

Figure 4- 1 contains an example of both formations on a single chart. In this 
example of American Express (AX f» , the three black crows pattern appears first 
and marks the beginning of a one-month downtrend spanning about five points. 
The much stronger three white soldiers pattern (actuall r consisting of eight 
consecunve upward sessions) also begins a one-month trend spanning ten 
P 01l1(S. 
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Figure 4·1 Whilll soldilHS and black crows 

'/Key Point 
You are likely to spot complex patterns over a three-session period. Bul they can extend 
lor a much greater number 01 sessions as well. The number three is only Ihe minimum. 

Not all formations move upward or downward. A second variation of the 
three-stick furmation is the squeeze alert. A bull squeeze alert cunrains three 
consecutive black candles, with each session's candle representing a lower high 
and a higher low than the previous. When this forms with three consecutive 
candles, with the fi rst session a downward-moving one, it is a bull squeeze alert. 
In its stri~·test defini tiun uf this pattern, unly the first candle needs tu be black; 
the other two can be either upward or downward. However, the strongest 
possible indicator is found where the shrinking range of all three da)'s moves in 
the same direction. 

III Bull Squeeze Alert 
A three-session candle with the first one downward, the second with a narrower 

opening and closing range, and the th ird with yet narrower ranges. Although the 

second and third session candles may be upward or downward, the stroogest 

version of the squeeze alert contains three black candles. 
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An example of the bull squeeze alert with all-black candles is found in Figure 
4-2_ Alcoa (AA) signa l ~d a 5trong uptr~nd with its op~ning bull Mlueeze alen in 
the earlr ponion of the chart. The f.act that the three-dar formatio n was 
followed by a small gap to the upsid~ was a good confirmation signal. 
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Figure 4·2 Bull squeeze alert 
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The oppo5ite observation applies to.a vear squeeu alert. The fi rst candle has 
to be upward moving. The s~cond and third ar~ small~r in terms of rang~ 
between high and low and can be ei ther upward or downward, but the strongest 
signal is acquir~d when all three days a r~ upward moving. 

m Bear Squeeze Alert 
A three-sessioo candle with the first ooe upward, the second with a narrower 

opening and closing range, and the third with yet narrower ranges. Although second 

and third sessioo candles may be upward or downward, the strongest version of the 

squeeze alert contains three white candles. 

An example uf the bear squeeze aler t is shuwn in Figure 4-3. Ciscu (CSCO) 
was near the end of a strong uptrend and, as always, it is difficul t to identify 
when a current trend is coming to an end. The bear squeeze alert is an excep
tionally strong indicator that the direct ion is about to turn. Within a few 
sessions, this (;omes to pass, al though the downtrend is quite shon·lived. 
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Figure 4-3 Bear squeeze alerl 

"Key Point 
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Nol every complex pal/em will result in an immediale reversal of Ihe Irend. A delay in 
reaclion makes analysis more difficult. 

e lllll! I I I " ' . eversal Trend Inside a 

A second range of complex patterns forecasting reversal is the inside an(1 outside 
pattern . The first of these, the inside pattern, consists of a harami followed by a 
strong move in one direction o r the other. The harami is a two-stick move with 
two attributes: the two sessions have opposite-colored real bodies, and the 
second day is smaller in both opening and closing price. The i/lside liP (bull) 

move contains a black fi rst day followed by two white da)'s fitting this distiner 
pattern. 

m Inside Up 
A three-stick formatioo with a bull harami in the first two sessioos (a black first day 

and a smaller white second day in a narrower range) and then a third upward day. 
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An example of the inside up is found in Figure 4·4. Apple (AAPL) price was 
gradually declining in a weak downtrend, which ended when the inside up 
pattern appeared. This signaled a reversa l, and as expected, prices began moving 
upward immediately. It was the beginning of a 30·point rise over two months. 

j 

Figure 4·4 Inside up 

In the illside doum (bear) pattern, the opposite takes place. A bear harami 
shows up. (An upward first day is followed by a smaller downward second day, 
followed b)' a third stronger downward movemenr.) 

W Inside Down 
A three·stick formation with a bear harami in the first two sessions (a white first day 

and a smaJler ~ack second day in a narrower range) and then a th ird downward day. 

'/ Key Point 
The complex pattern is commonly a twO·stick move with confirmation in the third stick. 
The inside down formation is a good example, strengthening what is implied in the initial 
harami of the firsllwo sessions. 
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An example of the inside down is shown in Figure 4-5. Alcoa (AA) ended a 

strong uptrend, after which prices retreatc{1 back to the low level of the previoLls 

uptrend, before again reversing direction. This was a veTY strong signal that 
properly identified the timing for a trade decis ion. 

M (Alcoa. h:.l NYS~ .SlockCha,h.com 
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figure 4·5 Inside down 

The second formation is the outside type. JU SI as the inside up or down 
begins with a harami, the outside begins with an engulfing move. An outside lip 
begins with a bull engulfing (a downward candle followed by an upward candle 

with a higher high and a lower low in the opposite directiun) and then a third 
candle moving in the same direction as the second. The outside variety is as 
strong as the inside. 

III Outside Up 
A complex pattern consisting of a bull engulfing (two sticks made up of a black day 

and then a larger white day with higher high and higher low) and a third day moving 

higher. 
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W Outside Down 
A complex pattern consisting of a bear engulfing (two sticks made up of a white day 

and then a larger black day with higher high and higher low) and a third day moving 

lower. 

An example of one chart with both an outside up and an outside down is 
shown in Figure 4-6. Best Bu)' (BBY) presents an interesting picture of these 
patterns. Although normall )' reliable, the outside up fails, becau~ price imme{li· 
atel), takes a downward movemen! that lasts about one month. The outside 
down has a delared reaction; prices continue upward for two points before the 
predicted downtrend kicks in. These two patterns demonstrate that no 
formation is completel )' reliable and that the indicated price movement does not 
alwars occur immediatelr after it appears. 

Chan councsy ofStockChans.com 

Figure 4-6 Oulside up and down 
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stars and Abandoned 

Some reversal three-stick patterns are less visible than others, and like other 
patterns, these less vis ible ones combine previously explained two-sti<;k moves 

with a third component. This third consecutive day's movements strengthen the 
indi<;3ted change in direction. 

,/Key Point 
Some 01 the most valuable reversal/ndicalo,s involving complex pat/ems;Jre nol 
obvious. The less visible pattern provides valuable confirmation and is worth looking (or; 
most chart walchers will spot the obvious patterns easily, but it takes greater powers of 
observation to find the less visible ones. 

The first of these patterns is the momillg star, a bull indicator showing up at 
the end of a downtrend. It consists of a bull inverted hammer (a downward day, 
downward gap, and upward day) followed by another, higher upward dar. 

ru Morning Star 
A bull three-stick pattern combining a bull inverted hammer with a subsequent third 
day moving upward. 

The morning star, like the inverted hammer, does not always sw:;ceed. It is 
simply an indicator and not a promise of coming price (lirection. For example, 
in Figure 4-7, McDonald's price t rend concluded a strong upward movement 
wi th a morning star. Because this came within an uptrend, it may have been 
viewed as a fal se signal (which it was) or a type of confirmation that the trend 
was going to contin ue (which it did not). The fact that this d id not appear during 
a downtrend is a goml clue that it was a false signal. 
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The eVe/ling star is the bear version of the same formation . It consists of a 
bear inverted hammer (an upward day and upward gap) followed br a 
downward dOl)' moving lower. The chart of Ime! (INTC) anticipates a mild 
downward movement, which is shown in I"igure 4-8. In this case, the bear 
indicator appears where it should be, after an uptrend. 

(II Evening Star 
A bear three-stick pattern combining a bear inverted hammer with a subsequent third 

day moving downward. 
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Figure 4·8 Eve ning slar 

Neither the morning star nor the evening star in these two examples demon

smites how these patterns work as revnsals. The first was a false indicator, and 
the second came before a mild downtrend. Even so, the evening star is worth 
paying attention to when it appeaTS at the end of the trend. 

A similar pattern is the abandoned baby, which is an expansion of the two
stick cluji scar. [n the bull abmulOlled baby, the bull cloji star (a downward day, 
downward gap, and cloji) is followed by an upward gap and then an upward day. 
The cluji, residing all by itself between two gaps, is the ~ abandonedn segment of 
this formation. 

m Bull Abandoned Baby 
A complex pattern consisting 01 a bull doji star (a downward day, downward gap, and 

doji) lollowed by an upward gap and then an upward day. 

An example of the bull abandoned bab)' is the case of Bank of America 
(SAC). In Figure 4-9, the downtrend concludes with a bull abandoned baby and 
then a strong uptrend. [t is also interesting to note that the uptrend stalls and 
shows four downward sessions before resuming more strongly. 
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,/KBY Point 
The abandoned baby pattern is a strong indir;;Jtor because of the reversal after the doN 
day. This tells you the direction supported by the pattern has a Jot 01 strength. 

Figure 4-9 Sull abandoned baby 

A bear abandoned baby is the opposite. It is the combination of a bear doii 
star, a gap, and a downward day. Figur~ 4- 10 provid~s an ~xampJ~ in th~ cas~ 
of Duront (DD). Here, the pattern shows up at the top of an uptrend, as you 
would expe(t. The abandoned portion (a very narrow trading rang~ day r~pr~
senring a near-doii) fits the pattern and predicts the reversal accurately, with 
pric~s immediately moving into a downturn, moving down six points ov~r [h~ 
next month, and then creating a double bottom before rallying once again. 

III Bear Abandoned Baby 
A complex formation consisting of a bear doii star (an upward day, upward gap, and 

doji) followed by a downward gap and then a downward day. 
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Figure 4-10 Bear abandoned baby 
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Besides easily recogni7,ed reversal patterns, some complex patterns create or 
confirm a trend. These trend patterns should be expccrcd to appear ei ther after 
a period of sideways trading (representing uncertainty) or in highly volatile 
trends where no apparent direnion has been previously set. T he trend patterns 

forecast a direction, either immediately or after a brief delay in price movement. 
The first of these an: the side-by-side white lines (bull) and black lines (bcJr) 

patterns. The distinction of these formatio ns to those following is that the white 
line formatiuns are bullish and the black line formations are bearish. (In 
comparison. the next ones involve bullish black and bearish white side-by-side 
fo rmations.) 

III Side·by·Side White Lines Bull 
A pattern 01 three white sessions. The first is lollowed by an upside gap and then two 

additional upward-moving sessions. 
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W Side-by-Side Black Lines Bear 
A formation of three black sessioos. The first is followed by a downside gap and then 

two additional downward·moving sessions. 

An example containing several of these side-by-side patterns is shown in 
Figure 4- 11. Verizon (VZ) has three distinct side-hy-side lines, two white lines 
(bull), and in the middle, one series of black lines (bear). Even though prices 
appear to be quite volatile in this period, the side-by-side formations accurately 
predict short-term price direction . The gap with continued direction afterward 
makes this a strong indicator in either direction . 

\IZ (Verizon~) NYSE . 'tockChort,.com 
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Figure 4-11 Side-by-side bull (while) and bear (black) lines 
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The opposite version of side-by-side lines is also going to be found . The side
by-side portion of the formation refers to the second and third days, and this is 
where you find the reverse of the white (bull) and the black (bear) interpre
tation. 

A bull side-by-side black lines panarn consists of an upward session, an 
upward gap, and two downward sessions. In this instance, even though the 
second and third sessions are black, the upward gap after the first session is the 
important sign. This is most likely to be foun d during an uptrend. The pattern 
reveals that although trading during the secnnd and thi rd sessions moved in a 

B3 
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bearish direction, the price trend did not fill the gap, creating new support at the 

lower extension of the first day's range and making the pattern bullish. 

ill Side-by-Side Black Lines Bull 
A formation of one white session, an upside gap, and two black sessioos. Price 
support prevents the bears from moving price down to fill the gap and forms new 

support, making this a bullish indicator, 

For example, Figure 4-12 shuws how Johnson & Johnson ON]) prices acted 
during a mild uptrend with some sideways movement. The sidc-by-side black 
lines formation preceded J. strong upward movement. Nott: Jiso how the lower 

shadow of the first day created a new line of support in trading after the side
by-side formed. 

Chan courtesy of Stock Charts. com 

Figure 4·12 Bun side-by-slde black lines 

The bearish version of this, the side-by-side white lines bear form ation, 
contains the opposite anributes and creates a new level of resistance at the top 

of the first day's trading range. The downward gap is followed by further 
downward price movement as bulls prove to be unable to fill the gap. 
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m Side-by-Side White Lines Bear 
A pattern of one black session, an upside gap, and two white sessioos. Price 

resistance prevents the bulls from moving price up to fil l the gap, making this a 

bearish indicator. 

For example, Exxon Mobil (X OM), shown in Figure 4-13, reveals a bearish 
side-hy-sid~ white lin~s patt~rn aft~r th~ ~xisting uptr~nd had al r ~ady b~gun to 

weaken. The trend had stalled over the previous two weeks, and the next price 
direction was uncertain, at least until the hearish side-by-side showed lip. Price 
levels then tumbled nine points over one month, which was predicted by the 
side-hy-side. It's the gap in trading het'.'1een days, follnwe{i hy no reversal and 
fill, which signals the trend. 

Chart courte~y of SlockChart'.com 

Figure 4-13 Bear si de-by-side while lines 

./Key Point 
Side-by-side patterns are strong because they reveal a gap followed by the lack of 
reverSiJI or fill. This is a very strong sign of support for the direction forecast. 

8S 
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A tasuki is a Japanese sash used to hold up a shirt sleeve. similar to a garter. The 

tasllki gap pattnn is so-called due to the shape of the three sticks. The first 
session is followed by a gap and then '"held up" by the second and third session's 
price movement. An upside (bull) tasuki gap contains an upw;ud day folluwc{] 
by an upside gap and then a second upside day followed by a somewhat lower 

range. This pattern opens within t he range of the second dar and finishes below 
it. In this pattern, usually found either within an uptrend or after a period of 
sideways trading, the import:mt element is that even with the third day moving 
to the downside, the gap holds up; this is why the pattern is bullish, Although 
this portends an uptrt:nd, the result might be (ldared b}' several trading sessions. 

W Upside Tasuki Gap 
A complex pattern creating a bul l trend with an upward candle, an upside gap, a 

second upward candle, and then a downside candle that does not fill the gap. It is a 

bull formation because the gap holds up. 

A downside tasuki gap consists of a downward candle, a downside gap, a 
second downward candle, and then an upside candle. The third candle opens 
within the trading range of the se<;ond ses5ion but does not move high enough 
to fill the gap. This inability to take prices back to previous trading levels defines 
the formation as a bear trend. 

W Downside Tasuki Gap 
A complex pattern creating a bear trend with a downward candle, a downside gap, a 

second downward candle, and then an upside candle that does not fill the gap. It is a 

bear formation because the gap holds up. 

v' Key Point 
A tasuki gap is exceptionally strong because the price direction is maintained without a 
fill of the gap or price reversal. 

For example, Disney (DIS) S<lW one of each type of tasuki g.1pS in its chart, 
as shown in Figure 4- 14. First was a downside tasuki anticipating the modest 
decline that followed. Second was a stronger upside tasuki gap that fo recast a 
stronger uptrend. This does not meet the strict definition of the formation 
because the third candle opened not within the range of the second but slightly 
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abO\'e, but it is always the case that the shape of a formation is more significant 
than strict adherence to all its requirements. 
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The tasuki is a strong indicator because the gap does not get filled by subse· 
quent price movement. If a gap is a common gap (one occurring freque ntl)' in 
the course of normal trading), you expect it to fill within a short time. So a 
nonfilled gap be.::omes vcry impurtant in setting up or reinfurcing a trend. In 
comparison, a filled gap is similar to the tasuki, but the gap does get filled. 

The distinction is that in the filled gap, the low of the first session (in a bull 
pattern) is not violated. In the bull filled gap pattern, the opening price of the 
first session sets a support level, and this is confirmed by the third sessiun. So an 
upside gap filled consists of an upward session, an upside gap, a second upward 
scssion, and then a downward session that fills the gap but does not fall beluw 
support. 

m Upside Gap Filled 
A bull complex pattern with an upward session, an upside gap, a second upside 

session, and then a third session moving to the downside. However, although Ihe 

third session fills the gap, it does not fall below the support level set by the first day's 

opening price. 
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An example of an upside gap filled was found on the chart of Home Depot 
(HD), seen in Figure 4- 15. This chart actually contains TWO examples in a short 
period of time. The first one is strong because the established support level is 

respected for the next few sessions. The second upside gap filled presents a 
problem. Although the 5llpport level was not violated within the pattern itself, 
the following sessions were more difficult to read. The price level fell immedi

ately below the support level set by the second upside gap filled, and in fan even 
violated the support level set by the first formation. The price did move upward 

after this deparmre, hut as far as t iming based on this unfolding of events, the 
indication was con fused by the subsequent price action. 

HO (Home Oepcl,n:: .) NYSE .Sto<l«h.rt,.com 
21 ' '''"G'zoog Op :zc got HI 27 ~ La :zc.oo Cl 27 oW Vol 18 7104 Chg ;"';'/~J",~ 
HD (Dally) . 

figure 4·15 Upside gap filled 

"Key Point 
The established support (bull) or resistance (bear) levels define the success of a gap 
filled pattern. It of/en occurs that price moves strongly in the direction opposite of the 
gap, so when this does not take place, it reserves more attention. 

A dowl/side gap filled is the opposite. [t consists of a downward session, a 
downside gap, a second downward session, and then an upside movement that 
(a) fills the gap and (b) does not vio late the newly set resistance level of the first 
sessIOn 's opening pnce. 
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W Downside Gap Filled 
A bear complex pattern with a downward session, a downside gap, a second 

downside session, and then a third session moving to the upside. However, although 

the third session fills the gap, it does not move above the resistance level set by the 

first day's opening price. 

An example of a downside gap fjl1ed is then of Boeing (BA), seen in Figure 4-
16. This chart contains two very strong downside gap filled patterns meeting all 
the cri teria. The first occurred after price levels topped off and a brief period of 
sideways trading took place. The second followed a very strong and unusual 
unfi lled downside gap. When you see a gap like this, you need to pal' dose 
attention to patterns that follow because it cou ld indicate a reversal. In th is case, 
the downside gap before the second downside gap fi lled took place after several 
sessions of strongly falling prices. so the question at that point had to be; Is the 
price [fend about to reverse? The answer is found in the downside gap filled 
coming immediately after the big gap. The resistance level set by the three 
session pattern held for another five points of decline before prices did reverse 
and begin moving up. 

BA (Boei-o;l Co.) tlYSE • Sto<.Kh.rto.com 
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Figure 4-16 Downside gap filled 
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Whether patterns reverse the established trend, confirm existing movement, 

or se t a new trend, it pays to observe them as ther emerge. Any unusual devel

opments, including exceptionally long days (or short days represented in the 

doji day), big increases in volume, or price gaps, indicate that something is about 
to take place. For most tT.:Iders, the focus of interest in such developments 

concerns reversal. Whether used for entry or cxit, a reversal signal is the key to 

timing o f your decision. The next chapter explores methods for analFing 

reversal trends and maximizing their value. 



chapter 5 

Reversal Pattern Analysis 

So milch of charting is invoh'cd wi th reversal recognition. As the entry and exi t 

point for the majority of technical strategies, reversal is more widely acknowl

edged as an impurtant signal than continuatiun patterns. When you see a cuntin

uation indicator, the prescribed action is to take no action; technicians are likely 
to exhibit much greater interest in identifying the best times to enter and to exit. 

This is how profits are maximized and losses avoided. 
In earlier chapters, some basic reversal patterns were explained and demon

strated in charts. However, recognizing a reversal pattern and then analp;ing it 

are not the same process. The analysis should include judgment about whet her 

the signal is true or false, the degrt:e uf strength or weakness in the reversal, and 
whether or not it confirms another indicator (or is con firmed in turn). Confir

mation can include additional candlestick patterns, moving averages, and tradi

tional technical signs. This chapter examines the relatiunship between the initiJl 

reversal pattern and uther signals and explures the methuds uf analysis tha t are 
most productive for your technical trJding progrJm. 

e llilli ecognizing !\Ie Bull R 
A bull reversJI occurs Jt the end of J downtrend. If a downtrend is nOl present, 
there is reJlly nothing to reverse. A mistake made by some chartists is to 

overlook this crucial fact. In the desire to enter a position, you may find yourself 
seeing an apparent reversal pattern and then deciding to enter a long posi tion. 
This is a mistake. 

" 
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"/Key Point 
A reversal can occur only if there is a current trend to reverse. If this is not present, then 
an indication of reversal is nol valid. 

An oddity of the reversal pattern is that it must show up at the trend's 
conclusion . The identical pattern rna}' appear during an uptrend or in the midd!t: 

of a sideways price movement. This is not a bull reversal indicator, but merely 
an aberration in the pattern of current trades. 

To illustrate how a reversal pattern can appear in the wrong place (meaning 
it is not a nul' reversal), the following illustration of rwo bull patterns reveals 

the prim:lry point: a bull reversal has to appear after a downtrend; otherwise, it 
is not rdiab!t:. 

The most basic bull reversal pan ern is the three white soldiers. This complex 
pattern consists of three consecutive trading periods, all upward and with each 
openingalld closing higher than the last. You expect to see this at the conclusion 
of the downtrend, and when that is n:vealeJ, it is one of the strongest reversal 
signals. But check Exxon Mobil (XOM) to recognize a false bull three white 
soldiers signal , as shuwn in Figure 5· 1. 

XO r.t (E:non IIoIobiI Corp.) NYS~ • \tod,(h:ort,-<om 
2 1.A.uQ:-2OOIl~ OIl.4/! Hi 7000 Lo !KI.21 C I Da .n Vol 20 2 ... ~ +1.33 (.1~"') ... 

':WM (C .. ily) 174 

Chart courtesy OfSlockCharls.com 

Figure 5·1 Three while soldiers-false reversal signal 
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The pattern would be a very strong bull reversal indicator if it appeared at 
the bottom of a downtrend. This shows up at the top of an uptrend, making it 
deceptive. There are several ways to recognize this as a false reversal: 

I. 1/ did not occur /11 a dOllmtrend. 'nle most obvious flaw is as far as you 
acrually need to go in anal)'zing this as a false reversa1. It shows up in the 
wrong place, meaning there is no downtrend to reverse. 

2. It was fo/lowed by a doji and Iwo II(Jward sessions moving downward. The 
three sessions immediately after the false reversal signal are odd in the 
sense that the)' are upward. moving da)'s, hut the price trend is downward. 
This is not what ),011 expect to see in an uptrend. So even if rou were to 
interpret the three white soldiers as a confirmation of an uptrend, the 
following price movement contradicts this. 

3. The period precedillg this formation was very volatile to the 1Ipside, bllt 
the trend was not sustail/able. \'(Ihenever you see a fast uptrend with price 
gaps and no interim reversals, ),011 have to be cautious. In this example, the 
previous 12 sessions were either upward.moving or doji formations. This 
kind of strong movement cannot alwars be sustained, and this is a good 
example of the problem this kind of volatility presents. The overly fast 
price increase is followed by an equally strong price decline. 

Another example involves an equally recognizable bull reversal pattern, the 
morning star. As with the three white soldiers, this reversal signal is ver)' strong 
when it shows up at the bottom of a downtrend. The pattern consists of a 
downward-moving session, a downside gap, a second upward-moving session, 
and then a third, higher upward-moving session. The third session closes the gap 
created between the first and third sessions. 

When the morning star is seen midway through an uptrend or during a 
period of consolidation, there is no downtrend to reverse. For example, check 
Figure 5-2. In the case of Caterpillar (CAn, the false signal shows up at the end 
of a strung uptrend, proving that it is a false signal. There is no downtrend to 
reverse. 

" 
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Figure 5·2 Morning star- false reversal signal 

.,/ Key Point 
The best way to recognize iI false signal is that it shows up in Ihe wrong place. 
Remember, there must be iI trend to reverse; otherwise, a reversal signal does not mean 
anything. 

This false signal, like the previous one, shows up after a volatile upward 
movement in price. Note the price gaps to the upside in three of the previous 

fi ve sessions as a sign of exceptional volatili ty, The signal is in the wrong pbce 
and is trpical of a false indicator. 

A similar pattern analysis works for hear reversals. The bull signal called three 
white soldiers has a bear counterpart called three black crows. This signal 
consists of three o r more sessions, all downward moving, with ea(h opening and 
dosing lower than the previous session. To be considere<1 a true bear reversal, 
this signal must appear at the end of an uptrend; otherwise, there is nothing to 

reverse. 
The false bear signal not only shows up at the wrong pla(e in the trend, bllt 

also is likel y to appear after a s ignifkant pri<:e movement in a downward 
direuinn. A true bear reversal (anoot appear at this point. Look fot (ontinuing 
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declines in the sessions immediatel}' aftt:r three black (;TOWS, revealing that it is 
not a reversal at all , hut a false signal. For example, Alcoa (AA) revealed three 

separate examples of false reversal three black crows, in d ose proximit)'. Figure 
5·3 shows these examples. 

AA (Alcoa. Ire.) NYSE 
Z1·""~7(1(Kl Op 1l.i}'I Hi 17.73 lo lVIiOl 
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Chart courtesy of SlockChans.com 

Figura 5·3 Three black crnws-Ialse reversal signals 
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What does th is mean? It is unusual for any pattern to repeat three times close 
together, but even more unusual when the trend includes false signals. 
Rememher, three black crows is a be3r reversal, so it is valid only when it 
appears at the conclusion of an uptrend. In these instances, the fi r;;t of the three 
formations meets this basic requirement. However, as the price falls three 
points, the second and third patterns do not conform to the requirement. In fact, 
the end of the third of the three patterns is accompanied hy some addi tional 
pattern changes signaling a reversal of the short and moderate downtrend, 
rather than a bear reversal. These changes are the exceptionally high volume and 
near·cloji session (narrow range dar), both signaling the stronger likelihood of a 
reversal and impending uptrend. In this example, the bear reversal patterns 
showing up in the wrong place actuall)' were confirmed as signaling a bull 
reversal, which was then confirmed by the doji and higher.than.average volume. 

This case is very instructive. The three black crows are reversal patterns but 
should be treated with caution. They are not continuation patterns although 
some traders mar misinterpret the chart to believe that when the three black 
crows signal appears in a downtrend, the pattern is a continuation pattern. That 

os 
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is not the case. A particular pattern is either a reversal or continuation but is not 
interchangc{l based on the circumstances. A bear reversal pattern is valid only 

when it shows up after an uptrend . 

./Key Point 
Every candlestick formation forecasts either iI reversal or continuation. These afC not 
interchangeable and cannot be substituted based on the circumstances. 

Another false bear signal is found in the morning star pattern '5 opposite: the 

bear pattern cal1ed the evening star. This pattern (onsi, ts o f three sessions. T he 

first is an upward-movi ng session, followed by an upside gap, a downward

moving dar. and then a lower do wnward-moving day that d oses the original 

g.1p. When the evening star is seen at the top o f an uptrend, it signals a reversal, 
and you should expect: to see the price begin to decline. However, when the 

evening star appears at the wrong place (not at the top of an uptrend), it is a false 
signal. For e.xample, Johnson & Johnson ON]) showed a false evening star, as 
shown in Figure 5-4. 

NYSe ~S\od.c,," rt,-<om 

Chan counesy OfSlockChans.com 

Figure 5·4 Evening slar-false reversal signal 

This false signal was not as easy to spot as previous examples. However, the 
evolving uptrend was accompanied by higher-than-typical volume five sessions 

later and a well-established uptrend, contradicting the false evening star. Most 
traders wi!] not want to wait for five sessions before deciding whether to act, but 
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there is a better indicator of this evening star as a false signal: its pbcement. It 

did not emerge after an uptrend but followed a sideways pattern. There was no 
uptrend to reverse. 

Whether a false signal is a bull o r bear indicator, a few important rules are 
worth remembering: 

1. The siglJai has to appear at the right /)lace. A bull reversal has to form at 
the bottom of a downtrend, and a bear reversal must appear at the top of 
an uptrend. If this essential rule is not followed, it is a false signal. 

2. AllY /mex{)ected price lIIovemellt followillg the pattem is slIspiciolls. Look 
for confirmation in price movement to ei ther <tefer entry/exit decisions or 
to cut losses. You expect prices to rise after a bull revers..l1 and to fall after 
a bear reversal. When the opposi te movement occurs instead, it probably 
means the signal was not what you thought. 

3. Look for collfirmatioll SlIch as evo/villg trends alld III1I1S/lOlIy high vo/ullle 
to pick up the false slgna/s. Every ind icator should be confirmed, either by 
price movement, volume, or additional pattern development. This 
confirmation reduces the chance of error or misreading of signals. 

4. Reversal siglla/s calmot serve as cOllt illuatiOIl siglla/s. The many formatio ns 

of reversal and confirmation patterns are quite distinct. An easy trap for 
any technician is to decide that a reversal pattern showing lip in the wrong 
pb ce is actually a continuation pattern; this is not so. 

5. Remember, all signals are indicators and llOt guarantees. The pattern you 
spot on a chart is only an indication of what might occur next, but not a 
guarantee. The purpose of pattern analysis is to improve your accuracy in 
recognizing reversals, but no one will time his entry and exit decisions 
perfectly. 

Chapter 2, "Single-Stick Signs," presented a brief introduction to the doji, 
including illustrations of dragonfly and long-legged forms. These are two of the 
most single-stick moves. However, the doji comes in many additional fo rms, 
which are worth further examination in the context of reversals. 

,/Key Point 
Single-stick attributes are extremely valuable but are made much more significant when 
sllJdied within a clJrrenllrend and as part of a longer formation. 
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Any single-stick move has to be analyzed as a pan of the current trend as well 

as subsequent price movement. With that in mind, the doji plays a key role in 
many reversal signals. You will discover that the doji tends to show up in 

formation of the top or bottom of a current trend. Swing [faders look for the 
narrow-range day (NRD) to signal entry and exit, and the doji is the most 

extreme form of this. The characteristic of the stick-opening and dosing prices 
identical or very dose to one another, resulting in little or no real body- reveals 

a lot aoout the session's tr3<iing. The upper and lower shadows display the 
trading range, and the longer those shadows, the greater the significance for 
bulls, bears, or both. When the opening and closing prices are close but not 
identical, the pattern is called a lIear~doji . 

ill Near-Doji 
A candlestick with an exceptionally thin space between opening and closing prices; 
although they are not identical, the range is so small that the candle is granted the 
same significance as a parleet doji. 

The doji is going to show up as the conclusion to many trends. When a doji 

forms:.1 top, it is a bear indicator; then it is called a nor/hem do;i. This basic 
formation is a strong bear indicator, especially if the preceding trend was strong 
to the upside. The stronger the short-term uptrend, the most important the top 
doji. When a doji appears at the bottom of a downtrend, it is asollthem doji and 
is a strong bull signal. The greater the preceding downtrend, the more signifi
cance the doji has. This is especially true when the doji is accompanied by 
greater-than-normal tradi ng volume. 

ru Northern Doji 
Any doji appearing above a previous uptrend, considered a strong bear Signal. 

m Southern Doji 
Any doji appearing below a previous downtrend, considered a strong bull signal. 

Although the doji is a popular and revealing signal, it is likely to appear many 
times in volatile trading patterns. M:my doji formations prove to be false, so 
they should always be confirmed by addi tional signals, including other candle
sticks, changes in volume, and evolving resistance or support. 
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./Key Point 
The dojl shows up frequently, especially during ~olafile trading patterns. Although the 
dojl is important, it is not a/ways an indication of a signal that the trend is about to 
change. 

An example of a chart with northern, southern, and false doji sessions was 
that of Gem:ral Eledric (GEl. as shown in Figure 5-5 . This example reveals two 
of each appearance of the doji. 
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Figure 5-5 Norlhern and soulhern dojis 
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The false doji candlesticks in this chart are troubling because they can lead 
to a poorly timed decision. For this reaso n, before entering or exiting a position 
based on the appeJrance of either a northern or southern doji, you need to aWJit 
confirmJtion. 

The doji is a signJI of a struggle between bulls and beJrs that equalizes 
between open and close for the session. However, given the frequency of its 
appearance, it is best to think of the doji as part of a larger pattern, as explained 
in previous chapters (notably in discussions about harasmi cross, doji star, and 
abandoned bab}'). 

When the doji is combined with a gap within a pattern, it provides a very 
strong signal. This is called a tri-star pattem . A bull tri-star consists of three 
consecutive dojis with the middle one gapping below the first and third. A bear 
tri-star is the opposite: three consecutive dojis with the second gapping above 

.. 
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the first and third. Consecutive doji sessions are rare, but finding three in a row 
with the applicable gap is even rarer. When }'OU see this pattern, it is qui te strong 
in the indicated direction. Figure 5-6 shows how the bull and bear tri-star 
appears. 

W Tri-star 
A pattern with three consecutive sessions showing Ooj is in each. A bul l tTi·star 

develops when the middle doji gaps below the ranges of the first and third sessions, 

and a bear tn-star consists of a second session gapping above the first and third. 

+ + 
+ 

+ 
+ + 

Figura 5-6 Tri-slsr patterns 

The doji is a frequently recurring candle; however, the combination of 
consecutive sessions and double gaps is difficult to find. However, when it does 
it appear, it is a ver}' strong signal. The identical (or dose) open and close 
indicate a struggle between bu}'ers and sellers, so the direction implied by the 
double gap makes the new di rection more firmly established than in most 
reversal patterns. 
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Gaps serve a valuable function in reversal patterns. Gaps are exceptions to the 
-normal" trading pattern, in which a session's opening price is expected to exist 
within the trading range of the previous (Jar. When this situation does not occur, 
it is wise to par attention; a reversal could be underway. Many reversal patterns 
include gaps as part of the reversal. 

V'" Key Point 
Spotting reversals is not alwiJYs easy. A key method is to look for gaps that also fit a 
reversal indicator. Gaps are exceptions and may foreshadow a change in direction. 

A kicking pattern is the simplest formation; it consists of two consecutive 
St:ssions. As with the tri-star pattern, it is unusual to see the combination 
required for the kicking pattern. A bull kicking consists of a marub07.u black 
session followed br an upward gap and a white candle; a bear pattern starts with 
a whi te marubozu and is followed by a downward gap and then a black candle. 
The mambo'lu is a candle with no upper ur lower shadows. It opens at the low 
and closes at the high (white candle) or opens at the high and closes at the low 
(black emdle). The bull and bear kicking patterns are shown in Figure 5-7. 

III Kicking 
A reversal pattern cons isting of a marubozu, a gap above or below, and then a 
candle 01 the opposite color. A bull kicking starts with a black and ends with a white 
candle with an upside gap between the two, and a bear kicking starts with a white 
candle and ends with a black candle with a downside gap between the two. 

10' 
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Figure 5·7 Kicking pallerns 

A second type uf reversal with gaps included is called a belt hold. This 
pattern consists of three candles in a visible trcnd (three or more sessions with 
consecutive higher highs and higher lows in an uptrend, or wi th lower highs and 
lower lows in a downtrend), followed by a gap in the same direction and then a 
candle of the opposite color. The final candle should be white and have no lower 
shadow (bull belt hold) or black wi th no upper shadow (bear belt hold). 

m Belt Hold 
A reversal pattern consisting of three downtrend days, a downside gap, and a while 

candle with no lower Shadow (bull); or three uptrend days, an upside gap, and a 

~ack candle with no upper shadow (bear), 

A -perfect" belt hold is di fficult to find, but a pattern coming close signals 
the bottoming out of a downtrend (in a bull pattern) or topping out (in a bear 
pattern). So the fin al entry may exhibit a small shadow and still qualify for this 
pattern . For example, Exxon Mobi! (X OM ) displayed a bull belt hold with a 
small shadow, as shown in Figure 5-H. 
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Figure 5·B Bull bell hold 

The final candle has a slight lower shadow and the gap is small; even so, the 

panern did accurately predict a reversal and uptrend, even though that uptrend 
was delayed by a few sessions. The bear belt hold, simi larly, is not always 
perfect. The chart for Google (GOOG) makes this point in Figure 5-9. 

Chart courtesy OfSlockCharts.com 

Flgllre 5·9 Bear bell hold 
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../Key Point 
Finding the perfect example of a particular reversal formation is fare. The important 
point to remember is thaI if the pattern contains most of the attributes and accurately 
predicts a reversal. it slill counls. 

Even though this bear belt hold contained a small upper shadow in the final 

candle, it remained a verr strong signal. It followed an uptrend consisting of 
eight sessions, the bear belt hold, and an immediate reversal lasting for nine 

sessIOns. 

Although all reversal patterns relr on confirmation through other technical signs 
(strength or weakness of the reversal; fo r example. some patterns arc based on 

establishing new res istJnce or support levels). The stronger the new1r estab
lishe<1 support or resistance, the stronger the candle pattern. 

A very strong bull reversal is a four-part pattern called the collcealing baby 
swallow. T his pattern involves four black candles. The fi rst two are marubo7.US 

(candles with little o r no shadows) with the second having lower open and close 

le\'e ls than the first. This is followed by a downside gap and a black candle; and 
fourth is a marubozu engulfing the third day's range. With such specific 

attributes, it is rare to find a perfect concealing baby swallow; however, patterns 

containing most of its features do establish the bottom of a downtrend and set 
a new support level. 

m Concealing Baby Swallow 
A bull reversaJ pattern consisting of four black candles; the first two are marubozus, 
followed by a downside gap. a third black candle, and lt1en an engulfing black candle. 
This pattern sets a new support level for the trading range. 

In Figure 5- 10, McDonald's (MCD) showed a nearly complete concealing 

baby swallow with a double engulfing conclusion. The first two declining black 
candles were not perfect marub07.u sticks. and a gap did not form. However, the 

engulfing attribute of the third and fourth candles was doubled, esrablishing a 
very strong support level. 
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Chart courtesy ofStO'-,kChartS.com 

Figure 5·10 Concea lin g baby swall ow 

Another descriptively named reversal pattern is the stick Silndwieh. 'nllS is a 
three-sti~·k reversal with the middle stick a different color than the fi rst and 
thirds. The bull stick sandwich starts with a black stick and then a middle white 
stick. Finalir. another black stick appears with a closing price the same as the 
first. This esublishes a new support level, based on the premise that sellers were 
unable to drive the price lower than that level; it may precelle a long-standing 
support level and a strong bull trend in the stock. 

'/ Key Point 
The slick sandwich is aptly named because the middle candle is the opposite color of the 
candles on either side. 

m Stick Sandwich 
A reversa l three-stick pattern in which the first and third sticks are one color and the 

middle the opposite color. The closing prices of the lirst and third sticks are at the 

same level, establishing new support (bull) or new resistance (bear) price levels. 
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For example, Jerenney UCP) revealed a bull stick sandwich at the bottom 
of a downtrend, 35 shown in Figure 5- 11. The newly established support level 
was tested and then a strong and long-term uptrend began . 

• SlcckC"rtuom 

Chart countsy ofStockChans.com 

Figure 5·11 Bull slick sandwich 

The bear sci,k sandwich has opposite attributes: the fi rst and third candles 

are white; and the middle, black. The dosing prices of the first and third are 
identical, setting lip a new resistance level. For example, in Figure 5-12, 
Chevron Corp (CVX) experienced a bear stick sandwich after a pause in a 
downtrend, setting new resistance and then falling once again. This interim 
example is not perfect, but it does demonstrate how the resistance level can be 
reestablished by this pattern. 
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Chart courtesy ofSlockCharts.com 

Figura 5·12 Bear slick sandwich 

A morc basic version of the stick 5.1ndwich is found in thc morc readilr 
spotted matching move. In this two-,tick formation, the closing price is identical 
on two consecutive days with the same color candlestick. A hull move, the 
matching low, consists of two black candles with the same close, setting up new 
support; and a hear move, the matching high, is made up of two white candles 
with matching closing prices, establishing new resistance. 

III Matching Pattern 
A bull reversal move consisting of two black candles with identical clos ing prices 

(matching low), establishing a new support level; or a bear reversal with two white 

candles with identical closing prices (matching high). establishing a new resistance 

levaL 

For example, Unite<1 Technologies (LlTX) had both types of matching 
muves, shuwn in Figure 5-13 . First, a matching high developed, seaing a new 
resistance level and preceding a start downtrend. Second was a matching 
bottom, setting a new supporr level an(1 followed by an even longer upnend. 
Although this two-stick move is subtle, it does not appear frequently and is a 
valuable indicator that, onl:e confirmed, anticipates a strong reversal. 
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Chart courtesy or SlockChatKcom 

Figure 5·13 Matching moves 

./Key Point 
The matching move is rare, but when you see it, there is a strong likelihood of a 
reversal; this signal is especially strong. 

The concepts of resistance and support are core attributes in the price trend. 
making these patterns very reliable. They do not occur frequently, but when 

they do, the)' provide strong evidence of reversa1. The more conforming the 
patterns to all the attributes they involve, the stronger the value of the signal. 

Variations of previously introduced patterns add great value to reversal analysis. 
For example, the three black crows pattern (consecutive black stick!; moving 
downward) is usually bearish. In one subtle variation of this pattern, the 
opposite indication applies. Awareness of this important distinction can help 
avoid acting on a false indicator. 
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The pattern called three stars ill the south appears at the bottom of a 
downtrend and anticipates a reversal. It looks like the three black crows bm 
contains some distinct differences. All three sessions are black. The first has a 
long lower shadow. The second has a smaller trading range with a low dose 
below the dose of the first candle. The third is a small black maruboZll Iring 
within the trading range of the second candle. 

m Three Stars in the South 
A bull reversal consisting of three black candles. The first has a long lower shadow, 

the second closes lower, and the third is a marubozu with a range with in the range of 

the second session. 

For example, Yahoo! (YHOO) revealed a panern that was almost a perfect 
three stars in the south. The final candle was nut a marubuzu, but it was dose. 
Most signi ficant was the establishment of a new support level, highlighted on 
Figure 5~ 14. The extension of the bottom trading range of the three sticks is a 
perfect demonstration of what the three stars in the south should display: black 
candle~ with rising lower shadow extensiuns. giving a sHung indicatiun uf a 
reversal. 
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FIgure 5·14 Three slars in the south 
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Like the three stars pattern, the three rivers pi/ttem sets new support 
(botwm) or resistance (top). The bull pattern (three rivers bottom) consists of a 
long black candle followed br a black candle whose range is lower than the first 
and with its lower shadow setting a new low, and then a short white candle 
closing lower than the second dar's close. 

m Three Rivers Pattern 
A reversal formation coosisting of a long black candle, a lower black and a short 
white candle closing lower (three rivers bottom, a bull formation); or a long white 
candle, a white higher candle, and a short black candle closing higher (three rivers 
top, a bear formation) . 

For example, Disney (DIS) showed a very strong three rivers bottom 
containing all the required attribu res, as shown in Figure 5-15. The pattern set 
a new support level, which was followed br a very strong uptrend. 

DIS (W ... o;sney Ca .) NYSIi $ Stod:.C ho,t<co m 
2 1.Aug·:i'(O;I Op ~.1Y.j Hi ~.6(I t o 20.67 C I ~ 7~ Vl)lla.7 M C hO >OW +a,46'" A 

DIS (Oall~) 

Chart councsy of SlockChans.com 

Figure 5-15 Three rivers bollom 

The bear pattern (three rivers top) consists of a long white candle followed 
by a white candle with a higher range and with its upper shadow setting a new 
high, and then a short black candle closing higher than the second day's close. 
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• 

'/Key Point 
Reversal patterns that establish new resistance or support are especially reliable. The 
lIew tradillg border COli firms the pattern and occurs most oftell at the begillllillg of the 
reversal, 

A three rivers top was found in the chart of JC Penney UCP), shown in Figure 
5-16_ This topping pattern is exceptionally strong, not only because of the 
strong three rivers formation but also because volume spiked on the setup day 
as well. Heavier-than-usual volume is one of the "red flags" of impending 
reversal. In the case of the bear reversal, high volume combined with the long 
upward session indicates that buying interest is becoming exhausted. The 
ensuring downtrend confirms this conclusion. 

JCP (JC Penney Co. Inc .) tlYSE 
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Figure 5-16 Three rivers lop 

The preceding slIbt1r: p:merns all set resistance and suppon :mJ may be 
difficult to spot in an emerging chart. When combined with other technical 
indicaturs and cunfirmed, candlestick reversals that strongly set ur reset these 
resistance and support levels are highly reliable . 

Multise 
Some reversal patterns extend beyond the common three-session span and four 
sessiuns ur longer. The more wmplex bleakaway pattem has a gap that is filled 
sc\'eral sessions after it is set up. 
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III Breakaway Pattern 
A reversal pattern in which the first candle is tollowed by a gap in the directioo estab

lished (downward for a black candle or upward lor a white candle). A series of the 

same-colorad candles follows moving in the same direction, concluding with a candle 

of the opposite color closing into the gap (upward for a bull breakaway or downward 

for a bear breakaway). 

The bull breakaway's trading sessions involves 

• First session; A long black candle (followed by a downward gap) 

• Second alld third sessiolls (or 11I0re): Consecutively lower closes and all 
bLKk candles 

• Last session: A long white candle closing into the gap 

An example of a bull breakaway is Exxon Mobil (X OM), as shown in Figure 
5· 17. The fin al session (white) closes imo the duwnward gap previuusly set and 
precedes a strong upward reversal. 

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.eom 

figure 5-17 Bun breakaway 

A bear breakaway moves in the opposite direction. Figure 5- 18 demonstrates 
this in the case of Bot:ing (BA). This is a strong reversal, following a quick 
uptrend and predicting an equally quick downtrend. 
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Flglire 5·18 Bear breakaway 

The mat hold is a bull reversal with a gap setting new support. More than 
three sessions are involved: 

• First session: A lung white candle (followed by an upside gap) 

• Second sessioJl; A black session 

• Third and fOllrth sessions; Bbck candles moving lower and into the range 
of the first day, dusing the gap 

• Lut session: A long white session d osing above the price of the first 
sessIOn 

m Mat Hold 
A bull reversal pattern beginning with a long white candle, f~lowed by an upside gap, 

downward black candles, and a final white candle closing higher than the first candle. 

For example, the chart for Pfizer (PFE) revealed a modified version of this 
pattern, as shown in Figure 5· 19. This example is not perfect, but it does 
approximate the trend that sets new support. The indicated series of candles is 
interrupte<l, but the support level is established (with immediate high prices 
tested) and precedes a strong uptrend . 
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Figure 5·19 Mal hold 
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A bear version of the pattern is called the (allillg three patten!. In this 
formation, rOll find the following series: 

• First sessiol1," A long black candle (followed by a downside gap) 

• Secolld scssirm: A white session 

• Third and fourth sessiolls: White candlt:s moving higher and into the range 
of the fi rst day, closing the gap 

• Last session: A long black sessi on dosing below the price of the first session 

III Falling Three Pattern 
A bear reversal pattern and the opposite of the bull reversal mal h~d. This pattern 

consists of a black session, a downside gap, a series 01 rising white sessions. and a 

final black session closing fower than the close of the first . This pattern sets a new 

resistance level and anticipates a downtrend. 

An example of th is trend, setting a new resistance level, was found in the 
chari of Exxon Mobil (XOM), shown in Figure 5-20. In this instance, the 
pattern appears after the uptrend topped Ollt rather than at the exact top. In 
addition, there are only two middJe sessions rather than three. In many cases, a 
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"perfe<.-t"' pattern is not possible, but the overall formation and what it ami<.i· 
pates are more significant. When you are studying a current trend that appears 
to have topped out and paused, how do you know whether the uptrend will 
continue or reverse? This is where the emergence of a reversal signal is helpful. 
This newly established re~ i stance level prt:cedes a strong downtrend. 

'/ Key Point 
Reversal patterns that follow brief periods of sideways trading are valuable as long as 
they signal a reversal of the previous direction. This helps to decide when sideways 
trading is coming to an end. 
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Figure 5-20 Falling three pallern 

A variation on the theme of black candles signaling a reverSo.li to an uptrend 
(or white candles anticipating a downtrend) is found in the ladder pattern. This 
series concludes with a gap right before the turn. 

III Ladder Pattern 
A reversal pattern beginning with a series of candles trending in one direction, a gap 

in the opposite directioo, and a candle that moves in the reversa l direction. A ladder 

bottom (black candles, an upside gap, and a higher white session) is a bull reversa l, 

and a ladder top (white candles, a downside gap, and a black session) is a bear 

reversal. 
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An example of a ladder bottom is shown in the chart for Google (GOOG), 
shown in Figure 5 ·21. The pattern sets new support, but this support is immedi· 

atdy tested with a double bottom falling below that level, before the anticipated 
uptrend takes over. In the ideal ladder bonom, the final b!a<;k candle before the 
gap should have an upper shadow and little or no lower shadow. In this 
instance, the stronger upper shadow makes a convincing argument thar this is a 

legitimate ladder bottom. 

Chart counesy of S1()CkChans.com 

figure 5·21 Ladder bollom 

The hear version, the ladder top, contai ns the same pattern but with opposite 
CO lON;, For example, DuPont (DD) experienced a ladder bottom, shown in 
Figure 5 ·22. The final white candle ideally should reveal a strong lower shadow, 
which is absent in this situation . .Even so, new res istance is established and a 

downtrend does follow as expected. 
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Figure 5·22 ladder lop 
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The many variations of reversal patterns are exceptionally valuable timing 
mechanisms, but must also be confirmed by other technical indicators or 
accepted only when the pattern is exceptionally strong. The many variables 
(long candles, marubow formation, presence of upper and lower shadows, the 
expanse of gaps, and the extension of the preceding trend) all provide good 
intelligence about how strong the reversal signa! is likely to be, and of course, 
this also anticipates how strongly the trend will occur once direction hJS been 
reverse<1. 

,/KBY Point 
Reversal signals, by themselves, are useful IJut never tell the whole story. When 
GomlJined with traditional technical analysis, they vastly improve your timing for entry 
and exit from positions. 

Combining specific reversal patterns wi th traditional technical indicators is 
an excellent system for building confirmation and also for getting an advance 
indication that a reversal is umlerwar. For this reason, building skills in chan 
analysis improves your ability to spot reversals as well as fa lse reversals. The 
next chapter expands on the importance of caml1estick pattern recognition by 
tying in two important addit ional pieces of information; volume and volatility. 
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chapter 6 

Volume and Volatility 

In addition tu prJce muvemt:nt and p:mem, volume of trading and volatility 

(risk) are also valuable indicaturs. Focusing soldy un price trends is a mistake 

because changes in volume indicate changes in trading activity, and such changes 

often actomp:my or even :mricipate changes in price trends. The S3me is True fur 

changes in volatility levels; broadening trading ranges or repeated violations of 

support or resistance indicate coming price changes. 

Candlestick chart patterns are powerful price monitoring tools. When 

combined with the equally important volume and volatility signs, candlesticks 

are even more effective. Changes in volume and volatility can also confirm what 

price patterns imply almut impending trends. 

Movement in price and changes in daily volume are separate matters. However, 
volume also serves as a key price indicator, especially when studied in 
conjunction with significant candlestick formations accompanied by unusual 
spikes in volume levels. Candlestick charts are normally presented with volume 
in histogram bar form on the bottom of the chart; the charts used in this book 
include these volume levels, with the daily level (in numbers of shares traded) 
shown on the bottom left of the chart. 
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.I' Key Point 
Although volume and price are separate from one another, volume may serve as an 
important confirming indicator. especially in reversal formations. 

As J. general rule, volume is most useful when compared to dail}' price 

candlestick formations. Devices such as moving averages of volume afe not 

parricularly useful for most traders because, unlike price trends, volume trends 
are easily distorted by a few spikes. These volume spikes may have li ttle to do 

with a [rclIIJ in vo lume itself, so moving averages aft more useful in price trends. 
When \'olume increases steadily from one day to the next, the trend serves as 

co nfirmation of a developing price n end. The confirming aspect of volume as it 
accompanies a price mo\'e is the best application of volume analysis. 

Vulume alsu cunfirms a trend when changes accumpany price breakuuts. 
Support and resistance are the ulines in the sand~ for technicians, and breakouts 

are amung the strongest uf technical signals. Huwever, sume breakouts are the 
beginning of a strong trend resulting in a new price range, and other breakouts 

are aberrations, afte r which price levels will return to previuusly set levels. How 
do you know which is which? T he answer often is found when a breakout is 

accompanied by heavy volume. This is especially likely to work as confirmJtiun 

tllat the breakout is permanent when it follows a period of price consolidation 

and low vulume. In an upside brea Kuut such as this, the indication is particularly 
strong because an influx of new buyers supports the higher price range. In a 

downside breakout, heavy volume can alsu be significant, but it is not necess..lry 
to justi fy lower prices. The momentum of a resistance breako ut is going to be 

the most important attribute of the trend and the determining berur to its 
permanent or temporary nature. The same momentum is not as crucial for a 

support breakout. 
Afte r a stro ng upside breakout with higher-tha ll-typical volume, a fast retreat 

in volume levels can wurk as a sign o f exhaustion in new buyer interest. This can 
an ticipate a price retreat. At such times, watching candlestick patterns and 

exercising caution are wise ideas. T he use uf tfJiling Stops or taking of some 
profits is advisable whenever resistance breako uts occur, but especially if 

vol ume levels retrea t immediately after the breakouts occurs. Remember, 
tho ugh, that higher- than-average volume is not going to be sustained indefi

nitely. Even in a strung price muvement, volume levels are goi ng to subside. T he 
poi nt here is that an immediate retreat afte r an upside breakout can be a warning 

sign. 
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'/Key Point 
Spikes in volume are rarely permanent. and in a majority of cases volume will return 
within one 10 two sessions to previously established levels, 

For example, in the case of Travelers (TRV), a breakout was followed by a 
quick retreat of a single-day volume spike. After this, prices did retreat back into 
the past trading range. This ~enario is shown in Figure 6-1. 

volume 

C hart cour1csy of SlockChar1HOm 

Figure 6-1 Relrealing volume trend 

This example makes the point that a single-day spike in volume accompa
nying a breakout Jbove resistance could signal that it is not going to last. The 
immediate retreat in volume was quickly accompanied by a retreat in price as 
well. However, volume by itself is not a reliable indicator of changes in the 
trading range. Note that subsequently, the price levels for Tra\'elers did rise
and significantly-withom an)' d iscernable changes in volume. From this 
outcome, you can conclude that when ) 'OU see changes in volume, the changes 
can be interpreted based on wherher higher volume remains or immediately falls 
away. However, the volume trend as a confirming factor is not going to be 
apparent in every insrance. 

It is equally as likely that price breakouts will occur with tlO ""red flag" changes 
111 volume. The extra confirming value of higher volume is useful, but is not 
always there. For example, a strong price brcakO\lI in Cisco (CSCD) occurred 
withom any hig changes in Jaily volume. This trend is shown in Figure 6-2. 
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Chan courtesy OfSlOckChans,com 

Figure 6-2 Breakoul with no volume spike 

In any analysis of volume, the price pattern wimessed in the candlestick is 
the most important attribute of a trend, reversal, or brC:lkout pattern, Volume 
is a useful furm of confirmatiun :IS well as a ffidhod for judging the strength of 
the pattern . 

• llllli olume Indicators 111111111111 
Observing a spike in dai1r volume is only the most apparent of the useful confir
mation signals volume can provide. A number of useful technical indi(;:ttors 

based on volume and volume trends further aid in rounding out a candlestick
hased price analysis program. 

Many volume-based indicators are valuable in conjunction with known 
candlestick ,hart patterns. These are less obvious than price movement because 
price is visible on charts. The causes for increases or decreases in volume are not 
always as apparent as the reasons fo r price trends and reversals. However, 
volume-based indicators can provide needed confirmation for what you observe 
in the candlestick formati ons. Confusing the issue is the dominance of institu
tional trading. Large volume is not always a reliable signal of a change in burer 
o r selleT sentiment about a company. It might also he the result of one or more 
large mlilual funds taking posi tions or selling shares. This situation often occurs 
near the end of a reponing period, when fund management wants to clean up 
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its portfolio to present a positive picture to shareholders. Thus, a block of shares 
may be sold just before the end of a quaner to take profits, or a block might be 
sold right after the end of the quarter to report losses at the beginning of the 
next quarter. 

,/Key Point 
Exceptionally high volume might have no actual significance. especially il it occurs near 
the end of the quarter. It might be caused by institutional investor changes in tneir 
portfolio mix. 

The timing among institutional investors-which account for up to 75 or 80 
percent of all shares held in many companies--can distort the picture of what is 
going on with a company and its stock. With this in mind, any time you observe 
a spike in volume, also check the proximity of the date to the end of the month, 
and proceed with caution. 

Perhaps one of the most interesting volume trends is anticipation of a price 
move. If you see volume gradually increasing, indicating growing interest in the 
stock on the upside, or growing concerns on the downside, check candlestick 
patterns to determine whether volume in that case is acting as a leading indicator 
of price trend. This signal is especially strong when accompanied by equall r 

important candlestick signs or moves. Check the chart for MlvIM, shown in 
Figure 6-3. 

1 2,~M 

10.0M 

MMM (3M Co.) IlYSE 
21 · .... V·2OOQ __ ()p 72.00 Hi 72.Ql 
MMM (D.IIV) 

.Stod£ hort,com 
lo 11~ C I 72.&4 v.,. <l.3M Chg .1.<l)J!.LII8~ ... 

13 20 27 ~ug 10 17 

Chart courtcsy of Stock Charts. com 

Figure 6-3 Volume as a leading Indicator 

" 
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This panern is interesting in sevnal ways. The uptrend concludes with a very 

prominent bl:1ck rnarubo'ZLl. T his is most often thought of as a reversal sign when 
it appears during a downtrend. But when it is seen in conjum;tion with an 

uptrend, it can also act as a continuation signal. This is true in the case of M!vlM. 
The black maruhozu is also called a major yill . 

W MajorYin 
A black marubozu sign serving as a reversal sign within a downtrend or, when it 

appears within an uptrend, as a continuation indicator. 

The MMM chart is also inte resting because of the exceptionally strong 
breakout above res istance. Every ch:utist knows that a breakout can reverse and 

price can retreat back into the range, or it can continue. [n this instance, price 

not only continues upw:ud; a few sessions after the volume· led uptrend, volume 

again peaks while the price gaps upward, moving price even higher. Both of 
these trend movements are accompanied hy very meaningful changes in volume. 

However, they take on the meaning only when accompanied by the important 
candlestick patterns as well. These patterns include the uptrend in the initial 

move, the black maruboZll, and the price gap in the second phase. That last 
movement is an exhaustion gap, preceding a newly estahlished trading range 

between $68 and $73 per share. 
The uptrend reinforced with a hlack maruoozu is very unusual. A more 

commonly observed volume ('reml is on-balance volume and money flow 

indicators of several kinds. A~ with other technical ind icators, these should be 
lIsed as confirmation of candlestick patterns and trends, and not as primary deter
mining factors in timing of buy and sell orders. Oll -ba/allce IIO/ume is an idea first 

proposed by the well-known market bull Joseph Granville. In his view, this was 
a condition in which neither huyers nor sel1ers controlled price movement. A~ 

one side or the other begins to dominate volume, it implies an emerging trend. 
The analysis of volume is maintained on a cumulative basis to make this analysis 
work. When either the buyers or the sellers tip the on-balance in one direction or 

the other, it signals an emerging trend in that direction as well. 

II) On-balance Volume 
A cumulative indicator measuring dominance of daily trading by either buyers or 

sel lers, used to anticipate emerging trends. 
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On-balance volume is an effenive method for quanti fy inS volume-base{1 
price trends. A problem with it, however, is that volume is always mixed. 
However, in spite of how closely alisned buyers and sellers acrually are, even a 
slight edge moves the entire day into one column or the other. This move poten
tially distorts the trend itself. For this reason, anyone analyzing candlestick 
pricing trends should use on-balance volume as one of many ways to double
check and confirm a trend implied by candlestick movement; relying on the on
balance volume as a sole indicator or even as the primary signal may lead to 
some ill-timed decisions. 

"Key Point 
On-balance volume is a useful but imperfect indicator. If a day's volume is closely mixed 
between buyers and sellers, even a slight edge will throw the entire day's volume into 
one column or the other. 

An expansion of volume analysis is the indicator known as //Imlcy (low, This 
variation of volume analysis uses an average of high, low, and close for each day 
to calculate volume trend. Compared to the on-balance volume using closing 
price alone, money flow is more precise. 

W Money Flow 
A lechnical test of volume trends employing Ihe average 01 each day's high, low, and 
dose to develop a cumulative trend direction in price. 

Both on-balance volume and money flow should be use{1 with caution and 
always in conjunction with candlestick pattern analysis. However, one of the 
interesting aspects of volume trend analysis is divergence. When )'ou uncover 
positive money flow while stock prices are falling, or nesative money flow while 
prices are in an uptrend, what does this flow signal? 

Divergence is going to occur in even the most accurate and reliahle tests, 
whether based on daily cumulative levels of "ownership" of volume by either 
burers or seilers, long-term moving averages, or other adjustmenL~ meant to 

eliminate spikes. This drawback to volume analysis led to two refinements, both 
developed by Marc Chaikin. His two major contributions to technical analysis 
were the accumulation/distribution (AD) indicator and money flow index (MFJ). 

ru Accumulation/Distribution (AD) 
A technical indicator measuring proportionate degrees of buyer and seller volume, 
which acts as a momentum indicator. 
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The ND indicator is calculated with a specific formula: 

( ( (closing price· low price) - (high price - dosing price) ) ~ (high price - low 
price) ) x volume'" N D 

This indicator makes volume analysis more accurate that on-balance volume. 

Ao;signment of a day's volume as controlled hy either buyers or sellers is more 

accurate after calculating the mean of prices for each day. The resulting ND 
indicator is either + lor -I. Chaikin also devised the money flow index (MFI), 
which measures the strength of moncy flow in a stock's price. This indicator 

should not be confused with the earlier explained money flow; the MFJ tracks 
money flow over a 21-day moving average, identifying positive (buyer) and 

negative (seller) flow and their net d ifference . This indicator identifies the 

longer-term momentum in price trend. 

m Money Flow Index (MFI) 
A momentum indicator measuring positive and negative money flow in a stock's price 
over a 21-day moving average, creating an oscillator ranging between 1 and 100; the 
indicator is also known as the Chaikin Money Flow (eMF). 

"/ Key Point 
The MFI is a preferred measurement of volume because it is based on a moving average 
and trend. and because the Irend reflecls the net change over time between huyer and 
seller dominance. 

Positive flow is divided by negative flow to develop each day 's entry into the 

M.FI trend, and the result is multiplied by 100. An oscillator below 20 indicates 
that the stock is then oversold, acting as a buy signal. When the oM:illator rises 

above 80, the opposite conclusion results: the stock is overbought and this 
behavior serves as a sell signal. MFJ has a great advantage over most other 
volume-based price indicators because it is ver)' easy to follow . 

• llllli dlume Indicators and 
The value of volume-based price indicators is apparent to the dedicated chartist, 

who knows that all indicators can serve to confirm continuation of a trend or 

provide early warnings of impending reversal, or to contradict other signs. For 
example, although candlestick moves and patterns provide strong signals, they 
are not always timely or even correct. This is where on-balance volume and the 

Chaikin ~",oney Flow (CMF) are valuable. Combining these indicators as part of 

a price trend analysis based on candlesticks can improve timing and bolster an 
ini tial indicator. 
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The purpose here is not to provide an in-depth anal)'sis of higher-level 
technical indicators, but to demonstrate how the)' provide insight into the trend 
itself, and how ),ou can more readil)' anticipate the gradual weakening or strength
ening of the trend over time. f ormnately for an)'one who wants the data available 
bur does nO[ want to develup muving averages, modern charting available online 
and free of charge includes an)' number of technical indicators as additions to 
charts. This makes their availability instantaneous. A study of candlestick trends 
along with a short list of volume indicators is especially wise. Limiting the analysis 
to only two indicators makes sense because if you include too man)" you CJn easily 
become lost in the complexity of interpreting all of them. 

Combining two indicators (on-balance volume and CMF) is a good pllce ro 
start. No single indicator can reveal all that you need to know, and decisions 
shuuld not be made based on J sole candlestick, ur un a sole volume-bJsed trend. 
In an ideal world, you expect to see all indicators pointing to the same 
conclmiun; in reality, of cuurse, you often fi nd serious contradictions between 
the indicators you trust. In analp,ing the CMF, you look for three attributes to 
indicate what is going on in the current trend: 

I. Ts the eMF positive or negative? Regardless of how price is acting, 
remember that the money flow is a moving average, and this accurately 

pegs a positive (bullish) or negative (bearish) trend underwar. 

2. How fOllg has the Cl/rrellt situatioll prevailed? The longer the CMf remains 
either positive or negative, the strunger the related trend. This information 
is especially valuable in highly volatile markets, where price ranges have 
broJdened and longer-term price trends have become more d ifficult to spot. 

3. How strollg is the CMF Mattis? The intensity of the indicator is also a ke)' 
ingredient in its interpretation. As a general rule, when the oKiliator is at 
0. 10, it is bullish (or when -0.10, it is bearish) . When the oscillator moves 
to 0.25, it is extremely bullish, and at -0.25, it is extremely bearish. These 
extremes identify the likelr tops and bottums of price trends and are 
among the strongest of confirming signals. However, these extremes do 
not always appear, so rather than waiting for them, YOll should [feat them 
as exceptional signals rather than signals necessary to make a move. 

Some charting examples make the point concerning the use of technical 
indicators along with candlestick moves and patterns. In these instances, six
month charts have been used in phce of three-month charts Llsed elsewhere. 
This approach helps to show a longer-term development of technical volume 
trends. The first is the chart for American Express (AX P), which is shown in 
Figure 6-4. 
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Figllre 6·4 Bullish volume indicator 

,/Key Point 

eShxkct.art,com 

"'-----0:o----'"0----" 
Chart courtesy of SlockCharts.com 

In a sustained uptrend, it is difficult to identify the right lime to sell and take profits. This 
Is where the eMF oscillator can be valuable and help spot whether the trend is ending or 
continuing. 

In this chart. the long-standing and exceptional uptrend creates a dilemma. 
When should you sell and take profits? Many analysts, lookins only at the 
candlestick moves and patterns, might note the black marubolU at the start of 
September as a revers.11 sisnal, notably because the CMP dipped below zero at 
the same time, o r the narrow-range day in mid-November as another indicatur 
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that the uptrend was ending. In both cases, the candlestick indicators were not 
enough hy themselves to cause a sell signal. In the most recent CMF, the oscil
lator rose above 0.25 for the first time in three months. This outcome indicates 
that, rather than moving toward a weakening of the trend, it is time to hold or 
even increase a position in this stock. On-balance volume has remained consis
tently high throughom the period as well. 

The AXr chart supports holding shares rather than selling and taking profits. 
A different ~enario is found in the chart of Alcoa (AA). Here, a more hearish 
conclusion is reached based on a combined analysis of the candlestick patterns, 
on-balance volume, and CMF. This example is shown in Figure 6-5. 

AA (Alcoa . he.) NYSE e5to<kCt...-hcom 

~~-

Chart councsy of S!()CkChans.com 

Flgllf! 6·5 Bearish voilime indicator 
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This chart, like the previous one, shows a very bearish move and a marubozu 
with very little tail. This is a strong bear sign in the candlesri(k alone. 
Augmenting this indkator is on-balance volume, whkh has leveled OUI in re(ent 
weeks, showing that on a daily volume basis, neither buyers nor sellers were in 
<:ontrol. The most revealing signal, however, is the eMF. Note the dedine in the 
os(ilJator and its fall to below -0.25 at one point near the end of the (hart. This 
foreshadows a prke dedine. Given the 50 percent in<:rease in prke levels sin(e 
the past July level, this is the time to take profits, based on the (andlesti(k 
pattern and the on-baian(e and eMF <:onfirmation. 

A third (hart shows how the volume-based indi(ators (an (ontradicr the 
apparent prke trend. The (hart of DuPont (DD), in Figure 6-6, reveals a dedine 
e M F indi(ator even while pri(e levels remain higher than in the re(ent past. 

00 eStoc:kC,,"rt.com 

Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com 

Figure 6·6 Gonlradiclory volume in dicalor 
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This situation is troubling. ['rice-viewed by itself----!)eems to be movmg 
upward. At the same time, on-balance volume confirms this movement, but the 
CMF is moving strongly in the opposite direction. If we look at how price acts 
subsequently, the positive trend continues; however, the CMF is sustaining its 
negative posture. One of the three attributes of CM F---duration of statns
should dominate in this condition. The combination of signals, while confusing 
due to the contradiction, is bearish. In this situation buyers are likely to be 
unable to sustai n the current price levels_ A retreat is likely in the near future. As 
an indicator and not a guarantee, this is only one possible interpretation. 
However, given the importance of CMF and its persistent bearish level, a 
prudent move at this point would be to sell or to employ trailing stops to prevent 
some portion of loss in the event of a sudden :md strong price correction . 

../Key Point 
The duration of a volume indicator like CMF helps you to decipher otherwise contra
dictory signs. How long has the CMF remained in positive or negative territory? 

Volume tests serve as confirmation for what ),Oll observe in the candlestick 
signs, moves, and patterns. They also help you spot changing directions in a 
trend as early as possible. However, volume is only half of the noncandlestick 
confirmation test. The other half is volatility, or the degree and S(ope of change 
in a stock 's price. 

Price volatility is the major symptom of market risk. The greater the price 
volatility, the higher your market risk. T his risk is going to manifest in two wa)'s. 
First is a broadening trading range over time; second is a tendency for price to 
bounce between resistance and support in larger increments and more 
frequently than in the past. In the technical sense, risk is based on the volatility 
of price and a real or perceived weakness in price support. Thus, a strong 
support level is perceived as a safety net. By the same argument, a weak support 
level or one that is violated with price decline is a symptom of high-risk stock 
positions. For the technician, this technically hased market risk is the most 
serious consideration in picking stocks. However, it is wise to also be aware of 
fundamentally based market risk and how that affects price trends. 
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The fundamental market risk is going to be manifested in pril:e volatility, 
either as a lagging indicator or- more often- preceding actual price trend 
changes. This is seen in many forms: 

I. Traditio/wI (orm of (tmdamentallJOlatifity. The tendency for a company to 
report volatile revenue and earnings makes it very difficul t to predict long

term trends. So when profits are high one rear and low the next, followed 
by a year of jarring net losses, how can you predict the future? This most 

bask version of fundamental volatility has the most direct correlation to 

technical price volatility. 

2. PIE-caused lIO!atility. If the PIE ratio tends to rise over time, it is also likely 
that prices arc going to rC:lct with growing volatility. A moderate-range 

P/E-between 10 and 20, for example- is viewed b)' many as a reasonable 
expectation and one of many ways to reduce a list of trading candidates. 

Once PIE rises above this moderate range, the stock becomes too expensive. 
A bear might use high- prE stocks for short positions. but most traders prefer 
to make long pla)'s on lower- prE stocks. 

3. Subtle calise and effect. A few ker fundamental tests have a direct effect on 
price volatility, although this often is a delayed effect. Among the most 

import:lnt are changes in dividend yield, debt ratio, and declining net 
rcturn. The dividend yield is a sound method for judging management's 

cash flow control and growth plans, debt ratio identifies companies overly 
dependent on debt, and the net return is a key ratio even the ardent 

technician recognizes as crucial in stock p icking. T his is especially true 
when revenue is on the rise but nct return is declining. This effect could be 

a symptom of decreasing internal controls and management effectiveness. 

"Key Point 
Even if you believe complelely In technical analysis. also keep an eye on the funda· 
menIals. Price volalility is likely 10 reflect changes in financial condition. which in tum 
changes the stock's market risk. 

Generallr speaking, fundamental indicators are not viewed as having an 
immediate impact on price volatility. Even so, in picking one stock o ver another, 

price patterns and trends are not the sole way to determine likel)' trading camli
dates. Testing volatility also makes sense. 
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Rather than trying to measure and quantify volatility using one of many 
formulas, it is more valuable to visualize the trading range and observe consis
tency in breadth, or an expanding or narrowing trend in that range. Two 
patterns- triangles and wedges- are valuahle in recognizing changes in 
volatility over time. 

W Triangles 
Continuation patterns characterized by a narrowing trading range over time; they 

may be symmetrical. ascending, or descending. 

There are three types of triangle paaerns, all reflecting continuation of the 
trend by way of a narrowing lTading range. First is the symmetn'cal triangle, 
which is also called a coil. In this pattern, a triangle forms with at leaM po.,.o lower 
highs and two higher lows, followed by continuation of the established trend 
with approximately the same breadth as that in the beginning of the triangle. 

m Symmetrical Triangle 
A continuation pattern consisting of a trading range of the same breadth in both the 

beginning of the triangle and the continuation. 

m Coil 
Alternate name lor the symmetricallriangle. 

An example of this triangle is found twice in the six-month chart for 
Microsoft (MSFT). This example is shown in Figure 6-7. 

In both instances, the direction is bullish, and the short-lived symmetrical 
niangle was followed by more upward movement in price. Both also confurm 
to the uniformity of breadth. At the beginning of the first triangle, trading 
breadth was three puints (from $22.00 to $25.00 per share). At the end of the 
triangle and continuation of the trend, the range rernaine<l at three poi nts (from 
$22.50 ru $25 .50). The second symmetrical niangle rt:peated with a 2.S-point 
breadth. At the beginning of the triangle, range was bePoveen $24.50 and $27.00 
per share; at the continuatiun point it was between $26.00 and $28.50. 
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MSFT (~OSQft Corp.) Nu d.q OS 
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Figure 6·7 Symmelricallriangle pallern 
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The symmetrical triangle is one of the strongest confirming palterns when the candle
stick indicators are in question. Confirmation of the existing direction is as important as 
the more easily spotted reversal signal. 

The symmetrical pattern is a cleor continuation, and it is found in both 
bullish and bearish trends. [n comparison, other types o f rriangles are eitht:r 
bullish or bearish based on their shape. The ascelldillg triangle is a bullish 
pattern consisting of a consistent price level at resistance and a rising suppurt 

level. 
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(II Ascending Triangle 
A bullish triangle characterized by a level resislance and rising support level. 

For example, the six-month chart for Sank of America (SAC) provides an 
example of the ascending triangle. This triangle is shown in Figure 6-8. 

Chart courtesy ofSlocl::Chans.com 

figure 6·8 Ascendinlliriangle paUern 

The pattern precedes a strong conti nuation of the uptrend. The same rule 
works in a bearish trend. The descelldillg triallgle contains a steady level of 
support with declining resistance. An example is found in the six-month chart 
ofVeriwn (VZ), shown in Figure 6-9. 
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m Descending Triangle 
A bearish continuation pattern consisting of steady support price and declining 

resistance. 

VI (Verizon COII'III'Uiclllions) IiY$E eStoc;kCharH,( o m 
23-No,,2009 g;~1'... L.st 3O.Q2 Volume l .3M Chg +O.4IiI (+ 1 .1I1~) '" 

... vz (O. ill) 30.92 -- 1 

.. y""",," I, 18,612 . :12.0 

Chart courtesy of Stock Charts. com 

Figure 6·9 Descending triangle pallern 
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Like the cominuation pattern s of triangles, wedges are reversal patterns 

characterized by narrowing tradi ng range. A rising wedge is bearish, and a 
falling wedge is bullish. 
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W Wedge 
A reversa l pattern in ooe 01 two shapes: a rising wedge is bearish, anticipating a 

reversal from the existing uplrend 10 a downtrend; and a fall ing wedge is bullish, 

anticipating a reversallrom Ihe existing downtrend 10 an uptrend. 

A ri5illg wedge is hearish hecause, although prices are moving, their 
narrowing (wedge) formation anticipates a coming price decline. An example is 
fOllnd in the six~month chart of Best Bu)' (BEY), as shown in Figure 6·10. 

BBY CO,Inc.) NYS E .Stoc:~C""h.com 
litst 43." 6 Volume 321.4K 

Chart courtesy of Stock Charts. corn 

figure 6·10 Rising wedge pallern 
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ru Rising Wedge 
A reversal pattern in which prices rise while the price range narrows, anticipating a 

coming price decline. 

Although this example is minim:!.! in size, the pattern is tme. The rising price 
with narrowing range anticipates a coming price decline. In comparison, a 
(allillg wedge anticipates a reversal to the upside and is considered a bullish 
pattern. 

ill Falling Wedge 
A reversal pattern in which prices fall while the price range narrows, anticipating a 

coming price rise. 

'" Key Point 
A wedge does not have to be extreme 10 properly identify a coming reversal. Many 
examples prove thai even a slight wedge movement is adequate to foreshadow the 
change. 

For example, the six-month chaT! for Alcoa (AA) provides a good example 
of a falli ng wedge. This wedge is shown in Figure 6- 11. 

There are two falling wedges on the chart, highlighted by the resistance and 
support lines. [n both cases, the reversal holds and prices rise after the 
narrowing breadth occurs. 

[n all the triangle and wedge examples, changes in the breadth of the trading 
range define either continuation or reversal. These examples of volatility as a 
confirming indicator with candlestick analysis are most useful when reviewed in 
line with other technical sign:tls (such as on-balance volume and eMF) and, 
most of aU, to verify and confirm candlestick moves and patterns. 

Any charting system, including candles ticks, is going to put forth false signals 
on occasion. The value in developing and employing a system is not to eliminate 
errors, but ro reduce them. The result , making well- timed decisions more often, 
is the desirable outcome. Analysis based on both volume and volatility is 
valuable because it provides additional confirmation to signals you pick up from 
observing candlestick signs, moves, and patterns. Spotting weakening trends or 
continuation signals may clarify what short-term candlestick patterns reveal or 
seem to reveal. Significant signs like marubozu dars mar get your attention 
initial1Yi any additional intelligence you gather from additional technical signals 
is of great valLIe. 
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Chart courtesy ofSlockCharts.com 

Flgllre 6·11 Falling wedge pattern 

This combined application of candlesticks and other indicators helps create 
a powerfu l system for enn)' ami exit setup signals. The next chapter explures 

this topic further. 
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chapter 7 

Buy and Sell Setup Signals 

A long-term investor is likely to find candlestick patterns interesting, but will not 

use them to time short-term trades. In comparison, a trader who relies on 

candlesticks to time entry and exit deci~ions is going to rely on candlesticks (as 

well as traditional technical analy sis and volume indicators) to swillg trade in 
stock. The swing trader is anyon e who wants to make moves in and out of 

posi tions to take short-term profits resulting from price spikes (in both direc

tions) and the tendency of the market as a whole to overreact to news. 

ill Swing Trade 
A trade with a short time in a position, entered after price spikes or percentages 

above the norm of movement; the purpose is to time short·term profits by trading 

contrary to the market tendency. 

The swing trader rightly ubserves that the market exaggerates the impor

tance of all news. This includes company-specific economic news, domestic and 

international economic developments, and political change. In other words, 
everything affects markets, but traders drive prices too high following good 

news and too low following bad news. The natural -swing" in price occurs when 

the overreaction creates buy and sell upportunities and reverses the directiun. 

This situation normally uccurs within twu to five trading sessions after the spike. 
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v" Key Point 
The key to shorHerm swing profits is recognizing overreaction in price to both good 
and bad news. 

Traders rely on moving averages for the same reason. Short·term price 
movement is very chaotic and the result of an unknown number of cause-and
effect drivers. Whenever a domina.nt factor creates a large price swing, the swing 
trader makes a move, bu)"ing on price declines and selling (either selling an 
existing position or selling short) after prices have risen. Everyone has seen 
examples of this price tendency. For example, analysts have estimated that a 
company will report quarter earnings of 17 cents per share. but acmal results 
come in at 16 cents. The stock loses four points on the day of the announcement 
bm recovers three points over the following two days. This type of price overre
action is common. It dispels the efficient market hypothesis convincingly. An 
~efficient" market would react logically and reflect little if any movement on a 

specific day. 
Instead, the tendency with bad news is to experience a two- to five-day set 

of g)"rations in either direction or in both directions in turn. The net effect of 
news is realized over the entire swing. So a one-cent disappointment in earnings 
might justi fy a one-point drop, while acttul price movement consists of ... j<lfring 
four-point drop followed by a three-point reversal. 

Rather than an efficient market, the short-term chaos in pnce reaction 
demonstrates that the market is driven by two primary emotions. When good 
news arrives, greed takes effect and drives prices up beyond a rational level. 
When bad news is announced, (ear dominates and drives prices down too far. 
Swing traders are able to stand back from these short-term overreactions and 
recognize that they are extreme. So as COll/rarian invnlors, swing traders buy on 
price declines (knowing that prices are likely to recover) and sell on price 
increases (knowing that prices are likely to retreat ). 

OJ Contrarian Investor 
A trader or investor who recognizes that markets overreact 10 news and who makes 

buy and sell decisions in a direction opposite the prevailing trend. 

v" Key Point 
Two ruling emotions-greed and fear-cause virtually all the short-term price 
movement in the market, followed immediately by opposite correcting price changes. 
Knowing this is the key to finding entry and exit points. 
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The well-known price spikes that are t)'pica! of price movement, notably in 
volatile markets, create reaction swings, providing swing traders with a great 
opportunity. At these times, candlestick signs, moves, and patterns are valuable 
in improving timing and confirming the best timing of entry into and exit from 
positions. 

A price spike is any change in price above or below the established trading range. 
Although a spike may signal the begi nning of a new trend, it more often is 
followed by a returo to the previous range. This realization points out the 
advantage to using spikes as setup signals for short-term profits. 

III Spike 
A sudden price move above or below the trading range, which allen is t~lowed by a 
return to that range within a few trading sessions. 

When the spike is also accompanie<1 by large 1I1<:reases 111 volume, it may 
signa! a change in trading range. However, you will discover many spikes 
without any noti<.:eable <.:hange in the typical level of trading. When volume does 
not spike along with price, this usually means that the spike has no lasting 
importance. In fact, it often occurs that prices spike wi th no change in volume 
/Inti! the price returns to previous Ie\'els. \"Vhen this situation occurs- price 
spike with no change in volume, followed by a re turn to previous volume levels 
and a price spike-it normally signals that the price is not moving to a new 
range. Swing traders can take advantage of these short·term adjustments and 
overreactions by viewing the fa lse-signal spike as an entry signal. On the 
downside, it works as a buy signal (or a signa! to close out a previousl)" opened 
short position}, and on the upside, it serves as a signal to sell short (or to close 
previously opened long positions). 

Some examples make this point. first is the quarterly chart of rrocter & 

Gamble (PG). This chart, shown in Figure 7- 1, contains an unusual spike that 
does not appear as a price move in a single day, but rather as a long lower 
shadow. However, this downward spike does not sustain a downward pri<.:e 
mO\'ement. 
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Chart councsy ofS'ockChans.com 

Figure 7·, Nonrecurring price spike 

In this case, the lower shadow fell extremely far below the range, but the fa ct 

that the day's closing price was wi t hin the range reveals that the spike was not a 

trading range adjustment. Second, because volume did not spike at the same 
time as the price spike, the aberration of the long lower shadow could have 
signaled a swing trader to enter t he position at the bottom of the spike or to 
close short positions when that occurred. The key here was the lack of change 

in volume as the spike was taking place. 

"/Key Point 
A price spike is most significant when volume also moves upward. When there is no big 
change in volume. the spike is probably going to retreat immediately. 

A completely different situation evolved in the case of Intel Corporation 
(INTC). This chart, shown in Figure 7·2, reveals a very large price gap at the 
spike lind significant increase in volume. For swing traders, this signals a 
complete breakout away from the existing nading range. 
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Flgllre 7·2 Sp ike with breakaway and new range 

The pattern is dt:ar. The spike is accompanied by a price gap and excep' 
tionally high volume. Immediately after this strong move, a new support and 
resistance range are creatnl and sustai ned. 

Candlesticks also play an important rolc in this kind of move. Note how the 
dear downtrend is follownl by an equaJly dear uptrend right before the spike. 
This trend conforms to the widely accepted point concerning candlestick 
patterns. N; long as the uptrend continues, swing traders should remain long in 
this position. It was not until the first week of August that a three·da), downward 
pattern emergnl. However, the narrow·range day (NRO) and high volume in 
the last week of July served as a dear sign that the strong uptrend was ending. 

If the spike is more typical of a shon·term price adjustment, you expect [0 

see a re treat, as in the case of the intra·day action in Procter & Gamble (pG) 
shown in Figure 7- 1. The Tt:turn up to [he previously established price range is 
called a reactiOIl swillg. Prices move in one <Erection in an exaggerated response 
ro news and then reaC[ by moving bJck ro previously establ ished levels. 

&II Reaction Swing 
A tendency for short·term prices to return to an established trading range following a 

price spike. 
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The reaction swmg is easilr recognizc<l when it takes place in an isolated 
trading day; however, it also can OCCIlf within a single trading session, as in the 
case of the PC chart. However, caution is required in the sessions fo llowing a 
price spike. In the I'C chart, a three~day uptrend followed shortly after prices 

returned to their normal range, and then a long black day. This scenario could 
be interpreted as a signal of a coming downtrend; however, remembering that 

the downward spike of the earlier session occurred, it pays 10 wait. The spike 
can he thought of as an attempt by sellers to drive prices down, hut it did not 

succeed. At this point, it was much more likely that prices would rise than that 
they would fall. So the long bla(k day is not a rdiahle signal in these <:onditions. 

,/Key Point 
Recognizing the uncertainty 01 what will happen next is just as valuable as iJ clear 
reversal signal. Uncertainty is an indication to stay out of positions linti! ttle picllJre 
clears lip. 

The uncerrainty of pri(e a(tion during and after a price spike (an lead to false 
signals. a time when additional (onfirmation 5u(h as volume trends are valuable. 
Another useful indicator is the occurrence of a new high or new low in prices 
on a 52-week basis. A spike may O-C(llr at such a time. If price has been trending 

downward and concludes with a downside spike at the 52-week low, that may 
be a strong signal that the downtrend is ending. If this confirms what you see in 
the candlestick pattern and volume of the same time, it works as a very good 
entry indi(ator. The same is trlle on the upside. As a stock's price rea(hes its 52-
week high, experiences an upside spike, and also has exceptiunally high vulume, 
it works as a short-side enIry signa l or as a sel l signal for previously entered long 
posltlons. 

Adhering to a candlestick-based system accompanied by volume and other 
indi(ators is perhaps the most reliable method of timing entry and exi t from 
posi tions. An alternative is to rely on percelltage swillg systems, or systems 
signaling entry or exit based on the degree of price movement away from the 
previous trading range. 

III Percentage Swing System 
A method of timing entry and exit based on the percentage by which price moves 

at>ove or below the previously establishing trading range. 
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The problem with the percenuge system is that it is fixed and is not based on 
the patterns of candlesticks. The relative strength or weakness of an evolving 
candlestick price trend may not be supported in an inflexible percentage of 
change ; it is more likely that strength or weakness in price movemt:nt is going 
to be reflt:cted in candlestick patterns, even when only a small percenuge of 
change has occurred. The perct:ntagt: systt:m works in varying degrt:es, 
occasionally giving out an entry or exit signal at the wrong time. For example in 
the six-month chart of Apple (AAPL), shown in Figurt: 7-3, a combination of 
signals was at work in July. Most important was a strong uptrend with price 
gaps. A pt:rcentage system could also be used, identifying a 10 percent increase 
in price over previous levels by the beginning of August. 

AAPL Nn d.q GS .StockCh~rtHom 
L.st 20<1.12 Volume HIM 

S.p Oct Nov 

0.' 
0.' 
0 .1 

.... r oo 
·0. 1 

Chart councsy of SlockChans.com 

figure 7·3 Percentage 01 change syslem-1D percent move 
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However, one of the problems with percentage~based systems is that signals 

often are recognized too laic. If you waited for the \0 percent increase in price, 
you would enter this position after growth. A (ontrarian point of view after this 

growth would be to sell rather than to buy. Both decisions-buying after the 
uptrend or selling- would have been wrong in this casco A stronger signal to 

confirm a bullish stand is the combination of the candlestick formation with 
gaps and exceptionally high volume. Also note the bullish indicator below the 
chart in the eMF, which was ver), strong both in mid-June and early August . 

./Key Point 
Entry and exit based on percentage systems work at times, but nol consistenrly. No 
matter how promising the approach sounds, your timing is going to be better if YOIl 
locus on candlestick trends and not on price movement percentages. 

Another example of the percentage system was found in the six-month chart 
of Hewlett-Packard (H PQ). This one is shown in Figure 7-4. 

In this situation, a much stronger and longer-lasting uptrend is revealed. It 
was first anticipated in three indicators. First was a very strong candlestick 
pattern with a gap and then breakout above resistance. Second was the 10 
percent move in price. Third was the unusually high CM.F indicator, which 
reache<1 nearly 0.6. (An indicator passing 0.25 is considered strongly buiiish.) In 
combination, these indicators all confirm the emerging uptrend that developed 
and lasted through the end of November, or a total of over four months. It is 
further interesting that at the conclusion of the chan, the C.~·I F again emerged 
wi th .1 strongly bullish signal just below 0.25. 

A percentage change system can be used as a confirming signal to candlestick 
patterns (further confirmed by ad<litional technical indicators such as CMF or 
on-balance volume). It can also be applied in a contrarian manner. For example, 
if price moves up 10 percent, that is seen as a sign of a coming correction. In 
both of the examples provided, that would not have worked. The uptrend in 
both Apple and Hewlett-Packard continued well after the 10 percent move. 
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Flglife 7·4 Percentage 01 change system-clear uptrend 

A more reliable timing system than percentage change is based on tracking a 
stock's ~true range,'" or the analysis of price movement between dars rather than 
in an isolated single-day range. In the typical daily trading range, the previous 
day's activitr is completely ignored. This is the most popular method, but it 
ignores what often is extremely valuable information. 
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W True Range 
A stock's trading range within a trend rather than a single trading session. It includes 
the previous session's closing price and the current session's price movement. 

v" Key Point 
The trend looks amazingly different when changes between days are taken into account. 
The true range ctarifies the trend and points out the flaw in myopic review only of 
session-specific action. 

True range consists of the previous session's dosing price, carried through to 

the current session's price movement. In this analysis, you seek the otherwise 
invisible gaps that often take place between days. The obvious gaps are easy to 

spot. The range of a candlestick's trades gaps from day to day_ But another type 
of gap rna)' be equaUy significant. It is the overnight change between prior close 
and current open. This gapping trend can occur in a number of configurations, 
which are summarized in Figure 7·5. 

-

Figure 7-5 Overn ight gall iling trends 
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W Gapping Trend 
Any trend involving price gaps, especially between trading sessions in which the 

gaps are not immediately visible. 

It is important to recognize that the real bodies in all six of these moves 
overlap between days. This means that the overnight gapping trend is invisible. 
If )'oulook only at each day's open and close, you will not notice this important 
gapping trend. There are six instances shown in which the intra-day gapping 
trend occurs. The most severe involve two consecutive white or black candle
sticks in which the current white session has a lower real body range than the 
previous day, or when the current hlack candlestick's range is higher. However, 
even in those sessions with less e.'\treme gaps, the occurrence of gappi ng trends 
(especially when they occur in a repetitive series) is very significant. 

Two quarterly charts demonstrate how this invisible gapping trend affects 
chart interpretation . The first is the chart of Yahoo! (yHOO), shown in Figure 
7-6. 

YHOO (VshoOI. ne) N .. doq GS .ltoc:kCho rt~com 
"l1.""~:roov Op 14.85 Ifi 14.111! Lo 14 .73 C I 14.7; Vol "l3 .~ '" Chg o(l m (+Q .14'1) ~ 
YHOO (Dally) 

~ 

~lQ~ 
Chan COUTtCSY of Stod::Chans.com 

Figure 7-6 Gapping trend anlicipaling bearish price movement 
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There are five important gaps on this chart. The fi rst one is visible and antic
ipates a prite reversal. The second, however, is invisible, and althuugh the 
intraday gap is small , it was also the signal of the sta rt of a strong uptrend. The 
third gap was very similar to the second_ The fourth spanned one-half of a point 
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and signaled a coming duwntrend . The most important of all the gaps was the 

fifth and largest. The visible gap between the two days was only one-quarter of 
a point, bur the true range lPP of the two-day price change was over two points, 

from the first day 's close at approximately 17.25 down to the d ose of the 
second day at about 15.1 0. The range of this duwnw:nd movement is not visible 
if you look only at the space between candles frOIll onc day to the next, 

'/Key Point 
A visible gap is easy to spot, but it is not a/ways the entire picture. Remember to study 
gaps with the lrue dis/,mee between open and close between the days involved 10 judge 
the gap's real extent. 

Another example of the gapping trend is seen in the quarterly chan for 

McDonald's (MCD). This one is shown in Figure 7-7. 

M CD (hlcDonakb Corp) N'fSE 
1 Op ~,50 HI ~ D2 Lo 511 05 CI 511 27 • '~;':"'""'-;";'=>im~ __ _ \1017 7 .. Chg «) "-

/ 

Chan counesy ofS1ockChans.com 

Flgllre 7-7 Gapping trend in recurri ng pallern 

This chart is interesting hecause it displays a series of repetitive gaps during 
an uptrend, followed b)' a strong and very sudden reversaL As a general obser
vation, when you see a series of gaps, it is likd)' that the price is moving too fa r 
in one direction; a reversal should be expected. This trend occurs on the upside 
with three consecutive da)'s of price gaps between sessions. Then the big decline 
hits and the visible portion of the gap is eas)' to spot. However, the intrada), gap 
of the two sessions is more extreme, consisting of the high close of the white 
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candlestick down 10 the low close of the black candlestick on the following day. 
An asnlte chartist would have known that the three consecutive upward price 
gaps represented a danger signal. When the final white candle in the uptrend 
displayed a very long upper shadow but a fairly small real body, it signaled the 
end of the uptrend (especially following on the unusual three-day gapping 
panern). 

Entry and exit setup signals help you anticipate coming price direction, whether 
reversal or continuation. A swing trading strategy that you, as an individual, 
employ is especially effective when plaring with price movement caused by the 
institutional investor. Your advantage consists of t\vo facts. First, the majority of 
price movement and its cause and effect belong to the institutional investors. 
Second, you can move quickly in and uut uf posi tiuns withuut having to worry 
that a big block trade will influence the price. Institutional investors ha\'e to act 
slowly and cautiously because of their influence on slOck prices. 

'nlis reality points to a dear advantage you hold over institutions. You are 
able 10 move in and out of positions b)' trading on the emotions that rule the 
market. Most trades take place base<l on reaction to institutional influence. This 
is why greed (on the way up) and fear (on the way down) are the driving forces 
behind the majority of individual stock trades. If you are able to put aside the 
nurmal tendency to trade based on these emotions, you smne! an excellent 
chance of improving your entry and exit timing. 

v" Key Point 
Individuals can move quickly and easily in and out o( positions. This is an advantage 
over the large institutional investor who cannot move large blocks as readily. 

Swing trading is a system based on exploiting the very short-term pnce 
trends resulting fru m the emotiuns that dominate the market. Traders who 
adhere to this system focus on a short list of stocks with the desirable attributes; 
muderate vulatility, strong technical signals, and a tendency to track the markt:t 
closely. (rhus, when the indicators rise, so does the stock, and \'ice verS:I.) A 
swing trader wurking with a short list of favored sto<.:ks trades the emotions of 
the market in a two- to five-day r:lnge, rather th:ln trading the stocks based Otl 

fundamental merit. A swing trader rna)' initially select stocks based on rhe 
strength of fundamentals as part of the selection criteria, but timing entry and 
exit requires recognitiun of <.:andlesti<.:k patterns, unusual volume spikes, 
changes in volatility, and proven technical indicators like eM F. 
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\'(Ihen YOLl trade emotions ins tead of stocks, your entry and exit timing is 

likely to improve vaslly because YOli acknowledge the overreaction of price 
based on the greed and fear that are present at all times in the market. The only 

respite comes during periods of sidewJ)'s price movement, and that rarely lasts 
long. Swing traders, in fact, rdy on an uninformed and overreacting market

place to recognize opportunities. As a swing trader, you interact with market 
force s by knowing when other traders are ready to give up shares of stock too 

cheaply, or bu)' shares from ),011 that have become too expensive. Making 
decisions b;Ised on rational, <;a1culated observation does not come naturally to 

most people. Most people do time their moves emotionally, and this is a great 
advantage to the analytical swing trader. 

The pauses between uptrends and downtrends- periods of co1/SolidatioJ/
occur because buyers and sellers are more or less in agreement about two points. 
First, the relatively narrow trading range appears to be reasonable for the 
moment. Second, no one knows which trend will rake place next. The emotion 
that dominates this sideways price period of consolidation is uncertainty. Few 
people are content with knowing that buyers and sellers agree on price. It is 
preferable to recognize when one side or the other is in command. 

ill Consolidation 
A period in which a narrow trading range is in effect and little if any movement 
occurs. It is likely to occur in between upward or downward trends and reflects 
uncertainty in the marl<et about future price direction. 

In some periods of consolidation, it is not uncertainty but confusion that 
rules price. It may also mean that most technical traders do not know how to 
read the [fend, so both buyers ami sellers wait out the marker. This is where 
reading candlestick moves and patterns can help you get a jump on the next 
[fend. Two examples demonstrate how this works. First is the quarterly chart of 
American Express (AX r ), shown in Figure 7-S. 

In this chart, a one-month period of consolidation suddenly breaks out to the 
upside. This was not impossible to predict; in fact, chartists should h:we noticed 
the twO white mambO'll! c:mdles one week apart. These patterns showed that 
buyers were about to take control of the trend. 

'/ Key Point 
Some candlesticks-even single-day ones-anticipate a trend that might occur sevefiJI 
sessions later. The calJse and effect are not a/ways instantaneolJs. 
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Figure 7·8 Consolidalion with marubozu breakout 

In another chart, this one for Rank of America (RAe) shown in Figure 7-9, a 

different candlestick pattern predictnl that consulidation was about to end. 
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Figure 7·9 Consolidation with inverse head and shoulders 
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This example marks the period of consolidation, which concludes with a 
short~term downtrend that concluded with a dear inverse head-and-shoulders 

pattern. The price began moving upward bur did not break off the consolidation 
range until a third short-term downtrend was set (at the second shoulder). This 

was a strong confi rming indicator of a coming uptrend, and an inverse head and 
shoulders. 

Every tradt:r seeks a reliable set of indicators to improve timing of both entry 
and exi t. In this quest, there is a tendency to emphasize entry signals but to 

uverlook the equally important exit. Because swing trading involves moving into 

long positions at the bottom of the swing and into short positions at the top, 
many entry signals fur une side double as exit signals for the other. For example, 
if you recogni7,e a re\'ersal signal at the top of the trend, you immediately close 
out rour long position. Do you open a short position in the same stock at the 
same time? This is the decision every short-term trader has to make. 

In a sense, replacing a long with a short or a shorr with a long doubles your 
risk exposure. Taking a short- term profit on one trend does not guarantee that 

you will repeat the experience ;I S price is expected to move in the opposite 
direction. However, a true swing trader will want to maximize the advantage of 
playing both sides of the swing. Doing so requires skill in pattern recognition. 
The stronger the reversal signal, the better your timing will become. Swing 
traders have to be concerned with two issues. First, they want to get the most 
from the swing tr:!de, which means knowing when an apparent signal is false 
and no action should be taken . Second is to know when to dose the current 
position :!nd whether to w:!it out the trend or perform a true swing. 

You can use candlestick moves and patterns not only to identify a short· term 
tTend but also to decide how strong or weak the sign:!l is. Some sign:!ls are quite 
strong and are confirmed by candlestick developments, volume changes, and 
other technic:!l patterns. Others :lfe tentati\'e or contradictory. Identifying the 
difference further improves your timing in entering and exiting the swing trade. 
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There is a point in every trend in which the -last gasp~ of price movement is 
apparent. This point is easily recognized in hindsight when rOll look back to see 
what signals were there iust before the price turned. It is not as easy to spot these 
signs at the time. The key is to seek (;ombinations of signals that (;onfirm one 
another. However, it is also crucial to realize that some signals provide false 
indi(;ators . 

.I' Key Point 
Confirmation is the key to chart analysis and timing of both entry and exit. Candlestick 
patterns combined with other technical indicators improve your interpretation of trends. 

Three important combinations of signals follow with examples of both nue 
and false instances of each. 

Marubozu with Volume Spike 
The first double-indicator sign of a pri(;e turn is the combined appearance of rhe 
marub07.u (long candle with little or no upper or lower shadow) along with a 
spike in volume. This is one of the suongest signs of a reversal whw the 
marubozu is bl ;lck after an uptrend, or whi te at the end of ;l downtrend. If the 
opposite conditions are found (black marubo'lU after a downtrend or whi te after 
an uptrend), this combined indicator can also work as a continuation pattern, 

An example of this double indicator was seen in the six·month chart of Alcoa 
(AA), shown in Figure 7- 10. 

This combined indicator signals the end of the uptrend verr strongly. The 
very fast uptrend preceding the marubozu included four price gaps in four dars, 
a further indication that the price level was due for a correction. It is noteworthy 
that at the bottom of the ensuing downtrend, a secoll(l marub07.u appeared. 
However, there was no price·based con firmation that the downtrend was going 
to continue. In fact, the downtrend (like the uptrend preceding) was quite fast. 
The eM F indi(;ator could have been viewed as confirming the bearish sign at the 
Irottom of the downtrend, but as subsequent price movement revealed, this was 
a false indicator. A more disturbing false marubo'lU with volume spike was 
found in the six-month chart of Best Buy (BBY), which is shown in Figure 7-1 1. 
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Figure 7·10 Marubozu wilh volume spike 
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Flglire 7·11 False indicator: marlibozli with volume spike 

'/Key Point 
A marubozu is one of the strongest single-stick signals. When yOj) see this sign. pay 
atlention. 

This example includes a marubozu that did not strictly conform to the 
required attributes, It was closer to a long black candle because the session did 
include some upper and lower shaduws. The spike in volume is also d isturbing 
because prices did not fall as you might expect in these conditions. In fact, this 
occurred during a periud of gradually increasing price levels. The mixed signals 
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seen on this chart should lead you to d ose out positions and wait out clearer 
signals or focus on different stocks. 

Price Gap with Volume Spike 
The second form of confirming signals involves the combi nation of a clear price 

gap with spikes in volume. This signal is often seen as the kick-off fo r a strong 
trend in either d irection, but as with all signals, the combination can also 
provide a false lead. 

A good example of this trend was found in the six-month chart of Caterpillar 

(CAT), shown in Figure 7- 12. 
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Figure 7-12 Price gap with volume spike 
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The uptrend immediately before this was quite strong and contained three 
gapping da)'s, moving price seven points in only six sessions. The occurrence of 
the large price gap with the volume spike is a continuation indicator. This is 
further confirmed by the dramatic change in the eMF, moving during the same 
period from minus 0.2 to positive 0.2, and then even further to a very bullish 
level above 0.3 . However, as strong as this particular pattern was, it is also 
possible for the price gap with volume spike to put out a false signal. For 
example, Kraft Foods (KFr) displared a large downward price gap with a 
volume spike. Based on the hullish pattern displayed by Caterpillar (Figure 7-
12), y OIl would assume that the bearish indicator in the case of Kraft, shown in 
Figure 7- 13, would predict a strong downturn. 

I( FT (Kratt Foods hc;')_~_ i'!'''''''''-J1o.'".n''''''''-Q"'c;,''''',,,k<",,~,rt~'.';:0t;. 

volume 
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Chart courtesy of StockCharts.com 

Figure 7·13 False indicalor: price gap wilh volume spike 
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./Key Point 
A simple observation of changes in price and volume together is one form of confirming 
technical information that usually points out exactly which direction price is heading 
next. 

This pattern looks bearish and is confirmed further by on-balance volume 
and eMF trends. However, as the subsequem chan reveals, price support is 

strong after the strong downward gap and volume spike. This pattern demon
strates tha t the combined indicators, while snong, are not alwars reliable. [n 

fact, this gapping tTend is a correction of price levels thot rose too far, too fast. 
In hindsight, this is easil}' sputtnl. However, in the moment, it is nut as obvious. 
For this reason, it is productive to review emerging patterns in a context not 
onl}' of what is taking place now, but in the past as well. 

eMF Move with Repetitive Price Gaps 
The third combined indicator includes price gaps and crvlF trends. This one, 
like the previous combined indicators, can easi!}' prove to be a false signal. In 
swing trading, there are no certainties. However, the point of tracking candle

stick charts with other confirming indicators is to improve your chances of heing 
right more often. Emr}' and exi t timing is the key to generating the short-term 
profits you seek from swing trading. 

An example of the combined CMF and repetitive price gap signal was found 
in the six-momh chart of Boeing (BA), shown in Figure 7- 14. 

There are multiple bullish signals during this strong uptrend. The price gaps 
are the most importam in the series of whi te candlesticks. The uptrend 
overreaches, retreats, and then moves once again. However, note the difference 
in the various uptrends in the CMF line. In the first, in which the price gaps are 
present, eMF has moved strongly upward above 0.25. The second uptrend is 
accompanied by the eMF remaining at a high level. However, the third uptrend 
is cootradicted by a declining eMF. The lack of confirmation during this third 
move should prevent against entering a long position. 
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Figure 7·14 eMF move wilh rllpelilive pricll gaps 

'/Key Point 
Price yaps are very important indicators, and so is the eMF trend. In combination, 
however. they provide iI strong signal of impending price direction. 

The combi nation of CM.F and repetitive price gaps can also represent a false 
signal. For example, the six·month chart for Chevron (CYX) contains a false 
signal, which is shown in Figure 7·15. 
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Figure 7·15 False indicator: eMF movs with repelilive price gaps 

The strong downtrend with multiple price gaps appears very bearish. A<:com

pan)'ing this was the negative trend in eMF, which fell below - 0. 2. However, 
the trend that followed was strongly bullish. The eMF acknowledged this by 
moving up above OA, which was exceptionally strong. However, the initial 
indi(3tion that prices would continue downward did not come to pass. Even 

before the strong bullish move in eMF, the candlestick formation turned \lcry 
bullish immediately and established an uptrend that contradicted the combined 

downward eM F and repetitive price gaps. 
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• 1111 Support wing Tr 
The confirmation of signals in the isolation of a few trading sessions can be 

revealing, but it alwars makes more sense to look at the emerging pattern in a 
larger context. How does the apparent signal conform with (or contradict) 
established support and resistam;e levels? 

As a general observation, trading remains within the established trading 
range. When a breakout occurs, prices will quickly retreat in many instances as 
a trend is reversed. The exception is a breakout that remains permanent. The 
new range will be tested, and a tendenq is for one side or the other to 
overextend, requiring a range correction immediately afterward. This general 
rule of thumb helps to furthe r determine whether a signal or combination of 
signals is exceptionally strong or suspiciously weak. 

'/Key Point 
Most short-term traders take comfort in prices remaining in the trading range. Breakouts 
are exciting and unavoidable, but they introd/Jce more risk and more uncertainty as well. 

The trading range, bordered by resistance at the top and support at the 

bottom, is the visual summary of supply and <Iemand for a company's shares. 
Swing traders generally operate within the trading range, with prices bouncing 
between resistance an<1 support and presenting short-term profit opportunities. 
A con~rvative-leaning swing trader may close out positions when prices go 
through a breakout, recognizing that any number of scenarios can play out. For 
the "range-bound~ swing trader, this is a safe hedge against the possibility of 
making an expensive mistake b)' misread ing the signals. What may work reliably 
within an established trading range could present falsely during and after a 
breakout period. This is especially true for the confirming technical signals 
presented together in the previous section: marubozu candles, volume spikes, 
gaps, and CMF moves. They all are snong signals within a tradi ng range and 
may even predict breakoms. Bm after a breakout has taken place (as many of the 
pn:viouslr presented charts display), false signals are more likely. 

Combining candlestick moves and patterns with the position in a trading 
range (or, more to the point, when prices go through a breakout), rOll will be 
able to judge buy and sell set-up signals more accuratdr. In studying candlestick 
patterns in both cases-those resulting in breakout and those with price 
remaining range-bound- rou can judge the strength of support and resistance 
and better determine the significance of a trend. 

Examples follow, all based on qU:lTterly charts showing only price and 
volume. The first two involve si tuati ons in which price broke out of the 
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establishc(J range; the third and fOllrth demonst rate why trend signals 

remained within the trading range. FirS[ is the case of pfizer (PFE). which is 
shown in Figure 7-16. 

10,00 

Chan courtesy orStod:Charts.com 

Flgllre 7·16 Price breakout following marubozu 

The white mamhozu pointed om on this chan is the signal of the coming 

upside breakout. Also note the long white candle day 11 sessions earlier. It 
preceded a downtrend that ended with the white maruhozu, presenting a very 

strong reversal signaL The subsequent uptrend set a new support level about two 

points above the previous one. This is a typical instance in which the breakout 

was signaled ahead of time. T he classic double top seen in the established 
trading range was offset by a double bottom, so this classic technical sign was a 
wash. Both upside and downside moves were implied, but the marubozu was a 

far stronger signal. 

,/Key Point 
Some technical signals contradict one another as price bounces back and forth within 
the trading range. At such limes. seek a strong candlestick-based development to 
anticipate a price breakout. 

Another breakout was signaled by another candlestick. Unlike the single

stick sign in the form of a marubozll, this was anticipated by a two-session move, 
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the bullish harami. It shows up at the bottom of a downtrend in the chart of 
Wal-M:m (WMT), as shown in Figure 7- 17. 

~ Stocl:Ch ..... com 

Chan courtesy of Stock Charts. com 

Figure 7·17 Price breakoul 10 II awing bullish h a ra mi 

This move showed up after two black candlestick sessions. If a th ird black 
session had shown up, it would have signaled a downtrend, especialJr because it 
would have broken down through support. However, the appearance of the 
harami is a very strong bullish signal that accurately predi,,"ted the end of the 
current t rading range and a move higher. 

'/Key Point 
The harami;s a subtle, often unimpress ive-looking move. But it often signals a big 
reversal. 

Some patterns remam In the existl!1g range, and indicators reveal that a 
breakout is unlikely. For swing trading purposes, it is desirable to be able to rely 
on an estahlished range and predictable short-term uptrends and downtrends in 
repetitive patterns. For example, the chart fo r Coca-Cola (KO) demonstrablr set 
up short-term price movement without any expectation of a breakout in the 
near future. Th is example is shown in Figure 7- 18. 
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Figure 7-18 Trend with marubOIU bul no breakout 

The current trading range was set up wi th an exceptionally strong white 
marubozu at the end of May. Resistance stays within a half-point range of 50 to 

50.50 for the remainder of the chari, with the exception of a failed upside 
breakout attempt. As it often occurs, the riS(: in price was quite fast at the point 

of breakout, and the retreat back into range was very fast as well. Support also 
remained in a half-point range between 47 and 4 7.50. The most important 

aspect of this sequence of short-term trends is that even with very strong signals 
in the form of long white candles, uptrends with gaps, and two marubozu days, 
the range held. 

Another example of a short-term trend without breakouc was seen in the 
chart of Microsoft (MSFf), which is summarized in Figure 7-19. 

This example shows an easily sponed failed attempt at breakout. The very 
strong and fast uptrend moving above resistance and including gapping action 
on the way up is obvious. However, the price immediately retreats back into 
range with a very significant gap, a sign that the attempt could not sustain a new 
level. The existing range held strongly for the rest of the chart. The upside gap 
was a troubling one as well because no clear uptrend was established before the 
anempted breakouc. An uptrend requires at least three upward sessions. The 
pattern here was two upward sessions followed by small black candlest ick, and 
then the gap and a repeat of the pattern. In other words, even though price was 
moving upward, it lacked the strength you would expect to see in a true 
breakout. 
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Flglire 7·19 Trend wilh gaps bul no breakolll 

The enti re analysis of camllestick patterns makes sense when combined with 

other technica! indicators and, equally important, when reviewed in the context 
of basics such as the trading range and the existence of double or triple tops and 
bottoms, head-and-shoulders formations, and other well-known technical chart 
developments. In the next chapter, the discussion of how to lise technical 
indicators is expanded to explain how to effectively impro\'e swing trading 
techniques. 
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chapter 8 

Swing Trading with 
Candlesticks 

The preceding chapter on finding buy and sell setup signals made the point that 

some very distinct patterns emerge to hdp you improve your timing. This 

approach--short-term trading based on the tendency of markets to overreact to 

hnth good and bad news- is widely known as swillg {radiI/g. However, far from 
a "sure thing,~ even the strongest patterns and best forms of con fi rmation give 

out false signals at times. There are ways to recognize the subtle differences 

between a breakout or reversal, and the coi ncidental movement of prkes and 

shapes of candlesti,ks. This chapter explores th is iS5UC furthe r by descrihing 

some additional technkal tools YOli can use 10 expand swing trading and the 
timing of entry and exit. This type of trading depends on the effective use of 
candlestick signs. moves, and patterns (those one-, two-, and three-day 

indicators that represent the essential insights fro rn candlestick analysis). 

e llilir. Swing Tra~ing Overvi 
The "'swing" involved with swing trading IS usually described solely as 
movement of price between high and low levels. These levels are usnally the 
trading range bordered by resistance and support. These swings usually take 
place between two and five days, al though short-term trends can last longer as 
well. Entry and exit signals consist of popular patterns and developments, 
including the development of consecutive up and down candles. These signals 
are defined as a series of days with higher highs and higher lows (uptrend) or 
lower lows and lower highs (downtrend). The second popular swing trading 
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signal is the narrow-range day (NRD), beneT known among candlestick chartists 
as a doji. The third of three strong signals is an unusually high-volume spike. 
Combinations of signals are except iunally Strong indicators of reversal. So when 
a short-term candlestick tTend concludes with a doji, it is very possible that the 
price direnion is about to change. The duji combinn] with a volume spike is 
even stronger. It means that all trading fo r the day took place within a very small 
rangt: amI that volume was nunetheless quite large. 

'" Key Point 
Swing trading signals require confirmation before being acknowledged as definite entry 
or exit indicators, Confirmation is the key element to identifying an action poin/. 

Swing traders use these well-known indicators. Because trading is done on 
the swing, there are a few variations of the technique, and they are worth 
exammlng: 

I. Eflfry Ollly at the bottom. The most conservative swing trader wants to 
avoid shorting stock. This trader believes shorting to be far too risky to 

include in a strategy. As a result, onl y bottom-swing, long-side transactions 
are made. The trader looks for an entry signal at the bottom of a 

downtrend and an exit at the top. 

The advantage to bottom-only entry is that it restricts activity to long 
positions, making it a lower-risk approach. The disadvantage is that it 
misses half of the opportunities inherent in swing tr:lding. The swing trader 
has to Jcknowledge that overreaction within the market takes place not 
only :lfter a downtrend, but also after an uptrend. So in exchange for less 
risk, the long posi tion swing trader takes part only in reversals of 
downtrends. In markets that :Ire overbought :lnd due for downside 
corre(.1:ion, there are going to be man)' missed opportunities. 

2. Elltry ollly at the top. An exceptionJlly bearish swing trader believes that 
the market is generally overbought :lnd due for downside corrections. 
Accordingl)", this trader views upnenJs as aberrations in the longer-term 
bear market. Distrustful of any uptrend, the be:lr-oriented swing trader
like the bottom-only long trader- misses half of the swing trading 
opportunities. The top-only trader shorts stock when uptrends show signs 
of reversal or uses long puts to play the market in the same way but with 
less risk. 

The major adv:lntage to th is appro:lch is that when the hear is correct, the 
short-term downtrends tend to be rapid and extreme. So a bear swing 
trader is likely to earn many short-term profits above those of the swing 
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trader entering at the bottom for short-term uptrends. The big 
disadvantage is that the bear trader trusts only half of the swing 
opportunities and uses shorted stock in a higher-risk strategy, or uses long 
puts while not also using long calls at the hottom. 

3. Eutry alUi exit at the same time 011 both sides. The true swing trader is not 
concerned with long-term market trends but focuses on exploiting 
overreanion by other traders. This trader recognizes that short-term price 
movement is emotional and often irrational, and fast mO\'es represent 
short·term opportunities on both sides of the trade. !ti a result, the true 
swing trader enters a long stock position at the bottom of a downtrend and 
exits at the top. Using the same point of view about uptrends, reversal 
signals lead to short entry at the top and dosing of the position at the 
bottom. The dual approach can be employed on a single srock ur on 
different stocks going through varying trends. For example, one issue may 
be bottoming out at the same time that another is going through a strong 
uptrend. 

The advantage to swing trading on both sides is that it enables you to take 
part in market overreaction in both Llptrends and downtrends. It can also 
be employed on a range of stocks at the same time, bm undergoing a 

variety of different pric~ trends. The disadvaorage is that playing both sides 
of the swing doubles risk exposure. It also requires short ing at the top if 
stock posi tions aTe employed in the strategy instead of lung puts. 

The best-understood definition of swing trading involves entry and exit at 
both sides of the swing. The flexibi lity allows you to eorer and exit positions 
based on current conditions. It can also apply to a single stock. In that case, a 
reversal signal involves two transactions: dosing a current swing position in one 
direction and opening another at the same time. Thus, as an uptrend signals a 
reversal, a long position is dosed and replaced with a short position; and as a 
downtrend condudes, the short is dosed and replaced with an offsetting long 
posmon. 

'/ Key Point 
Many swing 'rade action poifllS involve both exit and entry; however. this also doubles 
your risk. A poorly timed double move equals twice the potentia/loss. 

This approach doubles the risk, of course. If the riming is wrong or the two· 
part transaction is made in response to a false signal, you not only lose the 
opportunity for further profirs in the fiTSt posi tion, but also stand to lose mOTe 
in the replacement position. For this reason, it makes sense to isolate uptrends 
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and downtrends between t',\lO or more different stocks. When a current trend 

ends, the position is exited. Re-entry does not occur in that issue until a new 
signal emerges. This course of action is more prudent than a close-and-open 

reverse swing position. However, depending on the strength of the reversal 
indicator, it is wise to keep an open mind about the strategic and risk approach 

and to apply a strategy that makes sense at the time. This approach requires 
astute analysis of confirmation signals as well as awareness of the entry and exit 

indicators in the context of the longer-term trading range and other technical 
signals. 

For the candlestick chart analyst, the "swing~ should involve much more 
than just the price trend. This concept may seem contrary to widely accepted 
definitions of swing trading, but realistically, )'ou know that swings also occur 
in trading range, moving averages (MAs), and technical indicators. (eMF is one 
strong indicator of strength or weakness, for example.) Analysis of price in 
short·term trends is based on price with nonprice indicators (such as volume 
spikes). However, if )'ou combine these well·established indicators with an in· 
depth analysis of candlestick signs, moves, and patterns, you soon realize that it 
is not just price movement but the strength or weakness of that movement that 
really defines entry and exit in a swing trade. 

"Key Point 
Spatting a dual entry/exit paint requires confirmation from additional technical signals 
beyond candlestick paltems. 

Caml1esticks are nor just part uf a St:rup; they are visual summaries of entry and 
exit strength or weakness. You nee<1 the \'isual aid because it displays III! of the 
attribntes of a nend including irs strength or weakness, in a single glance. 
Beyond the visible uptrend and downtrend so readily acknowledged as it occurs, 
the collective signals beyond price art: visible together. When you look 
backward at a charr, you can see what occurred and it is obvious. However, in 
the moment, a trend is far less cerrain. For example, an uptrend involving 12 
days of strong movement will end somewhere. However, after the third, fifth, 
or seventh day of the trend, how du you know when the move is weakening? 
Price movement can be quantified with observation of collective technical 
trends berond price alune. The candlestick moves and patterns are the primary 
indicators, but at the time ),OU are watching a trend develop, you need more 
information . 
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</'Key Point 
Treating candlestick patterns as primary indicators ;s a good starting point; however. you 
also need to rely on nonprice technicatsigns. 

Two examples make the point that in addition to analysis of the candlesticks, 
other signals can and should be brought to the table. The overall analysis is 
vastly improved by their inclusion. First is the six-month chart of Yahoo! 
(yHOO), shown in Figure 8- 1. 

Clito<lCltartU'om 
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" 
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Chan courtesy of Stock Charts. com 

Figure 8-1 Mulliple reversal signals: example 1 
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Yahoo! was vcry volatile during this six-month period, and although price 
covered only a four-point range, it moved considerably and with many specific 

reversal signals-both in candlesticks and in other indicators. These trend 
reversals included the following combinations o f indicators: 

I. A white marubozu in the second session followed immediately by an upside 
gap. 

2. A brief uptrend topped off with an isolaud black spi nning top. Because this 
trend appeared midway during a brief period of consolidation, it signaled a 
coming revcrsal of the previous uptrend. 

3 . A black maruhozu at the end of the downtrend, followed by a second 
spinning top and then immediately by a strong white candle confirming the 
end of the downtrend and signaling the start of a reversal uptrend. 

4. A gap in the uptrend fo!1owed by another brief consolidation. The gap was 
an indication that in this uptrend the price moved upward too quickly and 
was due for J reversal. Nute how, as the trend beg:m ru reverse, the gap 
was filled with a downward-moving gap. 

5. A long black candle after the <lownside gap, accompanied by very high 
vulume. At the So."{me time, the eMF fe!1 rapidly and moved into negative 

TeTTItory. 

6 . An uptrend with strong gappi ng action. However, instead of the price 
moving too rapidly and due for a correction, note that CMF moved 
upward at the same time, supporting the indication of a conti nuation in the 
uptrend. This uptrend did not peak until the three dap of high volume. 
\'(Ihen this volume signal occurred without a corresponding continuation in 
the trend, it indicated a coming reversal. As the pattern consolidated, note 
how CMF moved rapidly downward before the price trend turned. 

7. The duwntrend occurred as expened in the charfs last majur trend 
movement. Note the long black candle signaling that the downtrend was 
nut over, even after the preceding spinning top candle. There was at least 
one additional point of price drop yet to come, which was further 
confirmed br eMF remaining in the negative. 

This chart provides numerous clues about reversal wi th confirming signals. 
Even with its rdativdy small pnint range, it was an ideal candidate for swing 
trading because price revealed a lot of in-range movement. You may see a similar 
well-defined range of movement in stocks with .1 larger range, bur the same 
tendency to remain between resistance and support. An example was seen In 

Exxon-Mobil O\'er a six-month period, as shown in Figure 8-2. 
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Flglire 8-2 Multiple reversal signals: example 2 

The number of confirming signals in this example are just as plentiful as in 
the previOlls one, but in a l20-point trading range instead of only 4 points. 
These signals include 

I. Two long white candles taking place one after the other, an unusual 
sequence anticipating a continuation of upward movement. 

2. A spinning top and falling eMF, signaling the top of the uptrend and 
reversal. 

.l. A long hlack candle with exceptionally high volume. 

4. A spinning tup with dedining Ci'vlF and un-balance vulume . 
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5 . Two spinning tops occurring within three sessions, an unusual pattern that 

signals the end of the downtrend. 

6. A spinning top after a rapid rise in prices, accurately anticipating a price 
retreat. 

7 . A long whi te candle followed by a gapping pattern; as suon as this uptrend 

stopped and reveale<1 a black candle, this became a reversal point. 

R. L'uge volume with a declining eMF, anticipating the end of the downtrend 
to follow. 

9. A gap pattern followed by rising eMF, a sign that price would continue 
upward . 

v" Key Point 
Finding many signs confirming entry Of exit is reassuring. But if you do not find such 
signs, that fiiet is just as valuable because it tells you /0 not act. 

In this chart, the confi rmation signals, mostly based on dear candlestick signs 
and moves as well as other technical Mred flags," were quite clear in their 
meaning. It is quite difficult to recognize a change in direction at the moment it 

occurs, which is why you cannot rely on candlesticks as your only indicators. 
When you use volume, CMF, and pattern changes such as gaps, your interpre
tation of candlesticks and timing of entry and exit will improve. 

Besides the easily spotted confirmations from technical price and volume 
(;hanges, the trends in moving averages can also be extremely usefu1. The 
concepts of convergence and divergence help in identifying longer-term price 
direction and degrees uf strength or weakness in those trends. 

ill Convergence/Divergence 
The tendency for two long-term moving averages of price to move toward one 

another (converge) or away from ona anothar (diverge) . 

Convergence signals a reduction in price volatility or the pending conclusion 
of a primary trend (bull or bear) . Divergence signals increasing volatility and a 
growing trading range, or the beginning of a new primary trend. 
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W Primary Trend 
The overall price direction in the market, either bull (upward) or bear (downward). 
Within each primary trend, offsetting secoodary trends occur. 

There are many ways to calculate moving averages, but in charting, the most 
popular comhined averages are 200-session and 50-session moving averages. 
Chartists should be more concerned with the current trend than with the primary 
trend, recogni1.ing that short-term p r ic~ movement is where important swing 
action wi!) generate profits. So in short-term trends as well as intermediate time 
periods, convergence and divergence playa different role than that associated 
with changes in the primary trend. Tracking the primary trend, convergence and 
divergence are seen as signals of coming long-term change. For swing traders, the 
importance of convergence and divergence is more immediate . 

./Key Point 
The convergence and divergence of two moving averages is a powerful trend signal; 
however, it often acts as a lagging and confirming indicator rather than as an immediate 
action point. 

A lot of analysis is devoted to positi\'e and negative crossover points. This 
analysis is based on the difference betwt:en the I~vel of a moving av~rage ~ither 
above or below its moving average; however, swing traders can make use of the 
same crossover points to confirm candlestick-based indicators. In faCt, the 
candlestick indicator is visible well I.:>efore the convergence or divergence 
indicators, which are lagging indicators. With this in mind, the trend toward 
crossover is more important than the actual crossover itself. So when you see the 
moving averages converging, this action confirms what candlestick patterns have 
told you concerning reversal. 

Some general observations can be mad~ concerning moving averages in pairs 
(a 200-<lay and 50-day MA used together) and the relationsh ip between the two. 
An additional series of observations can be mad~ about the proximity and trend 
between moving averages and price: 

1. When the shorter MA is ahove the longer, the trend is bullish. 

2. When the shorter MA is below th~ longer, the trend is bearish. 

3. When an tvtA remains lower than price levels, it signi fi~s an uptrend. 

4. When an tvtA remains above the price levels, it signifies a downtrend. 

5. When the i\1A crosses the price (al.:>ove in an uptrend or below in a 
downtrend), it signals a reversal. 
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Two importont additionol points to remember; First, moving averages are 
logging indicators, so you are likely to use these trends as confirmation of what 
hos already occurred in the cand lestick panern. Second, when tracking the 
relationship between .MA and price, rOll may find contradiction of the 
preceding rules between two different MA moves. When this situation occurs, 
look for convergence as a signol of a change in the price trend. 

f or example, a three·month chart for Caterpillar (CAT) shows a number of 
valuable signals concerning tvlA as well as price. This three·month chart with tht: 
50 MA and 200 MA is shown in Figure 8-3. The three-month period was very 
volatilt: for this company, covering a price rangt: from a low of about $30 per 
share up to $48. 

CAT(C8ler~.Inc .) NYSE 
2 1·Aug-ZOOQ Close 47 .30 
.,. RSI(14 ) 6 4.69 

" J"n , 
" " JuI ' 
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Volume 12.3'" Chg .' .$0 ("3.QO~) ... 

" '" " A", " " - MACD(1 2,26,9) 2. 0 93, 2.517. '0.424 
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" " JuI ' " '" " A", " " Chan counesy ofStockChans.com 

Figure 8-3 Moving averages wi th candlestick trends 
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Note the following significant points in analysis of the trend: 

I . At the beginning of the chart, the 50 MA was below the 200 MA, which 
was bearish. Because the trends were converging, indication was that the 
bearish trend was coming to an end. However, une 1-lA was above price 
and the other was below, which was a confl icting signal. The convergence 
pattern was more significant th:m proximity of either 1-lA to price. 

2. The 50 MA remained below price until mid-June, when it crossed. At the 
same time, the price {Iowntrend continued. Based solely on the candlestick 
trend, the downtrend remained in effect based on the continuing proximity 
between the two MA lines. 

3. Price levels reached their low at the beginning of July. The impending 
reversal was strongly confir med by the convergence pattern and by the end 
of the candlestick downtrend ending with two short white candlesticks in 
three days in the second week of July. 

4. The uptrend beginning July 13 was confirmed by several changes. f irst, 
repetitive price gaps (fuur in all) occurred over eight consecutive sessions. 
Second, the crossover in the MA lines occurred on July 20. 

). At the same point as the MA crossover, a large gap was seen. The two-day 

gap was even larger than the visible gJp; the true gap was between opening 
price slightly above $35 on July 20 and the opening price at about $4 1 on 
the following day- a six-point gap. 

6. Also on July 20, volume spiked, signaling continuation of the newly set 
uptrend. 

7. With both MA lines below price, the uptrend was further confirmed. 

Collectively, the price, candlestick patterns, /vlA lines, and volume all 
provide very strong signals throughout [his chart. Swing traders relying strictly 
on candlestick patterns might have been uncertain at several points in this chart 
without the confirmation of the MA lines. However, it is also important to 

realize that primary reliance has to remain on the candlesticks because the MA 
trends are lagging. Developments including the rapidly converging /vlA lines in 
the first half of the chart strongly anticipated the downtrend. However, the 
crossover of the two MA lines lags behind the more apparent end of the 
downtrend and start of the uptrend a week earlier. The relationship between 
change in trend and crossover in the /vlA lines is apparent in hindsight, but at 
the time, the entrr and exit signals were equally strong and visible. 
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"/Key Point 
The MA trends confirm previous decisions at crossover points. However, they are most 
useful when the convergence or divergence trend is lakiny place where candlestick entry 
or exit is observed before crossover actually takes place. 

Timing of entry and exit is always the key to swing trading. Recognition of a 
short-term trend is fairly easy, but knowing (a) when a reversal is coming and 
(b) when a continuation pattern is u nderway are more elusive interpretive skills. 

Although swing trading is invariably based on very short- term trends, the 
primary trend underway at the time defines the likelihood of a short- term 
trend's duration within that longer-term trend. 

In a bull ish primary trend, by definition, the interim uptrends are likely to be 
longer lasting and cover a greater number of points than the contracting 
downtrends that will occur as wei!. In a bearish primary trend, the opposite is 
true : short-term downtrends are going to move fast er and cover more points, 
and offsetting short-term uptrends will he weaker and of shorter duration. This 
general observa tion is important intelligence for swing traders. Awareness of the 
primary trend is going to help you judge the current price movement and 
improve your timing even more than you can by relying on specific signals in the 
chart patterns. 

Swing traders who rely on the many entry and exit signals found in short
term price movement, notably in candlestick signs, moves, and patterns, can 
overcome the dilemma every trader faces. How do you know when a specific 
directional change in price is a momentary pause or a reversal? How can you tell 
when a strong single-day movement is a sign of continuation or exhaustion? In 
many instances, the signals are not concl usive and you need to rely on your 
judgment. Swing traders are wise to follow one general rule : when you cannot 
read a signal, get out and stay out until the picture dears. If you are already in 
a position and the signals are unclear, refer to the primary trend. If you are in a 
hull market and an uptrend is underway, chances are good that a conflicting 
signal to the upside means continuation, and in a bear market, a conflicting 
signal to the downside means continuation. The same general assumption is 
applied to reversal patterns as wel l. 

"/Key Point 
Perhaps the best rule for swing trading is: when you are not sure of a signal. slay away. 
Don't act until the signal is more definitive. 
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During the bull market of the summer of 2009, di fferences between short
term uptrends and downtrends were noticeable. For example, the three-month 
chart of Kraft Foods (KI-I1 displaye(] noticeable differences in the duration and 
scope of short-term trends, as shown in Figure 8-4. 

KFT (Krall f ood' nc .) ~SE -.StockChortuom 
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CharI cour1esy of SI()CkChar1s _com 

Flglifa B·4 Shori-lerm Irends wilhin Ihe primary trend 

Kraft went through some short-term movement involving an uptrend and 
then a downrrend, each covering only about a two' point price range. However, 
this entire period was part of a primary bull market trend, which is one reason 
that the final uptrend lasted at least two months, to the end of the chart. A 
second point of interest: the beginn ing o f the longer-term uptrend was signaled 
by the two occurrences of long white da)'s. The first followed a doji at the 
bottom of the previous downtrend and represented an exceptionall y bull ish 
reversal. The second was ),et another setup for the coming uptrend, which was 
further confirmed by the price gaps in subsequent sessions. This pattern set lip 
a new, hight:r trading range with support at 27.75 and resistance at 29. 

Another chart covering the same period shows how candlestick signs
especially very strong signs-signal IUllger·tnm price movement within the 
primary trend. The three-month chart for Merck (10.1 RK) is shown in Figure !i-5. 
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MRK (hIe<do; & Co • Inc) ~yse: • 'fOClCha<t<.com 
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Chart courtesy ofSlockCharts.com 

Figure 8·5 Shorl-lllrm trends with strong candlestick signals 

This chart is especially interesting because the trends are characterized by 
some very strong single-day candlestick signs. The first half of the chart 
consisted of a st:ries of brief and small-duration trends as marked. Tht: laSt of the 
short-term Ilptrends was signaled by a long white candl estick, a very bullish 
shorHerm indicator followed by three additionJ! uptrend days. This typical 
swing trading pattern was followed by a doli and then a fairly typical 

downtrend. The marked spinning top was a strung bullish signal that started a 
much longer-term and stronger uptrend, confirmed by the gap pattern five 
sessions later. Recall that a whi te candle with ;\ lung lower shadow indicates that 
an attempt by sel lers to bring the price down on that session failed, and the 
longer the lower shadow, the more bullish the sign. 

This uptrend was later marked by another important one-<Iay candle, the 
hammer. This unusual c:mdlestick can either be bullish or bearish, depending on 
context and on what actually follcnvs. If it is a true hammer during the uptrend, 
it is a continuatiun indicator. If the price had moved downward, it would have 
told you that this was a hanging man, a bearish reversal signal. In this pattern, 
the color of the real body is not as important as the context and what parrerns 
follow. 
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</' Key Point 
Some candlestick signs, such as the hammer or hanging man. can be either bullish or 
bearish depending on its placement in the existing trend. It may be either a continuation 
or reversal signal. 

Another confirming factor is that this candlestick occurs within a larger 
primary trend, indicating a greatn likel.ihood that price will, in faCt, continue 
upward, Looking at the continuation of this chart over the following few 
months, this indication was confirmed. Merck continued in its upward 
movement for the following four months, as shown in Figure 8-6. 

eStod:Ch.ortuom 

Chan councsy OfSlod:Chans.com 

figure 8-6 Price direcllon confirmed wilhin a prim ary lrend 

This chart demonstrates that, in fact, the previously referenced sign was a 
hammer becau~e price trended upward afterward. This chart also supports the 
contention that short-term uprrends tend to be stronger during primary bull 
trends (and vice versa in bear markets). For the first three months of this chart, 
support holds firm while resistance gradually rises. This period is also charac
terized by the pattern swing traders like: a series of short uptrends and 
down trends within a four-point range. However, note the exceptionally strong 
bullish signal at the beginning of November. At the conclusion of the latest 
downtrend, a very high volume spike occurs, followed immediately by a long 
white candle. This anticipates the remai nder of the chart, with a strong uptrend 
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moving from the low point of abollt 30.25 up to 37.75 at the high point. The 
candlestick signals were strong throughout this and the preceding chart and 
were confirmed with subsequent candlestick trends as weI! as the single-volume 
spike. 

Every chart watcher seeks reliable entry and exit signals. However, swing 

traders may not always be aware of one important point worth remembering: 
entry and exit signals are not always identical. If they were, rOll would assume 

that a proper indication will always tell you to exit one position and, at the same 
time, enter another. For example. if you have bought shares at the bottom of a 

downtrend, what happens when the resulting reversal and uptrend concludes? 
You would expen [0 acknowledge the exit signal and sell shares, but then go 
short in anticipation of another downtrend . 

./Key Point 
Be sure 10 identify the difference between concurrent exit/entry signals and exit signiJls 
alone. which often are followed by a period of consolidation. 

[n some situations, the end of a trend does not signal reversal, but consoli
dation. [f price movement will be sideways for several sessions, it could imply 
that when prices move once again, this movement will most likely be in the 
opposite direction. However, it is equally possible that prices will continue in 
the same direction following a pause in the trend. In this case, an exi t setup 
signal is lIot also an entry signal for the opposite price movement. 

The similarities between entry and exit signals reveal that in many cases, 
entry and exit are identical- but not always. When you see exit, you {Io not 
always see entry indicated at the same time. A comparison between the sets of 
signals makes this point, notably when two or more of tbe signals occur 
together: 

Entry Signals 

End 01 the trend via a narrow-range day (NRD). also known as a doji 

Reversal candles such as long-legged dOji. spinning top, or marubozu 

High volume 

Gapping patterns near beginning 01 the trend 

Technical indicator changes. such as eMF or MA convergence and cross-over 
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Exit Signals 

End of the trend lasting three sessions or more via different-colored candles 

Long-legged doji or spinning top, especially in conjunction with a marubozu 

Gapping pattern including intraday gaps, near the end 01 the trend 

Technical indicator changes, such as eMF or MA divergence 

Many of the signals are similar or identical; the key is to fi nd confirming 
indicators of the same meanings. either entry or exit (or bnth). BIlt the differ
ences may be subtle. For example, price gaps are among the strongest of swing 
trading signals. Some points to remember: 

I . intraday gaps are o(tell illvisible. The importance of gaps often is missed 
because they take place between sessions. The <Iifference between 
yesterday's dose and todJy's open might indude overlapping real bodies, 
but significant gaps as well. The six types of o\'ernight gapping patterns are 
shown in the preceding chapter (refer to Figure 7-5) and are wOHh 
rev1ewlllg. 

2. Gaps occurring after a trend is estabLished, moving in the same direction, 
may sigllal exhaustion alld iIIl impending end to the trend, thlls all exit 
signal. One of the strongest signs that the current short-term trend is 
coming to an end is a gap in the trend direction. This sign is not cas)' to 

distinguish from a continuation pattern, which is why you need to confirm 
the indicator with other cJndlestick or technical measures, norablr basic 
signs like support and resistance, head and shoulders, or top!bottom 
repetiti ve teStS over an extended period. The exhaustion signal often 
follows tests or stops right at the border of the trading range . 

.l . Gal's ()ccurrillg at or IIcar the begimling of a trend and moving ill the trend 
direction may sigllal that the lIew trelld is gelluille alld will COlltillue; thus. 
this serues as ,1/1 entry signal. When YOIl see one trend end and another 
begin, gaps can take on a different meaning thao exhaustion. A 
continuation gap is most likely to take place at or near the beginning of the 
trend. So if an uptrend starts out with a gap close to support, or a 
downtrend starts with a gap near resistance, you have to accept the premise 
that the trading range provides "movement room" for the trend to 
develop. Given separate technical confirmation, gaps at the beginning of 
trend are strong indicators supporti ng the current price direction. 
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'" Key Point 
Price gaps, including those between trading sessions, are very strong and important 
signals, but depending on where they occur within the trend and within proximity to the 
support or resistance levels, they can have different meanings. 

All reversal signals have to be generali zations because for every rule of 
charting, you can find the notable exception. However, gaps often are present 

when entry signals are not found at the same point as exit signals. In some 
instances, exit signals stand alone without the requisi te entry signals, and they 

may be followed with either continuation of the previous trend or a reversal. 
For example, in Figure 8-7, the quarterly chart of Apple (AAPL) reverses a 

consolidation period followed by a continuation of the previous trend. 
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Chart courtesy ofSlockCharts.com 

Figure 8-7 Ell! signals followed by conlinualion 

Note that the period of consolidation does not fall below support. The initial 
uptrend contains an exit signal with the hearish doj i star shown on the chart. 
This is a very strong three-stick pattern consisting of an upward day, an upward 
gap, a doji, a downward gap, and t hen a downward dayo At this point there was 
no speci fic entry signal present. The second uptrend is established and 
confirmed by the combination of a gap at the top and then a spinning top, as 
highlighted. 
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Of course, an establishe<l trend will not always continue after a pause, as in 
this example. Some pauses in the trend are followed by strong reversal trends, 
and there is no way to know in advance which outcome will follow. So an exit 
signal without the requisite entry signal requires waiting out the consolidation 
before moving, based on the fact that price could move in either direction. For 
example, the three-month chart for DuPont (~O) contains this pattern and 
trend, as shown in Figure 8-8. 
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fIgure 8·8 Eli! signals followed by reversal 

Chart councsy ofSlockChartS.CQm 

This chart contains many interesting signals. The downtrend at the 
beginning of the chart is set by the topping gaps but confirmed by the downward 
long black day immed iately after a second downward gap. The exit signal for 
the downtrend occurs when three consecutive down days are followed by a 
white day, which sets off the period of consolidation lasting about one month. 

Note how the support level is tested twice immediately before the uptrend 
begins. Even without observation of candlestick patterns or other technical 
indicators, the strength of the newly set support level and the double test of the 
bottom are strong indicators on their own. However, the combined black 
maruboZil and dojL Normally, a black marubozu would serve as a bearish signal, 
but what follows really determines its significance. In this case, the doji (or in 
swing trading language, the NRD) in the following session is a warning that the 
preceding day may not be bearish at all. In fact, the doji is an entry signal that is 
rapidly followed by eight uptrend sessions, half of which include gaps. Because 
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these gaps occur as the trend begins, they strongly confirm the entry signal. In 
this case, .1 downtrend is fol!owe(l by .1 period of consolidation, and then an 
uptrend. 

"/ Key Point 
Gaps found at the beginning of a trend initiated near support (for uptrends) or resistance 
(for downtrends) are likely to confirm the direction. Those occurring at or near the end 
of a trend and approaching support or resistance imply exhaustion and anticipate 
reversal. 

This chart also serves as a good example of how traditional technical 
indicators can work nicely wi th confirming candlestick patterns. The double test 

of support may have been enough for a chartist to cal! the reversal; when 
support is tested in this way, it often precedes a strong uptrend. Howe\'er, it 
does not always occur. The candlestick signals not only are strong indicators on 
thei r own merit (especially with the uptrend gaps), but also confirm the 
expected price movement after the double bottom. 

elling Short in Swing , , , '" 

Clearly, swing traders have to be aware that entry and exit coexist at times, but 
not always. There are times when exit is clear, but entry has not yet emerged_ 
Swing traders fa ce another dilemma, however: to trade both sides of the swing, 
they need to be able not only to go long at the hottom, but also to go short at 
the top. 

A great number of traders, probably a majority, avoid short selling due to the 
complexity, cost, and risk involved. Shorting stock is not a moderate strategy; 
as a consequence, many swing traders seek entry at the bottom and exit at the 
top, but avoid the other side of the swing cycle. When you short stock, you have 
to borrow shares from your broker and then sell them. A5 long as the short 
position remains open, you have to pay interest to your broker for the borrowe<l 
shares. You face considerable risk as long as you are short; if you time the entry 
correctly and stock prices continue to rise instead of fall ing, you lose. 
Evenmal!y, you may need to cover the short at a loss. In the idea! trade, prices 
do fall and you can cover at a profit. 

Some swing traders limit their long-side risk by employing fewer than 100 
shares of stock. You can swing trade with a smaller number for ver)' litt le adde<l 
cost, so this approach makes sense. However, shorting fewer than 100 shares of 
stock might not be possible. It is understandable tha t short sellers will avoid 
shorting for all these reasons. However, there is a practical and affordable alter
native: using options for downside swings. 
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'/Key Point 
The risk, cOSl, and complexity of selling short restrict many swing traders to up trends 
only. This means they miss out of one· half of all swing trading opportunities. 

Rules of the options market are particularly complex and special, and no une 
should employ any options strategies without experience and practice. 
However, fu r those whu do understand optiuns, their use for swing trading is 
flexible and actually reduces risks. A ()lit is an option granting its owner the right 
(but nut the obligatiun) to sell 100 shares of an underlying stock. So instead uf 
selling short, you can buy a put and accomplish the same swing trading posmre. 
As the stock's price declines, the put's value increases. This is one of the rare 
instances in which it makes sense to buy puts that will expire in less than one 
month. Under most strategies involving long options, )'OU need to keep positions 
open long enough for price changes to develop, meaning you have to pay for 
tillle vallie as wel l. Bm in swing trading, you expect a trend to develop over as 
little as three trading sessions. 

Every option gives yuu control over 100 shares of stock. With this fact in 
mind, there are many possible swing trading combinations you can use on both 
sides of the swing. They include 

I. Buring calls at the bottom and buying puts at the top. 

2. Selling calls:lt the top and buying calls at the bottom. (rhis is a practical 
system, especially when you also own 100 shares of the underlying stock, 
so th:lt the short call is covered, making this a very consen'ative str:ltegy.) 

3. Selling puts at the bottom :lnd buying puts at the top. (Selling puts is higher 
risk than buying, but as one possible swing trading strategy, shorting the 
put produces cash income, and when the signal is exception:llly strong for 
an uptrend, the risks are mitigated.) 

4. Selling puts at the bottom :lnd selling c:llls at the top. rfhis is a completely 
credit~hased strategy, meaning you e.un money on hoth sides, furthe r 
reducing the price-spread risk. If you own 100 shares, the short call risk is 
very low.) 

Options make swing trading very flexible, but for much lower costs. Long 
options cost only a fraction of the 100 shares they allow you to control, as little 
as 5 to 10 percent of rhe prke for 100 shares. However, long positiuns also limit 
risk. You can never lose more than the relatively small price of the option. With 
their low cosr, rou can diversify among several different stock!; at the same time 
using options in place of stock as a swing trading mechanism. 
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./Key Point 
Swing trading with options instead o( slock improves flexibility and diversification while 
reducing risk. Howeve~ no one should consider using options in any strategy unless he 
completely understands how they work. 

The complexity of options and their selection criteria demand a lor of study. 
Risk levels vary greltly between long and shon positions and depending on 
whether or not those short positions arc covered or uncovered. Another risk 
(aewr is the price disrance between the fixed strike of the option and rhe l"Urrent 

price of the stock. In other words, there are many points to keep in mind when 
trading options. They are exceptionally powerfu l tools for swing trading, bur 
only if rou arc a seasoned options trader. 

Whethn ),Oll trade in shares of stock or option contracts, the entire s)'Stem 
for timing of entr)' and exit relies on your skill in spotting and using trends. This 
is the subjed of the next chapter. 



chapter 9 

Spotting Trends and 
Using Trendlines 

Candlesticks provide intelligence on twO levels. First, they help you to 

determine what is happening at the moment and what price direction is likely in 

the next handful of trading sessions. Second, they provide insight into the 

current trend- its strength or weakness, likelihood of continuation or reversal, 

and duration. 
Candlesticks can be used b)' themselves to time entry and exir. However, 

they arc even morc powerful as timing tools when viewed in a larger context of 
long-term chart analysis. Swing traders, for example, rely on VCTy short-term 

trends and expect three- to five-day price movement followed by revers.a!. The 

process of finding and acting on entry and exit setup signals is continual and is 
based on an observation tha t most traders overreact, causing prices to move too 
far within a limited time span. 

This belief is well founded in most cases. However, it does not address the 
problem of longer-term trends. Some trends (ontinue in one direaion for weeks 

or even months. This is espedally true when stocks have remained within an 
extended sideways trading pattern for weeks at a time. The need for pri(es to 

move upward or downward be(omes pent up at SIKh times and (ould lead to an 
unusually long and unbroken trend of considerable time. In un(enain markets, 

swing traders will note thar the (ommon emotions of greed and fear that 

dominate short- term prke movement are probabl)' augmented. However, these 
(onditions also (Teate un(enaimy when pri(e movement suddenly breaks away 

from the sideways trend and moves ei ther upward or downward fo r a long time. 
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As long as continuation signals are found in candlestick formations, it is 

possible to ride a trend for as long as it lasts. However, it is also difficult to 

accurately judge the meaning of some candlestick formations in sLlch long-term 

trending patterns. T his is where additional confirmation tools are required. 
Candlesticks work well only when prices go through typical short-term waves 

of change. When momentum is exceptionally strong, candlestick for mations 

require more confirmation than ever. The best confi rmation is achieved by 

combining candlestick formations with continuation or reversal signs you find 
in trendline analysis. 

The man)' technical indicators popularly lIsed by chartists to identify price 
trends are valuable, bur when the y confirm what the candlesticks reveal, their 
accuracy is increased significantly. Even when momentum is stronger than 

interim technical signals, the process of signal and confirmation is crucial for 

accurate timing of entry and exit. 
Candlesticks remain a primary early indicator of what is going on in the 

pattern. T he formations come is three distinct types. The single candlestick of 
signi fi cance (such as the doji or maruhm:u) is a sign. A two-stick series such as 
engulfing patterns and the harami is define<] as a move. And finally, a candle

stick form ation of three candlesticks such as three white soldiers or the morning 

star sets up a pattern. Collectivel)' , the visual price patterns of candlesticks 
contribute to the trend itself, hut candlestick formations are not trends. A trend 
is the direction in which prices move and is distinguished by momentum and 

either strengthening or weakening tendencies over time. Candlesticks do not 

specifically identify trends but are most valuable for spotting continuation and 
reversal. especially within a current trendline. 

g 1 e Trendlipe "111111111 

A trend is a well-knuwn phenumenon in stock prices. Those prices- whether 
seen in individual stocks or in market indices- tend to continue moving in an 

established direction fur a periud of time befure it StopS and reverses. T his 
tendency of reversion to the mean is a statist ical reference. It tells you that when 

prices move away frum their lunger· term average, the tendency is for price to 
reverse and move back toward that mean. 

"'Key Point 
No trend continues forever. Eventually. the current direction SlOpS and begins moving 
back toward the longer·term average. 
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m Reversion to the Mean 
A tendency for prices to reverse course and move back toward their longer-term 

average. 

The cum;ept i~ impurtam in chan analysis. Anyone who has studied chart 
pauerns over time has recognized that the faster price mo\'es beyond its trading 
range, the more likely it is [0 exhaust that trend and reverse. Fast price 
movement is seen in repetitive price gaps, breakouts, and higher-than-average 
volatility You are also likely [0 see an increase in unusual candlestick signs such 
as longer-than-average days, consecutive doji moves, and misleading or contra
dictory signals. Those are signs that trends are concluding. You can put to good 
use the simple realization that no trend is going to last foreve r by looking for 
change~ in an established trendline. 

The statistical observation expressed in reversion to the mean tells you that 
prices tend to follow the averages. So when you are observing price in 
conjunction with a 200-day and a 50-<lay moving average, you assign great 
importance to the distance between price and the two averages. The statistical 
rule tells you in addi tion that the greater the distance price moves away from the 

mean, the higher the chances that reversion will soon occur. This is not just a 
theory; it is also a reality. It is easily observed in a series of coin tosses, for 
example. You know that there is a 50- 50 chance of either heads or taih coming 
up. However, every toss is independent, so there is no assurance that a trend will 
develop. Even so, if the ross comes up "'heads" eight times in a row, you knuw 
that the 50-50 odds have wandered substantially away from the average you 
expect. For that reason alone, you would expect to see ~tai ls " come up soon . 
E\'ery toss is independent, but the odds of tails are still at 50- 50. 

The theory of reversion to the mean tells you that no trend rs gomg to 
cominue indefinitely. Eventually, every trend ends and rurns back toward the 
moving averages. This uutcume is inevitable because stock prices, like all trends, 
rely on interaction between bu)'ers and sellers, the two moving forces behind 
price. If price moves too high, stockholders will seek an exit and will sell. If 
prices move too low, traders will seek a bargain price and will buy. This 
unending imeranion is going to show up in a series of changes in trendlines. 
These changes arc not difficult to spot. They may consist of 

I. A weakening or breakdown of the lille. The most visible sign is a change in 
the direction of the trend, which is expressed in a violation of a trendline. 
As. long as the line continues moving upward with evolving support or 
resistance, the trend continues. However, evenmally price is going to 
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rcverse, even slightly. This reversal is often a sign that the trendline is 
concluding. However, because short-term pri>;c movement is always 

chaotic, you need confirmation from other technical indicators, or from 
candlestick patterns indicating reversal. 

A trendline is a powerful tool because it tracks evolving support or 

resistance. AI; price levels rise or fall, they often tend to remain within the 
same breadth of trading, making the trading range easily definable. The 
range is rarely stationary. The tendency is for price trends to generally 
move while the distance between resistance and support moves as well, hut 

without expanding or contracting. When the trading range changes as 
price levels evolve, triangles, wedges, and pennants form and take on 
significance separate from the trendline. When such indicators counter the 
trendline direction, they may provide early signs that the current trend is 
narrowing and will soon stop and reverse direction . 

.,/ Key Point 
Trendlines make support and resistance visible even when the trading range is evolving 
as part of a long-term trend. 

2. Candlestick formations that anticipate reversal . The best-known and most
\'isible types of candlestick fo rmations signal reversal. Confirmation of this 
reversal occurs in severJl WJys. One way is a reversal indicated by one 
candlestick sign, move, or patte rn, followed immediately by Jnother that 
also anticipates reversa l. A second confirming sign is a violation of the 
trendline, even a small or momentary one. You expect to sec trendlines 
hold consistentl),. An)' drop below an ascending support level or a rise 
abO\'c a declining resistance level is a subtle but important warning sign 
that the whole trend may reverse. This is similar in strength to the better
known head-and-shoulders pattern, which tests resistance or support and 
rhen sees prices move in the opposite direction. 

Another wa), that candlestick formations are confirmed is through outside 
changes such as volume spikes. consecutive price gaps, or important 
reversals in CMF and other technical indicators. Converging or diverging 
moving averages further support what the candlestick formations antic
ipate. There is no shon age of potential conforming signs in support of 
what the candlesticks tell you. Unfortunately, there may be so many that 
)'011 observe both confirming and contradictor), signs at the same time. 
When this situation occurs, you may rei)' the most on what two indicators 
reveal: candlestick formatio ns and the signs in the current tn:ndline. 
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3. Other technical changes. In so many trendline indicators, you find 
cunfirmatiun nut unly through the specific candlestick furmatiuns, but also 
through what longer-range technical indicators emerge. For example, a 
trendline may be characteriz;ed by a strong movement culminating in 
numerous price gaps. They may be re\'ersal gaps that warn you of the 
reversal before the trc:ndline itself rums around. This situatiun may occur 
when momentum of the trend carries price to the lc\'el of being overbought 
ur uversold. When momentum trumps other technical signs, it may shield 
the impen(ling reversal from view. At such times, look for technical signs in 
the form of CM.F changes, muving average convergence and divergence, 
and repeated but unsuccessful tests of resistance and support. These signs 
may all occur even as the trendline appears tu be holding steady. 

r ay special attention to tests of resistance and support. One of the widely 
observed "rules" of chart analysis is that trading always remains within the 
trading range ... until it breaks out of the trading range. In other words, 
resistance and support are truly the "lines in the sand" of trends, and when a 
breakthrough takes place, it rna)' signal a fast change in price or rna)' exhaust and 
reverse the "rule~ of resistance and support for a long period of time and then 
break out. Check the trendline as well as candlestick patterns. The breakout is a 
red flag that price is going to move rapidly, hut ynu may nO[ he able to tell in 
which direction. This is the point at which the trendline, supported by candle
stick formations, can be the most revealing indicator. 

,/Key Point 
The breakout sigrlal is difficullto interpret; il may signal a strong price movemenl or 
impending reversal. At such times, Ihe Irendline can help 10 determine which price 
direction will rule. 

A distinctiun shuuld be made between the trend and the trelldlille . They are 
not necessaril), the same, even though they usually are seen at the same time. The 
trendline is a readily seen, visible straight line cunnecting a series of ascending 
or descending price levels. In candlestick analysis, the trendline normally is 
drawn JUSt abuve and just below the daily price range (as oppused to opening 
and closing prices). In other words, the line is higher than upper shadows in a 
downward movement, or luwer than the lower shaduws of an upward price 
movement. A sUld)' of trendlines often anticipates a change in di rection or 
weakening of the current trend. In technical analysis, a broadening or narrowing 
trendline (known variously as the triangle, wedge, o r pennant) signals ei ther a 
strengthening uf the current trend or its impending conclusion. 
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ru Trendline 
A series of straight lines bordering the highest and lowest point in a current price 

trend. 

For example, the six-month chart for Hewlett-Packard (HPQ) revealed a 
steady rise in price levels, as shown in Figure 9- 1. This trendline was confirmed 

not so much by outside technical indicators, bur by the lack of any warning signs 

of impending reversal. On-balance \'o1ume tracked the uptrend well, and eMF 
revealed two dips below the bull/bear line, but both were weak and neither 
lasted long. In other words, the trendline lasted man)' months and did not show 

any signs o f weakening, e\len with a 50 percent increase in price. 
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Figure g-, Trendline in an uptrend 
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When prices are on the rise, as in this case, the trend line is Ilsually shown 
along the line of support. When prices are falling, the trendline is drawn ahove, 
tracking the line of resistance. The quarterly chart for Exxon-Mobil (XOM), 
shown in Figure 9-2, revealed two disti nct dowmrends, each lasting ahout one 
month. 

v'" Key Point 
Trendlines provide a context for defining price movement and an orderly trading range. 
The end of the trendline is invariably confirmed with candlesUck formations, often very 
strong ones. 

Chan counesy OfSIOCkCharls.com 

Figure 9-2 Trendline in a downlrend 

The point here is to show how rrendlines appear and arc marked. Also note 
how clearly the beginning and end of each reversal were marked. The first 
downtrend was signaled by a prominent duji day at the tup and then confirmed 
by a black marubozu three sessions later. The short reversal ended quickly and 
was signaled by the three-day price gaps. (fhe first was quite visible; the second 
showed up with the black candle followed by the white; and the third was even 
more subtle, the gap between the white candle with the long lower shadow 
followed by the black candle.) 
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The downtrend ende<1 with a large gap followe<l by a doji, and a subsequent 

strong uptrend was characterized by numerous gaps. This trendline tells you 

that the uptrend would not last for long; it ended up running for two weeks and 

concluded with the doji and price decline. The final downtrend clearly 
concluded with the vcry long white candle, a second white candle, and then a 
gap befure the final session of the chart appean:d. 

The trends in this quarterly chart extended over only a IO-point range. 
However, whw you watch tTwdJines ;\nu also see confirming candlestick 
reversal signals, it does not maner what point spread is involved. The key issue 

in these charts is how the n endlines track the change and also how candlestick 
formations flag the reversal points. 

rendlines and Candle 

A trendline helps to locate and confirm reversal points in the trend. In tact, 
when a trendline weakens, it may be better visual proof of a coming reversal 
than many other, more popular indicators. When yon see that the existing 
trendline is confirmed by candlesticks providing the same clues (bullish forma
tions in a bull ish rrendline and bearish formations in a bullish trendline), that 
trendline is an excellent form of information that the trend is continuing. When 
you see emerging opposite indicators (such as bearish candlesticks in a bullish 
trendline or bullish candlesticks in a bearish trend1ine), they are early signs of 
reversal. 

"Key Point 
When Irendlines ilre compared wilh candlestick indicillors . it is much easier to 
determine whether Ihe current tendency is toward continuation or reversal. 

For example, the quarterly chart for Caterpillar (CA'l) demonstrated how a 
weakening trendline is confirmed - in this case, very strongly- by candlestick 
formations. The chart is shown in Figure 9-3. 
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The initial downtrend was short-l ived and paused with a small price rise 

ropped with two doji days. This scenario could be interpreted as an early 
indication that the downtrend was weakening and about to end. However, the 
downtrend resumed and continued for a few more sessions. The strong sign that 
a reversal was about to take place was fo und in two candlestick bullish reversals: 
the first, a harami cross; and the second--occurring immediately afrer- , 
morning star. The two-day move and the three-day panern were both strong 
bullish signals on their own; occurring next to one another was an exceptionally 
strong reversal indicator. The resulting strong uptrend, marked by the bullish 
rrendline, contained numerous upside gaps that continued until a particularly 
strong gap and black day. However, that black day ended up as the first session 
of a second harami cross, this one even stronger than the first. This tells the 
analyst that the uptrend had not yet ended. The strong trendline supported this 
interpretation of the Hend's continuation, which did not pause unti l the last leg 
of the chart. 

You may fi nd equally compelling confirmation when uptrends end. For 
example, the quarterly chart of McDonald's (Me D), shown in Figure 9-4, 
provides a very strong candlestick sign that the uptrend has come to an end. 
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Ch.n courtesy of S!ockC1l'T1'.com 

Figure 9·4 Upward Irllndline Ilndinll 

In this example, a volatile recem price hi~tur)' ran through to the third week 
in June, where the trendline appeared to be setting a new bottom. As prices 
began moving upward around the third week of Jul}' (including white days with 
gaps), there was no immediate indication that the upward momenmm was 
ending. Howt!ver, note the laSt white candlestick day before the large downward 
g.'1p. The long upper shadow revealed that buyers were not able to drive prices 
furthe r upward; the day ended wi th a narrow space between the opening and 

closing price. This was the first sign of coming trouble and of the absolute end 
to the upward-moving Tn:nd!ine. 

'" Key Point 
Even a subtle indicator. such as an isolated shadow at the top or bottom of the trend. 
ends up being the best indicator of a strong reversal. When confirmed by a change in 
the trendline, the reversal can be quite strong. 

Confirmation of this end involved two parts. First was the large downward 
gap, and second was the combin~d long black day wi th exceptional spike in 
volume. This scenario set up the d ownward trendline that followed. This chan 
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does not provide enough subsequent information to tell whether the newly 
established downtrend would be strong enough to conti nue. Later price 
movement showed, in fact, that prices ended up rising to $64 per share. 
However, on the limited information provided in the three·month chart of 
MCD, the reversal in trendJine was confirmed by the three clear signals (large 
upper shadow on the last white day, large downward gap, and volume spike on 
a long black candle day). 

The trendline does not have to be especially strong to confirm the trend or, 
equally revealing, to point to the weakening of that trend. Trendline duration 
can be further confirmed by commonly appearing bullish or hearish candlestick 
formations that indicate continuation. These forma tions include neck lines, 
thrusting lines, or meeting lines confirming patterns in either direction, and 
ongoing moving averages without signs of impending convergence. Reversal 
patterns include gaps, MA convergence, changes in CJ\·IF or on~babnce volume, 
exceptional volume spikes, doji patterns (especially consecutive cloji days), and 
large gaps indicating exhaustion of the trend. 

A trend or trendline is easily visible on most charts. However, some charts also 
demonstrate exceptiunal vulatility, making it impossible to use price alone tu 
understand whether the current price is in a continuation mode or about to 

reverse . In these instances, you can use moving averages-and especially a 
visible cOI1\'erging pattern- to augment price analysis. 

For example, Johnson & Johnson UNJ) was a difficult charr to read over the 
six-month period shown in Figure 9-5. As soon as a candlestick fo rmation 
implinl movement in une directiun, it was cuntradicted by a different furmation 
in the other. With price alone, this was not an easy chart to read. However, when 
a 200-dar and 50·day moving average were overlaid, the picture cleared up. 

"Key Point 
Some trends are hard to read or even impossible 10 spot AI such Umes. a study of 
moving average lines can be Ihe besl indicalor or confirmation available. 
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Figure 9·5 Moving averages to supporllrends 

At the beginning of this chart, the price trend was unsettled and unclear. 

However, at the same time the ZOO-day /vtA was falling and the 50-day MA was 
ri sing. This pattern anticipated a c rossover in the near fmure . This converging 

pattern was bull ish because when the shorter-term MA is above the longer-term 
rvtA, it demonstrates upward momentum. 

If rou wait for crossover to occur, r Oll often are too late to take advantage 
of the directional indication. Observing the convergence, rOll could anticipate 
upward price movement even though clear confi rmation from candlestick 
patterns was not strong. A series of three or more white candlesticks toward the 
end of June and beginning of Jul r provided some indication of stronger upward 
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momentum, but prices did not begin rising until crossover by mid-July. At this 
point, you would seek out a weakening of the trendline, which appears to show 
up by mid-August. At this point, prices have pausell and a series of consecutive 
black candlestick days appear. Still, the indication is not strong enough by itself. 
However, the divergence between the two lvlA lines continues to widen at this 
point, which is an early indication that price must soon retreat back toward the 
average (revert to the mean). The combination of the pause in the trendline and 
the divergence between the two MA lines indicates that prices may be topping 
our. In fact, from the end of August through the end of November, the .MA 
trends slowed down and the gap between the MA lines remained fairly constant. 
Prices remained in a sideways pattern between 558 and 562 per share before 
rallying to $65 by the end of December. 

'/Key Point 
Convergence and divergence are excellent confirming signals. but they should not be 
relied on as the sole means for timing enlry or exil. 

You may further confirm the moving averages using another technical 
indicator: the reaching of a new high or new low price based on the last 52 
weeks. The marketwide indicator is used to support the existing trend. As new 

highs increase, the signs are bullish; and as new lows increase, the signs are 
bearish. However, when a new high or new low is seen on an individual stock, 
it has to be analyzed in context, based on several hctors: 

I. Comparison to the overa/lmarket. When the overall trend is firmly set, 
stocks may tend to follow suit, even if the individual technical indicators 
are weak or contradictory. However, this tendency is also most likely to be 
adjusted after traders realize that the market momentum has created an 
overbought or oversold condition in the slOck. 

2. T'lacemellf withill the Cllrrellt trend. The trend and trendline are the most 
revealing portions of price momentum and movement. Candlestick 
formations are short term and serve to pinpoint revers.'lls (or continuation) 
in the trt:nd itself. So when a stock's price reaches a 52-week high or low, 
it has to be judged in the CO!11cxt of t he existing trend. Has the trend 
topped or bottomed out with the 52-week price level? Is the trendline sti!! 
strong or is it weakening? 

3. Sustaillability of the record "rice level. Momentum eventually reaches an 
end, known among traders as exhaustion. So the big question for the new 
high or new low point is whether or not it can be sustained. The combined 
visual signals of trend!ine and candlestick forma rions will define the 
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sustainability of the current price level, whether at the top or at the bottom 
of the 52-week history. 

4. Proximity to resistallce and support of the new price allll of reeellt price 
movemellt. Some stocks remai n within a clearly defined trading range o\'er 
many months, whereas others maintain the same breadth of range while 
price Ie\'els evol ve, either upward or downward. Thus, a new top might 
not viobte resistance, and a new bottom might not be below support. In 

these cases, proximity to the borders of the trading range without a 
breakthrough imply that the range is likely to continue holding. When the 
new high or new low is a price breakthrough, refer to trendlines and 
candlestick formations to confirm technical signals. This is tht: best way w 
determine whether the breakthrough will continue or reverse and fill. 

5. Frequency of new high or new low. Is this the first time in 52 weeks that a 
new high or low prict: level has been reached? That would be significant. 
However, if price levels are evolving, it is possible that a new 52-week 
record is being Sd repetitively. Remember, the 52-week price record is a 
form of moving a\'erage. If the stock's price is going through a long-term 
bull or bear trend, yuu may see numt:rous record high ur low prices. The 
distinction between the number of new price records is one way to define 

the significance of the indicator. 

6. Recent price volatility of the stock. If a new high or new low shows lip in a 
stock with low volatility, that is probably far more significant than for a 
stock with high volatility. By definition, high-volatility stocks have to be 
expected to continually violate previously set trading ranges. The problem 
is that in these situations, identifying an emerging trend is quite difficult , 
even with good candlestick formations and short·term trendlines. Higher. 
volatility patterns make all forms of analysis more difficult. The good news 
is that even the most volatile stocks eventually settl e down and begin to 

conform to widely recognized technical "rules" and trends. 

The many ways that signals can be recognized and confirmed invariably 
rdurn w the lise of candlestick signs, moves, and patterns as a primary ami 
leading source for reversal (as well as for continuation). Howe\'er, candlesticks 
are only the firsr step in locating the point where entry and exit make the most 
sense. You still need to rely on additional technical indicators, especiall y the 
most favorite ones, w confir m what the candlesticks indicate to you. The nt:x t 
chapter studies many of the technical indicators that are most useful as confir
matiun of trends rOll first see in candlestick fo rmations. 



chapter 10 

Technical Indicators 

In all the preceding chapters, candlestick signs, moves, and patterns on actual 

stock charts were explained. Throughout, the cuncept uf confirmation has been 

emphasized as essential to the proper reading of candlesticks. Among the many 

forms of confirmation, traditional technical indicators art: the best tooh YOll 

can use. 

For the purpose of llSlng candlesticks as timing tools, perhaps the most 
important te(hoica] concept is cOll fi rmatioll . The idea is that no single indicator 
is reliable, on its own, to clearly and specifically tell you when to enter or exit a 
poslt10n. 

No combination of indicators provides a guarantee, ei ther. However, when 
yOll see an initial indicator and a confirming one, that in(reases confidence that 

the implied meaning is true and correct, whether reversal or confirmation. One 
aspect of confirmation rarely discussed is the significance of the lack of signals. 
For example, when prices are moving sideways- times in between clear trends 
when neither buyers nor sellers are in control- the proper indication is to wait 
on the sidelines until a clear pattern or signal begins to emerge. Thus, the lack 
of signals itself ~confirms~ that the proper action is to take no action, but to 

wait. 
Candlestick signs, moves, and patterns provide the strongest possible 

indicators about the state of a trend. One technical strategy in which confir
mation has a particular foclls is swing trading. Swing traders rely on the 
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combined indi<;:ttors found in short-term trends (the dearest candlestick 
versions of which are three white soldiers or three black crows), narrow-range 

days (also known as one of the forms of the doji), and volume spikes. These are 

the three primary indicators and confirmation signals swing traders rely on. 
However, swing trading would be rudimentary if restricted to only these limited 
signs. In fact, in a majority of instances, a swing trader will be fortunat e to find 
two of the three signs (trend, NRD, and volume spike) together at rhe same 

approximate time. They are fo rtunate to fin d two of the three. 
[n this situation, candlestick analysis enriches the analys is of chart patterns 

and improves timing of entry and exit. The setups are expanded to dozens of 
candlestick signs, moves, and patterns, each containing degrees of strength as to 

what they indicate. i\-lany are clearly bullish or bearish, and some are either, 
depending on their context on th e chart. Because there are so many different 

cand lestick formations, two or more such formati ons may con firm one another. 
Some of the preceding chapters p rovided chart examples showing consecutive 

candle&tick formati o ns in which both pointed to reversal. 
Candlestick indicators are furthe r confirmed by noncandlestick signs, 

notably volume spikes along with candlest icks, especiall y when reversal is antic· 
ipated. Gaps also serve as a very important price trend, and some gaps are 

invisible. To appreciate the complere meaning of gaps, you need to spot the 
spaces not only between real bodies from day to day, but also between one day's 

closing price and the next day's opening price. Even though the ranges overlap, 
a gap may often be found between days, which may confirm continuation or 

reversal, dependi ng on what else has appeared on the chart. 
Other important signs include some very strong technical indicators, such as 

the Chaikin Money Flow (CMF) o ften refe rred to in previolls chapters. It is not 
only the question of CMF status or direction as a confirming signal, but the 
strength or weakness o f the indicator. Relat ive starns of CMF is a strong 

indicator on its own. For example, as a continuation ind icator during a bull 
trend, you may note that CMF dips below the line into negative territory. 

However, if it does not remain there for very long, that indicator tells you that 

the existing trend is likely to continue. 
Additional technical indicators are provided in this chapter. However, 

before proceeding, we need to emphasize one o f the most important of these 
indicators: the trendline. Remember, the t reud is the d irection of price, and the 
trendline is an indicator that tells you when the trend is beginning to weaken. 

You can confirm continuation of a trend in many ways, including candlesticks, 
volume, moving averages, and other technical indicators. However, the 

trendline is one of the early warning signs. It is drawn under an uptrend and 

tracks rising support; or above a downtrend, tracking declining resistance. 
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When the straighl line of the trendline begins 10 fail, il is highly likely thaI the 
trend will stop and perhaps reverse in the near future. In numerous examples of 
charts under analysis, YOll will find Ihis to be true time and again. As with all 
indicators, nothing is guaranteed, but trendline srudy is one of the most reliable 
confirming indicators, especially when a reverse is also signaled in the candle
sticks. 

Any confirming indicator takes on additional value when il appears in a set 
of two--or even three--addi tional signs . In other words, when you see a candle
stick formation that indicates reversal, finding a single confirming sign is 
encouraging. When you find two or more confirming signs, it is even better. You 
should not rei)' solely on candlesticks (or on any other technical indicators) as 
your only metho-d for entry or exit timing. Candlesticks are the foundation for 
a timing program, but they need to be con firm ed before taking action. The 
quali ty, consistency, and reliability of the indicators you use to time your trading 
decisions will not ensure completely accurate results in every case. You will 
never get 100 percent of your trades pegged to the perfect entry or exit, but you 
will improve your rate of well-time<l decisions when yOLl rely on confirmation_ 

The patterns you recognize on charts often help you anticipate what will occur 
next. Merelr the patterns are not enough, however. It is not enough to simplify 
the process by expecting price to reverse just because it has continued in one 
direction fur s~veral weeks, for exampl~. Yuu n~ed to be :tbl~ to r~cugnize 
signals in the candlesticks and combinations of candlestick days, in volume 
spikes, in :t we:tkeni ng of trendlin~s, and in well-known tests of resistance and 
support. 

Technical analysis is intended as a means for Imptoving entry and exit 
timing. This improvement requires the ability to mo\'e in and out of positions 
rapidly and often. For this reason, a widespr~ad belief that technicians are 
speculators pursuing high-risk trading strategies is not always justified. [n fact, 
proper application of candlestick analysis with J rang~ of confirmation methods 
can lead to the development of a COl/serf/alive trading strategy. As contradictory 
as this strategy might seem, it could make more sense than the more traditiunal 
buy-and-hold strategy used by value investors. 

As the trading cycle becomes more rapid, average holding periods of long 
positions have been shrinking in recent years. Thi s does not mean that investors 
are becuming less risk averse; however, it does mean that with improved infor
mation and technical systems, higher-\'ohnne trading is becoming recogni7.ed as 
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a viable alternative to simply buying .:md holding stock. f igure 10- 1 summarizes 

the average holding period of stock between 1920 and 2009. The period peaked 
in 1942 at ten years; morc recently, the average holding period has declined to 

below one rear. 
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The change makes sense. For example, you will be better off moving in and 

o ut of positions as a swing trader if a stock continues tradi ng in a four-point 

range over 12 months than YOll would be to just bu)' shares and wait. As a swing 
trader, you have several technical advantages: 

I. You can earn numerous short-[erm profits. 

2. Potential losses are limited to what mar be a relarivel), small investment 
level for each swing trade. 

3. The activity can he spread or moved among many stocks, which is quite 
djfficult for round lot stock buyers whose available capital is limited. 
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The purpose of technical analysis is not to guarantee 100 percent success, but 
to improve your odds of accurately timed entry and exit- based on recognized 
signals and confirmation within the price movement and its strength or 
weakness. 

Technical analysis is not magic and does not offer a secret formula for 
success. However, within the broad classification of technical analysis, you will 
find many "indicators" that have no practical application to price cause and 
effect. Some indicators are just coincidence. For example, you may not expect 
to profit by making trading decisions based on the width of annual tree rings, 
winners of annual sports championships, four-year presidential winners, or even 
approval ratings. This analysis is controversial, however, because many 
nonmarket facto rs such as political policies directly affect the economy. 
However, the controversy is whether or not you can safely rely on esoteric 
indicators. If you are willing to perform the hard work of analysis, you can 
master a few technical basics, including candlestick formations, and apply them 
to timing decisions. 

The best forms of analysis simply make sense and are easily understornl. The 
use of indirect social or poli tical trends is nOl consistently reliable, and neither 
are some exceptionally complex technical formulae. Many forms of technical 

analysis are more academic than practical, so it makes sense to distinguish 
between working chart smdies versus OJmplex mathematical calculations and 
long-term analysis. Price movement is always going to rely on short-term factors 
pegged to supply and demand and economic news of the moment. Academic 
analysis takes solace in long-term averages and statistical likelihood of what will 
happen next, but realistically, price movement is always chaotic. A long-term 
statistical study may accuratelr indicate long-term (uture price movement but 
cannot be relied on to estimate price direction in the next five days. For that, 
you need to rely on the technical analysis that is involved directly with price 
trends. 

Technical analysis is not simply the study of where price is and how strong 
or weak the trend's momentum is at the moment. On a more important level, 
this analysis helps you to quantify risk. In times of exceptional volatility, a 
stock 's price might exhibit nothing except unpredictability. This behavior, by 
itself, is a valuable indicator because it cautions you to stay away until more 
specific trends can be establ ished and acted on . When a trendline moves strongly 
in one direction but then falters, it cO\l\d signal revers.11; when confirmed by 
what the candlestick formations tell YOll, this process reduces risk by giving you 
the means for timely entry or exit before the reversal occurs. 
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Past chapters referred often to gaps as confirming signals for a condLlsion based 
on movement in candlesticks, support and resistance, and trendlines. Gaps are 
among the most important of technical indi(ators because they represent a 

departure from the oTderl)' trading of shares of stock between rfading sessions. 
Incidentally, this general observation applies to the most commonly used 

trading session period of a trading day, bUl it applies equally 10 sessions of any 
duration- including weekly, hourly, or even five-minute trading sessions. The 

advantage of observing specific patterns in trades (such as gaps) is that YOll can 
apply the meaning of those panerns to any trading duration. 

Gaps have a number of different meanings. A gap may be simply a common 
occurrence within price change from one day to the next. It may be part of a 
breakoll1 above resistance or below sllpport. There are fOllr speci fic types of 
gaps: 

I. Commoll gap. This gap is common ;"md easily fou nd. [t has no special 
significance until common gaps begin to appear o lle after another as part 
of a developing trend . 

W Common Gap 
A commonly occurring gap in price between one day's close and another day's open, 

which by itself has no special significance. 

2. Breakaway gap. This gap has significance, signaling a departure from the 
established trading range; price moves abO\'e resistance or below support 
with a gap in price. 

OJ Breakaway Gap 
A gap in price Ihallakes the price range above established resistance or below 

established support 

3. RUllaway gap. This type is a gap or series of gaps occurring during a strong 
and rapid trend. 

m Runaway Gap 
A gap or series of gaps appearing as part 01 a strong and fast-moving trend. 
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4. Exhaustion gilp. A gap appearing at or near the end of a trend, signaling 
that the price dir~ction is ov~r~xt~nd~d and is about to stop or r~v~rse and 
filL 

W Exhaustion Gap 
A gap showing up at or near Ihe end of a trend, signal ing an impending reversal to fill 
the overextended price run, 

The quarterly chart of Apple Computer (AAPL), shown in Figure 10-2, 
provides examples of all four types of gaps. During the period when price levels 
were trading wi thin the established range, a series of common gaps appeared. 
The signal of a change in the existing resistance level was marked by the 
breakaway gap after the doji day. The uptrend tha t followed was characteri7.ed 
by a series of runaway gaps during a 30·point uptrend in only one month. A 
two-part exhaustion was signaled by two gaps toward the end of the chart. (This 
pattern was followed by a one-month period of sideways price movement before 
price once ag..1.in went into uptrend mode.) 
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The exhaustion indicator in this case did not precede a downward price 
movement, but it did signal the end of the run-up because a sidewars period 
followed. The two-part exhaustion gap pattern is also a bullish candlestick 
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pattern: the upside tasuki gap (whi te dar. gap, second white day, and a black 

third dar). This paw:rn could be interpreted as a signal that, in fact, the uptrend 
is not ending, only pausing. That interpretation would have been correct. Figure 
10-3 extends the Apple chan to show what happened next. 
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Figure 10-3 Cnnlinualion aller exhaustion gap 

This extended chart is valuable because it demonstrates how tht: previous 
exhaustion gap is properly interpreted. It is easy to assume that exhaustion 
always signals reversal; it ma), ahu signal consolidation, as it did in this cast:. You 
may have spotted the difference in the fact that the exhaustion gap was a part of 
the upside tasuki gap pattern . That is a bull ish pattern telling you that the 
current support level is going to hold. This proved to be the case, wi th support 
at approximately S I 60. This was tested on August 17 during the one-month 
price consolidation. Note the breakaway gap during the newly set trendline, and 
the very large exhaustion gap in the last week of November. This preceded ye t 
':1I1other period of sideways movement in the range of $190 (support) and $205 
(resistance). At the end of the chart, a series of small runawar gaps led to a long 
whi te candlestick that moved prices above resistance. 
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These two charts of Apple demonstrate the role that different kinds of gaps 
play in conjunction with candlestick formations to properly identify the trend. 
The initial exhaustion gap did not signal reversal because it quickly developed 
into the upside tasuki. This was not a contradiction; it implied coming sideways 
movement. The reads of these gaps and candlesticks made it quite possible to 

properlr read the chart even duri ng this volatile period. 

Gaps often signal changes in the existing trading range. This range, bordered on 
the top by resistance and on the botrom by suppOrt, is the foundation of 
technical analysis. It adds a sense of order to how price trends aTe read. You 
expect short~term trends to remain inside the borders for a period of time, even 
if that occurs only so that buyers :ltId sel lers can determine what should happen 
next. In any technical test of trading range limits, the need for confirmation is 
greater than ever because several possible outcomes may occur. 

The argument is that observing the trading range and how support and 
resistance are tested is not enough analysis to know how to proceed. Some tests 
of the range lead to breakouts, whereas other breakout moves fail and retreat. 
How do you know which is taking place as breakout occurs? You cannot know 
JUSt by virtue of the breakout. This is where candlestick patterns are helpful. The 
confirmation you obtain by observing breakouts, gaps, tests of support or 
resistance, and candlestick formations helps in determining whether one of the 
two events- failed breakout or successful breakout- is most likely to occur. 
These possible outcomes occur freque ntly, and both can be confirmed by 
candlestick fo rmations: 

I. Attempts al breakout fail . When well-known patterns such as double or 
triple tops (or bottoms) or head an<] shoulders form, they often precede 
strong price movement in the opposite direction_ That may also mean a 
breakaway from the fa iled breakout attempt. Thus, prices move upward 
after failing to break through support or move downward after failed test.~ 
of resistance. 
An example of a stock whose trading range was tested without successful 
breakouts was Procter & Gamble (PC), as shown in Figure 10-4. Several 
interesting patterns emerged here. Fi rst was the very prominent hammer at 
June 22 with the exceptionally long tail. Recall that hammers and hanging 
man patterns have significance depending on where they appear in a trend. 
In this case, Ihe hammer showed up immediately after prices fell below 
support. The long lower shadow tell s you that attempts to bring down 
prices further failed, so you would expect prices to rise again. 
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Figure 10·4 Trading range tests with failed breakout 

A second occurrence of this pattern recurs at the top, where the same 

pattern is properly calld the hanging man. It showed up immnliately after 

prices rose through resist.:mce and, again, the attempt to bring down prices 
failed. However, rhe large gap at the end of the attempted breakout takes 
prices back into the trading range. 

2. Tests become breakOllts. If prices move strongl), away from the trading 
range, a breakout may occur in the opposite direction. Although a breakout 

can occur unexpectedly due to indicators beyond price patterns, a 
predictable event includes the failed test of the opposi te border. So a failed 
double bottom may precede an upside breakout, and vice versa. 

The chart of Pfizer (PrE) contained an example of a breakout. A well-estab
lished trading rangt: was tested wi th a duuble bottom, as shown in Figure 10-5. 
Immediately after the failed breakout below support, prices began moving 
upward strongly. After the second test of the bottom, a long white candlestick 
appeared, starting the upward price movement. At the point of breakout, two 
consecutive gapping days appeared. First was the ch:lnge between the black day 
closing at about 14 .75 and the next day opening at about 14.90. The second, 
largt:r gap occurrnl on the next sessiun, which led immnliate1y to the breakout. 
A new support level was set immediately and held. 
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Flgllre 10·5 Trading range test with successfu l breakoul 

Traditional trading range testing patterns, speci fically double tops and 
bottoms or the well-known head-and-shoulders formation, provide very strong 
early warning signs. However, the appearance of these patterns docs not always 
mean a breakout is going to occur in the opposite direction . It could mean 
simply that the price range will remain within existing borders and that the 
faile{l test merely strengthens support (at the bottom) or resistance (at the top) 

On the other side of the breakout, you cannot always rely on its staying 
power. Some breako\l[s will se t new trading ranges and hold, but many others 
will fail and prices retreat. Here again, the candlestick confirmation of either 
event improves your abili ty to know which event is most likely to follow. 

Virtually every charrist or technical rrader recognizes the more popular price 
patterns, including those that test support or resistance, trendlines and their 
conclusion, and price gaps. These easily recognized price changes are strungly 
confirmed (or contradicted) by observations of candlestick signs, moves, and 
patterns. You can augment your analysis even further by combining candlestick 
analysis with even more advanced indicators that calculate whether the current 
stock price is uverbought or oversold. 
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These indicators are often mathematically intensive, so that in the past your 

ability to make lise of them was limited. Today, however, automated chart 
generation provides you with instant avai lability of valuable advanced 
indicators. [n past chapters, some of them were introduced and demonstrated as 
valuable for confirming trends. T he on-balance volume, eMF, and moving 
average indicators are easily comprehended and work well with traditional 
technical price panerns and candlesticks. In addition, three technical indicators 
are worth following because they define whether stocks are overbought or 
oversold. These three are relative strength index, stochasri(s, and Bollinger 

bands. 

Relative Strength Index 
The relative strength index (RSf) compares the strength of uptrend days to that 
of downtrend days. It often leads the price trend and is especially valuable when 
other technical indicators do llot clearly define the di rection of impending price 
changes. 

W Relative Strength Index (RSI) 
A momentum oscillator that compares the strength of uptrend and downtrend days, 

and expresses the value on an index between t and 100. 

The RSI is expressed on an index of 100 and is one of the most reliable of 
the momentum oscillators. This combined terminology refers to the trend 
direction (momentum) combined with the quantified value (index value) of RS I. 

III Momentum Oscillator 
An indicator such as RS I, expressing a quantified dominance of the trend direclioo 

(momentum) on an index (oscillator). 

The RSI provides a single index value telling you whether a srock is currently 
overbought or oversold. The RSI standard. first introduced by J. Welles Wilder 
in his 1978 book Nell) COllcepts ill Techllical Tradillg Systems. identifies the RSI 
level of 70 as overbought and 30 as oversold. This simplified valuation of the 
stock's condition makes rhe RS I an exceptionally easy-to-use technical 
indicator. 
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W OverboughUOversold 
The quantified status of a stock identified through the RSI value as overbought above 
70 or as oversold below 30. 

To calculate RSI, ),OU add together both upward and downward price 
changes over a number of sessions (normally 14) and then average them. Next, 
you divide the up-d<1)' average by the down-d<1Y average. The result is multiplied 
by 100 to find the RSI value. However, you do not need to go through the 
tedium of making these calculations yourself because many online si tes provide 
free stock charts with RSI included. 

Stochastics 
The next advanced technical indicator is called stochastics. This is a price osci/

lator, which is a calculation of the differences between two moving averages, 
However, whereas MACD is invariabl y based on the exponential moving 
averages of 12 and 26 sessions, the price oscill<1tor provides a percentage 
difference th<1t shifts between positive and negative. 

(II Stochastics 
A momentum indicator identifying current price in relatiooship 10 the current trading 
range; the word means "random" and is a means for calculating the likely price 
movement in the near future. 

W Price Oscillator 
A technical indicator based on comparisons between two moving averages. 

IIl MACD 
The mQ\ling average convergence/divergence, a technicaJ calculation comparing the 
trend between two fixed moving averages. 

You calculate the stochastics formula by comparing changes in longer-term 
moving average and shorter-term moving average. This produces a point-based 
outcome. To convert to a percentage-ba:sed omcome, you multiply the result by 
100. As with other advanced technical indicators, stochastics outcomes are 
plotted automatically on many web-based free charting services. 
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Just as RSI defines overbought and oversold as residing above 70 and below 

30, the srochastics version is similar, with overbought levels usually identified as 
80 and oversold at 20. 

Bollinger Bands 
The third overbought/oversold indicator is called Bollinger bands, named after 

the technician John Bollinger who introduced the concept in the 19805. The 
method begins with a <:alculation of a moving average over a specified period of 
time. (Bollinger recommended llsing 20 days.) The next step applies the statis

tical calculation known as standard deviation to quantify the "highness" or 

~Iowness" of price in relation to previolls price levels. This produces bands 
running above and below the moving average. The distance between the average 

and the bands measures volatility. 

ru Bollinger Bands 
A technical indicator that tracks the re lative distance 01 current price from a moving 

average. visually displaying price volatility levels. 

Combined with RSI and stoc hastics, Bollinger hands prominently define 
overbought and oversold conditions. Volatility levels are highly visible with the 

upper and lower bands easily compared to current price levels. 

All three of these indicators can be studied together to provide technical 
confirmation; when used in conjunction with traditional chart patterns and 

candlesticks, the)' round out your program of technical analysis. For example, 
the six-month chart of Gold Trust Shares (GLD), in Figure 10·6, shows price 
with Bollinger bands and moving average behind, and RSI and stochastics 

indicators below. 

The Bollinger bands track price with variations indicating varying levels of 
volatility; these variations tend to grow as the trendline continues. Note how the 
lower band bounces from the trendline, below, and then back. Meanwhile, the 

upper haods follow the price levels very closely. This pattern continues IIntil the 

price peaks near S J 19. The run'lIp in price was characterized by numerous 
runaway gaps and then two exhaustion gaps at the top. Also note how the 

trendline ends abruptly as price begins to decline. 
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These conditions wer~ confirm~d in s~v~ral ways. Th~ RSI r~mained mostly 
between the 70 and 30 percentiles, indicating that prices were reasonable. This 
continued until th~ p~riod wh~n condition became overbought, rising at one 
point to about 85. AI; price retreaH:d, RSI levels also fell back into the middle 
zone. 

The stochastics line contradicted RSI in many respects, providing many 
instances where the lin~ showed overbought conditions, as the trendline and 
price rose quickly. Although RSI reported price at reasonable levels toward the 
conclusion of th~ chan, stochastics fell well below th~ 20 perc~nt l~vd , 

indicating that the decline to about S 105 was an oversold price level. 
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The nendline confirmed the overbought/oversold indicators an{] Bollinger 
volatility. However, the real confirmation is found in the candlesticks. In the 
early parr of Onober, note the shorr-term uptrend with a strong price gap 
moving through the short-term resistance leveL A second rally occurred in early 
November with a gap and then a long white candle. The marked runaway and 
exhaustion gaps confirm the overbought conditions confirmed by both RSJ and 
stochastics. ru, the price reJched its highest levd, it was followed immediately 
by a doji, downward gap, Jnd long black candlestick. All these predicted a 
downturn, confirmed when price met and fell below the rrendline. Stochastics 
confirmed this behavior, although RSI did not. 

This chart provides a lot of information, but it is not consistent. This 
example shows why you need to use several different indicators. In this 
example, RSI pegged the overbought condition but did not agree wi th the 
stochastics when it identified the following low point as o\'ersold. Although 
employing J luge number of indicators will result in varying levels of 
disagreement as to what the indicators reveal, this level of analysis is quite 
reasonable. There is enough at the top of the trend to accurately predict 
reversal; exhaustion gaps, black candlesticks, and both RSI and stochastics 
overbought range movements. The resulting conclusions about the downtrend 
and whether or not the stock became oversold is not agreed on; the RSI in 
particular indicates that the price range is fair, whereas stochastics plunged 
below 20. 

I of Candlestick Si' 
, 

No indicators or combination of indicators pro\'ides a guarantee thM the signals 
are Jlways reliable. Br the same argument, no candlestick formations can 
provide assurance that entry and exit timing will be flawless. All these 
indicators, when used to confirm one another or to provide agreement on the 
continuation or reversal of a trend, will irnprO\'e the instances of well-timed 
trading decisions. 

The possibility of false signals is ever present. With this point in mind, it is 
imperJtive that rou view candlesticks as one of many tests. The candlestick 
signs, moves, and patterns presented in this book and shown in the context of 
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reversal and continuation are probably more accurate as predictive indicators 
than most other forms of price analysis . However, as dozens of past examples 
have shown, con(imllltioll is the necessary attribute to a sensible program of 
technical analysis. Different candlestick formations may confirm one another 
when they appear side by side; and indicators other [han candlesticks, including 
moving averages, trendlines, volume, and advanced technical indices, aid in the 
development of an accurate and reliable system. 

A lot of emphasis has been placed not only on confirmation, but also on the 
possibilit)' that even the strongest indicator may be false--even when confirmed 
by any number of other indicators. No trader should expect to rely on a timing 
system to the extent that risks become higher than acceptable. Remember, the 
purpose of all these indicator studies is not to completely eliminate risk, but to 
reduce it. In the process, an improved and more reliable system is designed to 

increase the success of your timing. If you lise only a single indicator, you may 
expect a 50 percent accuracy ra te, for example. However, b)' combining a 
singular analytical system with a series of confirming signals, you may expect to 
realize a much higher degree of success. 

Candlestick analysis involves {Iozens of potential formations, and each has its 
own degree of significance. Some are bullish, others bearish; some indicate 
coming reversal, others tell you continuation is more likely. A few contain 
significance [hat depends on position within a trend (for example, appearing at 
the conclusion of an uptrend versus a downtrend). With these points in mind, 
you cannot oversimplify candlestick analysis or expect it to always provide an 
identical conclusion. That relies on the momentum of the trend, confirmation 
in many forms, and acceptance of the reality that even the strongest predictive 
indicator wi ll be wrong sometimes. 

The "right or wrong" of a decision IS not determined by the degree of 
accuracy in how you read the signals. It is a percentage of well-timed decisions, 
and IIsing candlesticks for the purpose of increasing this percentage is where 
your real advantage lies. In that sense, candlesrick analysis is not an absolute 
science. However, it is effective at improving the qual it)" of the estimate 
involved in your timing decisions. To a degree, all trading decis ions involve part 
guesswork. Candlestick anal)"sis is a method for improving the sLiccess of the 
guesses you need [0 make. 
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appendix 

Glossary 

Accumulatioll/ disrribution (AD): A technical indicator measuring proportionate 

degrees of bu}'er and seller volume; it acts as a momentum indicator. 

Ascending triangle: A bullish triangle characterized by a level resistance and 
rising support leveL 
Bea r abandoned baby: A (omptex formation consisting of a hear do;; star (an 

upward day, an upward gap, and a daii) followed by a downward gap and then 

a downward day. 
Bear squcc~e :t len : A three-session candle with the first ooe upward, the second 
with a narrower opening and dosing range, and the third with yet narrower 

ranges. Although second and t hird session candles may be upward or 
downward, the strongest version of the squeeze alert contains three white 
candles. 
Belt hold: A reversal pattern consisting of three downtrend days, a downside 
gap, and a white candle wi th no lower shadow (bull); or three upnend days, an 
upside gap, and a black candle wi th no upper shadow (bear). 
Bollinger bands: ,\ technical indica tor that tracks the relative distance of current 
price from a moving average, visually displaying price volatility levels. 
Breakaway gap: A gap in price that takes the price range above estJblished 
resisrance or below esrablished support. 
BreJkaway patlem: A reversal pattern in which the first candle is followed by a 
gJP in the direction esrablished (downward for a black candle or upward for a 
white candle). A series of the same-colored candles follows moving in the same 

direction, concluding with J candle of the opposite color closing into the gap 
(upward for a bull breakaway or d ownward for a bear breakaway). 
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Bull abandoned baby; A complex pattern consisting of a bull doji star (a 
downward d ay, downward gap, and do;i) followed by an upward gap and then 

an upward da)', 
Bull squeeze alert : A three-sessio n candle with the first one downward, t he 

second with a narrower opening and closing range, and the third with yet 
narrower ranges. Although the second and third session candles may be upward 

or downward, the strongest version of the squeeze alert contains three black 
candles. 

Candlestick chari: A visual summar), of all the trading action in a single period, 
showing the opening and dosing prices, breadth of trading, and upward or 

downward movement in price. 
Coil: Al ternate name for the symmetrical triangle. 

Common gap: A commonly occurring gap in price between one day's close and 

another day's open, which by itself has no special signi ficance. 

Complex patterns: Candlestick formations consisting of three or more consec
utive trading sessions and creating one of several speci fic reversal or directional 

indicators. 

Concealing baby swallow: A bull reversal panern consisting of four black 

candles; the first two are maruboZlls, followed by a (lownside gap, a third black 

candle, :md then an engulfing hlack candle. This pattern sets a new support level 
for the trading range. 
Confirmatio n: The use of an indicator to verify the meaning of a separate 

indicator occurring at the same time or earlier, consisting of movement in an 

index or individual stock price, changes in price trend direction, or initiation of 

an entry or existing signal. 

Confirming indicators: Candlestick formations that anticipau that the current 

trend is likely to continue in the same di rection. 
Consolidation : A period in which a narrow trading range is in effect and little if 

any movement occurs. It is likely to occur in between upward or downwar<l 

trends and reflects uncertainty in the market about fllture price direct ion. 
Contrarian investor: A trader or investor who recognizes that markets overreact 

to news and who makes buy and sell decisions in a direction opposite the 

prevailing trend. 

Convergence/divergence: The tend ency for two long-term mo ving averages of 

price to move toward one anot her (converge) or away from one another 
(diverge). 
Dark cloud cover : Alternate name for the bear piercing lines move. 

Descending triangle: A bearish continuat io n pattern consisting of steady support 

price and declining resistance. 
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Do;i: A candlestick sign develope(l when the day's opening and closing prices 
are identical or very close; the rea.! body is a horizontal line rather than a box. 
Do;i star: A variation of the ilwerted hammer in which the signal day forms as 
a dOli instead of a hammer candle. 
Downside gap filled: A bear complex pattern with a downward session, a 
downside gap, a second downside session, and then a third session moving to 

the upside. However, although the third session fills the gap, it does not move 
above the resistance level set by the firs t day's opening price. 
Downside tasllki gap: A complex pattern creating a bear trend with a downward 
candle, a downside gap, a second downward candle, and then an upside candle 
that does not fill the gap. It is a bear formation because the gap holds up. 
Dowmrend: A short·term pattern of three o r more periods, characterized by 
each period's lower low price levels and lower high price levels. 
Dragonfly dOli: A type of doji with a lower shadow; the longer the shadow, the 
greater the bullish indication. 
Engulfing pattern: A double-stick move in which the range of the setup period's 
stick is surpassed by the range of the signal period, and in which the setup stick's 
shadows are longer than those of the signal period. 
Evening star: A bear three-stick pattern combining a bear im'erted hammer with 

J subsequent third day moving downward. 
Exhaustion gap: A gap showing up at or near the end of a trend, signaling an 
impending reversal to fill the overextended price run. 
Falling three pattern: A bear revers.al pattern and the opposite of the bull reversal 
mat hold. This pattern consists of a black session, a downside gap, a series of 
rising white sessions, and a final bl.1Ck session closing lower than the close of the 
first. This paITern setS a new resisrance level and amicipates a downtrend. 
Falling wedge: A reversal pattern in which prices fall while the price range 
narrows, amicipating a coming price rise. 
Gapping trend: Any trend involving price gaps, especially between trading 
sessions in which the gaps are not immediately visible. 
Gravestone doji: A type of dOli with an upper shadow; the longer the shadow, 
the greater the bearish indication. 
Hammer: A pattern with a small ready body, no upper shadow, and a longer 
than usual lower shadow. It appears at the bottom of a downtrend and is a 
bullish day indicating an impending reversal, or it appears as confirmation 
during an uptrend. 
Hanging lIIan: A pattern with a small real body, no upper shadow, and a longer 
than usual lower shadow. It appears at the top of an uptrend and is a bearish day 
indicating an impending reversal, or it appears as confirmation during a 
downtrend. 
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Harami: M eaning ~pregnant.~ a double-stick move in which the setup day's 

range is longer than the signal's days, extending above the high and below the 
[ow, and when the setup's shadows are longer than those of the 5ti,k in the 

signal period. 
Harami cross : A type of haram; in which the signal day forms a doji and is 

subject to the same range requirements of other hamllli moves. 
In neck: A variation o f the neck line move in which the two days' real brxlies 
overlap somewhat in price levels. 
Inside down: A three-stick formation with a hear haralll; in the first two sessions 

(a white first day and a smaller black second day in a narrower range) and then 
a third downward day. 
[nside up: A three-stick formation with a bull harllmi in the first two sessions (a 
black first day and a smaller white second day in a narrower range) and then a 
third upward day. 
Inverted hammer: A douhJe·stick move made up of a downward trending long 
candle, a low-side gap, and a ham mer (a bull formation) ; or an upward moving 
long candle, a high-side gap, and a hammer (a hear formation). 
Kicking: A reversal pattern consisting of a maTI/bow, a gap above or below, and 
then a candle of the opposi te color. A hul! kicking starts with a hlack and ends 
with a white candle with an upside g:lp between the two, and a bear kicking 
starts with a white candle and ends with a black candle with a downside gap 
between the two. 
Ladder patlern: A revers.'Il pattern beginning with a seri es of candles trending in 
one direction, a gap in the opposite d irection, and a candle that moves in the 
reversal d irection. A ladder bottom (black candles, an upside gap, and a higher 
whi te session) is a bull reversal, and a ladder top (white candles, a downside gap, 
and a black session) is a bear reversal. 
Long-!cggcd doji: A doii sign with exceptionalJ)' large upper and lower shadows, 
indicating a coming reversal in the current trend. 
MACO: The moving average convergence/divergence, a technical calculation 
comparing the trend between two fixed moving averages. 
Major yin: A black mambow sign serving as a reversal sign within a downtrend 
or, when it appears within an uptrend, as a continuation indicator. 
Marubozu: A long candlestick, with varying lengths of upper and lower 
shadows. The word in Japanese means ~with little hair." 
Mat hold: A buH reversal pattern beginning with a long white candle, followed 
by an upside gap, downward hlack candles, and a final white candle dosing 
higher than the first candle. 
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Matching paltern; A bull reversal move consisting of two black candles with 
identical closing prices (matching low), establishing a new support level; or a 
bear reversal with two white candles wi th identical closing prices (matching 
high), establishing a new resistance level. 
Mecting lines; A double-stick move with the bottom of the setup day's real body 
meeting the top of the real body in the signal day. In a bull move, the setup day 
is downward moving and the signal day is upward, creating a downward gap 
bet\veen the closing price of the setup and the opening price of the signal. A bear 
meeting lines move exhibits the opposite direction In both sessions and an 
upside gap in bet\veen. 
Momentum oscillator; An indicator such as RS I, expressing a quantified 
dominance of the trend direction (momentum) on an index (oscillator). 
Money flow; A technical test of volume trends employing the average of each 
day's high, low, and close to develop a cumulative trend direction in price. 
Money flow index (M.FI); A momentum in<licator measuring positive and 
negative money flow in a stock's price over a 21-day moving average, creating 
an oscillator ranging between I and 100; the indicator is also known as the 
Chaikin Money Flow (CMF). 
Morning star; A bull three-stick pa ttern combining a bull inverted hammer with 

a subsequent third day moving upward. 
Move; A double-stick formation that foreshadows either a reversal or continu
ation in the current price trend. 
Ncar-doji; A candlestick with an exceptionally thin space between opening and 
closing prices; although they are not identical, the range is so small that the 
candle is granted the same significance as a perfect doji. 
Neck line: A double-stick confirming move with long candlesticks. The setup is 
upward and a higher signal is downward (bull pattern), or the setup is 
downward and the signal is upward (bear pattern). In both cases, a gap is dosed 
in the setup day, confirming the current trend. 
Northern doli; Any doji appearing above a previous uptrend, considere(1 a 
strong bear signal. 
OHLC chart: Abbreviation of "open, high, low, close . ~ A type of stock chart 
showing a vertical stick for the day's trading range and two vertical, shorter 
protrusions showing opening and closing prices. 
On neck ; A variation of the neck line move in which the two days' real bodies 
intersect at approximately the same price level. 
On-balance volume; A cumulative indicator measuring dominance of daily 
trading by either buyers or sellers, used to anticipate emerging trends. 
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Outside down: A complex pattern consisting of a bear engulfing (two sticks 
maue up of a white dar ami then a larger black day with higher high ami higher 
low) and a third day moving lower. 
Outside up: A complex pattern consisting of l bull engulfing (two sticks made 
up of a black day and then a larger white day with higher high and higher low) 
ami a third u:ty moving higher. 
Overbought/oversold: The quantified status of a stock identified through the 
RSr value as overbought above 70 ur as oversold below 30. 

Paper trading: A method for becoming familiar with strategies, in which a ficti
tious porrfolio is traded using "'virma! moncr." This enables you to see the 
outcomes of different timing strategies, but without losing real money. 
Patlcrn: A candlestick formatio n of three or more trading periods that strongly 
indicates a reversal or continuation of the current trend. 
Percentage swing system: A method of timing entry and exit based on the 
percentage by which price moves above or below the pre\'iously establishing 
trading range. 
Piercing lines: A double-stick move with two long candles. A bull fo rmation has 
a downward movemem in the setup and a lower, upward movement in the 
signal, with trading ranges overlapping to form an invisible gap. 

Price oscillator: A technicl! indicator based on comparisons between two 
movmg averages. 
Primary trend: The overall price din:crion in the market, either bull (upward) or 
belT (downward). Within each primary trend, offsetti ng secondary trends 
occur. 
Reaction swing: A tendency for short-term pTices to return to an established 
trading range following a price spike. 
Real body: The rectangle in a candlestick, representmg the area between the 
da(s opening and dosing price bur excluding the roral range above and below 
those Ie\'els (upper and lower shadows), 
Rehu ive strength index (RSI): A momentum oscillator that compares the 
strength of uptrend and downtrend days, and expresses the value on an index 
bet\veen I and 100. 
Reversal fOTmalions: Candlestick de\'elopments signaling the end of the current 
trend and anticipating the likelihood that price will next move in the opposite 
direction. 
Revcrsion to the mcan: A tendenc)" for prices to reverse course and move back 
roward their longer-term average. 
Rising wedge: A reversal pattern 111 which prices Tlse while the prICe range 
narrows, anticipating a coming price decline. 
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Risk rolerance: The degree of risk YOIl are willing and able ro take in your 
portfolio, based on many factors, including knowledge ahour the market, 
experience, capital, hudget, portfolio size, and personal financ ial simation. The 
defined risk tolerance level identifies the kinds of investments anyone can afford 
to make. 
Runaway gap: A gap or series of gaps appearing as part of a strong and fast
moving trend. 
Separa ting lines: A confirming double-stick move creating a gap equal to the real 
brnly of the setup day. A hull fo rmation is formed with a downward setup and 
a higher upward signal. A bear move is formed with an upward setup and a 
lower downward signal. 
Setup: The first trading period in a multistick formation, followed by the signal 
trading period. 
Shadow: The pOTtion of the candlestick above and below the real body. The 
upper shadow shows the distance between the trading range (open to close) and 
the highest price of the day, and the lower shadow shows the distance between 
the trading range and the lowest price of the day. 
Side-br-side black lines bear: A formation of three black sessions. The first is 
followed hr a downside gap and then two additional downward moving 

sessIOns. 
Side-by-side black lines bull : A fo rmation of one white session, an upside gap, 
and two black sessions. Price support prevents the bears from moving price 
down to fill the gap and forms new support, making this a bullish indicator. 
Side-by-side white lines bear: A pattern of one black session, an upside gap, and 
two white sessions. Price resistance prevents the bulls from moving price up to 
fill the gap, making th is a bearish indicator. 
Side-br-s ide whi te lines bull: A pattern of three white sessions. The first IS 

followed by an upside gap and then two addition:1lupward moving sessions. 
Sign: A single candlestick that provides initial indications ahout a reversal or 
continuation in the overall trend. 
Signal : The last trading period in a multistick formatio n, which occurs after the 
setup. 
Southern do;i: Any doji appearing below a previoliS downtrend, considered a 
strong hull signal. 
Spike: A sudden price move above or below the trading range, which often is 
followed by a return to that range within a few trading sessions. 
Spinning top: A candlestick with a rd atively small real body and upper and 
lower shadows. The real body is approximately midway in the day's range, and 
both shadows are at least the same size as the real body. 
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Slick sandwich: A reversal three-stick pattern in which the first and third stil:ks 
arc one C010f; and the middle, the opposite color. The dosing prices of the first 
ami thi rd sticb are at the same level, establishing new support (bull) or new 

resistance (bear) price levels. 
Stochaslics : A momentum indicator identifying current price in relationship to 

the current trading range; the word means -random~ and is a means for calcu
lating the likely price movement in the near future. 

Swing Inlde: A trade with a short time in a position, entered after price spikes 
or percentages above the norm of movement; the purpose is to time short-term 

profi ts by trading contrary to the market ten<lency. 
Symmetrical triang!.::: A continuation pattern consisting of a trading range of the 
same breadth in both the beginning of the triangle and the continuation. 
Tails: An alternate term for espec iall)' long upper and lower shadows, used as 
indicators of the degree of strength in bullish or bearish trends. 
Three black crows: A complex candlestick formation consisting of three or more 
consecutive downward candles. Each has a lower opening alI(I a lower closing 
than the previous candle. 
T hree rivers pattern : A reversal for mation consisting of a long black candle, a 
lower black candle, and a short white candle closing lower (three rivers bottom, 
a hull form ation): or a long white candle, a higher white candle, and a short 
black candle closing higher (three rivers top, a bear forma tion). 
Three sta rs in the south: A bull reversal consisti ng of three black candles. The 
first has a long lower shadow, the second closes lower, and the third is a 
IIIan/bow with a range within the range of the second session. 
Three white soldien: A complex candlestick formation consisting of three or 
more consecutive upward candles. Each has a highcr opening and a higher 
closing than the previous candle. 
Thrusting lines: A double-stick confirming move consisting of two long candles. 
In a bu11 formation, setup is upward and a higher signal day is downward. [n a 
bear formation, setup is downward and a lower signal day is upward moving. 
TOial capitalization: The sum of capital that funds a company's operations, 
consisting of equit)' (shareholders' capital) and debt (long-term loans and bonds). 
Trading range: The price spread between highest and lowest points on a daily 
bar or over a period of time; the breadth of trading between those two points. 
Trend: The direction of price movement over time, which continues in the same 
movement until it weakens and moves sidewa)'s or reverses. 
T rendline: A series of straight lines bordering the highest and lowest point in a 
current price trend. 
Triangles: Continuation patterns charanerized by a narrowing nading range 
over time; thcy may be symmetrical, ascending, or descending. 
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T ri-s tar: A pattern with three consecutive sessions showing dojis in each. A bull 
tri-star develops when the middle do;i gaps below the ranges of the fi rst and 
third sessions, and a bear tri-star consists of a second session gapping above the 
fim and third. 
Tme range: A stock's trading range within a trend rather than a single trading 
session. It includes the previous session's closing price and the current session's 
price movement. 
Upside gap fill ed: A bull complex pattern with an upward session, an upside gap, 
a second upside session, and then a third session moving to the downside. 
However, although the third session fills the gap, it {Ioes not fall below the 
support level set by the first day's opening price. 
Upside tasuki gap: A complex pattern creating a bull trend with an upward 
candle, an upside gap, a second upward cand le, and then a downside candle that 
does not fill the gap. It is a bull formation because the gap holds up. 
Uptrend: A short-term pattern of three or more periods, characterize<1 b~' each 
period's higher high price levels and high low price levels. 
\Vcdgc: A reversal pattern in one of two shapes: a rising wedge is bearish, antic
ipating a reversal from the existing uptrend to a downtrend; and a falling wedge 
is bullish, anticipating a reversal from the existing downtrend to an uptrend. 
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Index 

A 

abandoned baby, 78-82 

accumulation/distribution (AD), 
125- 126 

Alcoa (AA) : 

bearish volume indicaror, 129 

bull squeeze alen, 73 

fa ll ing wedge, 138-139 

inside down, 76 

marubozu with volume spike, 
157- 158 

three black crows false 
reversa. I,95 

American Express (AXP): 

bullish volume indicator, 
127- 129 

consoli dation with marubow 
breakout, 154- 155 

engulfing moves, 49 

white soldiers and black 
crows, 71 -72 

antici pating the trend, 153- 156 

Apple (AAP L): 

continuation after exhaustion 
gap, 21 4 

exit signals followed h)' 
continuation, 188 

gaps, 213 

inside up, 75 

pcrcemage of ch:mge syste m, 
147 

ascending tr iangle, 134- 135 

average holding period, 210 

B 

Bank of America (BAC) : 

ascending triangle, [35 

bull abandoned baby, 80-81 

consolidation with inverse 
head and shoulders, 155 

meeting lines, 57-58 
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bear: bullish: 

abandoned baby, 81 ·82 

belt hold, 103 
breakaway, 1 \2-113 

reversal , 94·97 
squeeze alert, 73-74 

stick s.1ndwich, 106- 107 

bearish volu me indicator, 129 

belt hold, 102- 103 

Best Buy (BBy): 
bull ish tail, 42-43 

fal se indicator: marubozu with 
volume spike, 157· 159 

outside up and down, 77 

risi ng wedge, 137 

black crows, 7 1-72 

Boeing (BA): 
bear breakaway, 112· 113 
bear inverted hammer, 54 

CMF move with repetitive price 
gaps, 162· 163 

downside gap filled, 89 

Bollinger bands, 220 

breakaway gap, 2 12 
breakaway panern , 11 1· 113, 145 

bull: 
ab:lI1doned baby, 80·81 

belt hold, 102- 103 

breakaway, \1 2 

reversal, 91 -96 
squeeze alert, 72-73 

stick sandwich, 105- \06 

c 

long candlestick, 30-32 

tail,43 
volume indicator, 127·128 

candlestick: 
attributes, 8-9 
bullish long, 30-32 

chart, defined,S 
com plex patterns, 69-70 

con firmation , 200-203 

entT)' or exit, 182- 186 

fo rmations, 19 
moving averages, 203-206 

observations of, 18-20 

potenti al , 222-223 

shapes, 28-30 
strengths and weaknesses, 9-11 

swing trading with , 174- 178 
vol ume indicators and, 126- 13 1 

Caterpillar (CAT): 
downward trendline ending, 

200-201 
morning star false revers.11, 93-94 

moving averages with candlestick 
trends, 180-181 

price gap with volume spike, 160 

Chaikin Money Flow (CMf), 
126_13 1, 153,157, 162- 164,208 

Chevron Corp (CVX): 
bear stick sandwi ch, 106-107 
false indicator: CMP move with 

repetitive price gaps, 163-164 



Cisco (CSCO) : 

bear squeeze alert, 73-74 

breakout with no volume spi ke, 
121-122 

Coca-Cola (KO): 

marubozu,3 1-32 

neck line move (buil), 64-65 

piercing lines, 59 

trend with marubozu but no 
breakout, 167-168 

coil, 133 

common gap, 87, 212 

complex trend patterns, 82-85 

concealing baby swallow, 104- 105 

confirmation, 19-20, 200-209 

confirming indicators, 60-61 

confi rming moves, 66-67 

consoli dation, 153- 156 

contradictory volume indicator, 130 

contrarian investor, 142-1 43 

convergence/divergence, 178- 182 

o 
dark cloud cover, 59 

descending triangle, J 35 -J 36 
Disney (DIS) : 

harami,5 1 

neck line (bear), 65-66 

tasuki gap, 86-87 

three rivers bottom, 110 

dividend yield, 2 1 

doii: 
dragonfly, 33-34 

gravestone, 35 

Ex~on-Mobil 237 

long-legged,35-37 

narrow-range day, 32 

near, 98 

northern, 98 

reversal signal, 97-100 

southern, 98 
star, 53-56 

tri-star pattern, 99-100 

downside : 

gap fi lled, 89 

tasuki gap, 86 

downtrends, 25-28 

dragonfly doii, 33-34 

DuPont (DO): 

E 

bear abandoned baby, 81-82 

contradictory volume indicator, 
130 

exit signals followed by 
reversal, 189 

ladder top, I 16-1 17 

engulfing, 48-52, 76-77 

entry signals, 1 86 

evening star, 79-80 

exhaustion gap, 213-214 

exit signals, 187-189 
Exxon-Mobil (XOM): 

bull belt hold, 102-103 

bull breakaway, 112 

dragonfly doii, 33-34 

failing spinning tops, 39 

falling three pattern, 114-115 

multi ple reversal signals, 176-177 
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F 

side-by-side white lines bear, 85 

three white so ldie~ false 
revers.,l, 92 

trendline in a downtrend, 199 

falling three pattern, 114- 115 

fa lling wedge, 138-139 

fundamental volatility, 132 

G 

gap: 

breakaway, 2 12-2 13 

common, 87,212-2 13 

complex 86-90 

exha ustion, 2 13-2 14 

filled,87-88 

multisession reversals, 111 - 117 

repetitive, 162- 164 

rever5.;,1 patterns with, 10 I- I 04 

runaway, 212-2 13 

short-term behavior, 149- 153 

significance of, 2 12-2 15 

tasu ki, 86-87 

trend, 150-152 

wi th vol ume spike, 160- 162 

wi thout breakout, 168-169 

General Electric (GE): 

harami cross, 52 

northern and southern dojis, 99 

Gold Trust Shares (GLO), 

overbought/oversold indicators, 
220-22 1 

Google (GOOG): 

bear bel t hold, 103 

ladder bottom, 116 

spinning top, 37-38 
gravestone doji, 35 

H 

hammer, 37-4 1, 79 

hanging man, 37-4 1 

harami, 48-52, 74-75, 167 

harami cross, 5 1-52 

Hewlett- Packard (HPQ): 

percentage of change system, 
148-149 

trend line in an uptrend, 198 

Home Oepor (HO) upside gap 
filled, 88 

in neck, 64-66 

information pool, 20-22 

inside fo rmations, 74-77 
Intel (INTC): 

evening star, 79-80 

spike wi th breakaway and new 
range, 144- 145 

inverse head and shoulders, 155 

inverted hammer, 53-56 

J 

JCPenney UCP): 

buH stick sandwich, 106 

dragonfly doji failure, 34-35 



hammer, 40-41 

three rivers top, 1 11 

Johnson & Johnson UNJ): 

K 

bull side-by-side black lines, 
84 

evening star false reversal, 96 

movlllg averages to support 
trends, 203-204 

kicking, 101-102 

Kraft foods (KFf): 

L 

false indicator: price gap with 
volume spike, 16 1 

short-term trends within the 
primary trend, 183 

ladder pattern, 115-117 

long-legged doji, 35-37 

M 

MACD (moving average conver
gence/divergence),2"l9 

major yin, 124 

marubozu, 30-32, 124, 128, 154-160, 
166-168 

mat hold, 113-114 

matching pattern, 107-108 

McDonald's (MCD): 

bull inverted hammer, 53 

concealing baby swallow, 
104-105 

northern doji 239 

gapping trend, 152 

hanging man, 39-40 

morning star, 78-79 

upward trend line ending, 
201 -202 

meeting lines, 56-60 
Merck (MRK): 

price direction confirmed within 
a primary trend, 185 

short-term trends with strong 
candlestick signals, 183-184 

Microsoft (MSFT): 

symmetrical triangle, 133-134 

trend with gaps but no breakout, 
168-169 

mistake pattern, 32-37 

M.MM (3M Co.), volume as a leading 
indicator, 123- 124 

momentum osci llator, 218 

money fl ow index (Mf l), 125 

morning star, 78-79 

moving average UvlAl, 179-181, 
203 -206 

N 

narrow-range day (NRD), 32, 38, 
145, 189 

neaT doji, 98 

neck lines, 60-66 

nonrecurring price spike, 143-144 

northern doji, 98 
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o resistance: 

OHLC (open, high, low, close) chart, 
7-10,29 

on neck, 64-66 

on-balance volume, J 24- J 25 

outside formations, 74-77 

overbought and oversold conditions, 
2 17-222 

P-Q 

PIE (price/earnings) ratio, 21, J32 
paper trading, 12-14 

percentage swmg systems, 146-150 

Pfizer (PFE): 

mat hold, 11 3-114 
price breakout following 

marubozu, 166 

separating lines, 63 

trading range test with successful 
breakout, 216-217 

piercing lines, 56-60 

price oscillator, 219 

price spikes, 143-146 

primary trend, 178- 179, 182- 186 

Procter & Gamhle (PG) : 

R 

nonrecurring price spike, 
143-144 

trading range tests with failed 
breakout, 2 15-216 

reaction swings, 143-146 

real body, 9 

relative strength index (RSI), 218 

key framework, 215-2]7 

reversals and, 104-111 

swing trade, 165- 169 
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